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Caroline Patricia Swain.
Abstract.
A study of the properties of tree-ring density and ring-width
chronologies from five sites in the British Isles, two in Sweden and
two sub-fossil sites in Northern Ireland is described. The technique of
x-ray densitometry is used to measure density. It is shown that it is
possible to use x-ray densitometry on well preserved sub-fossil pine.
Chronologies have been constructed for parameters of earlywood and
latewood widths, ring-width, maximum and minimum densities for all
sites. The statistical properties of chronologies are related to the
latitude and altitude of the sites. Sub-fossil chronologies behave
differently to any of the living tree chronologies.
Response functions on monthly temperature and precipitation data are
calculated for the five tree-ring parameters for the living tree
chronologies. A principal component analysis involving 25 ring-width
chronologies from northwestern Europe is used to examine the spatial
relationship between British and European ring-width chronologies.
The continuous pattern of density variation across the annual ring is
measured for trees from two scottish sites, at Glen Derry and Glen
Affric from 1900 to 1979. A method of constructing and comparing annual
density profiles by fitting cubic spline functions to the density data
is described. This has enabled the effects of growing season climate on
density to be examined. The importance of temperature in governing
tree-ring density is demonstrated. The use of image analysis techniques
to measure the continuous variation in cell dimensions across the
annual ring is described. Variations in ring density are explained in
terms of changes in wall thickness and lumen diameter.
A comprehensive literature review on the physiological mechanisms
controlling the response of tree-ring width and density in P.
sylvestris to climate is described. The physiological causeS-for the
climate-growth response in earlywood and latewood widths and densities
are summarised seperately. It has been possible to explain some of the
results of the response function analysis and the density profile study
in terms of physiological processes.
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Chapter 1.

Ih'l'RODUCTION

A. PINUS SYLVESTRIS L. AS A SOURCE OF MATERIAL FOR DENDROCLIMATOLOGY.
The geographical distribution of Pinus sylvestris L. is the largest of
any coniferous tree species in the world. It is present across the zone
of cool temperate Boreal forest in the Northern Hemisphere, from Great
Britain in western Europe across Eurasia to 130°E longitude in the
USSR. The northernmost latitude is greatest in Norway where it grows at
70°20'N, although it rarely extends beyond the arctic circle in the
USSR. The southernmost limit is less well defined. P. sylvestris occur.
in islandlike localities in many parts of the mediterranean region and
in the mountains·of southeast Europe. Large stands grow at a latitude
of 40°N in Turkey although small communities of P. sylvestris occur
further south than this in Spain. The altitudinal limit varies
according to the geographical position and the cli.atic conditiona, for
example in Spain it grows to 2100., in the Swiss Alps 1800-1950.
(Kienast 1985), 1200m in the Vosges (Tessier 1984) and 940a in northern
Norway (Bialobok and Zelawski 1967). In Britain the altitidinal liait
is 580. in the northern Pennines (White 1974) and 450a in the Cairngora
mountains in Scotland (Pears 1968).
The genetic variation i8 large, as is the range of cli.atic conditions
under which the trees grow. P. sylvestris grow. in the arctic tundra in
the north and extends southwards into regions which experience a
mediterranean climate. It occurs on many types of soil. ranging froa
dry sands to peat soils. In mountains it attains considerable altitude.
mostly on shallow soils or soila of low fertility. The genetic
variation is considered by some workers to be clinal. There i. a rich
scale of variability with regard to morphological and physiological
characteristics over its extensive range (Bialobok and Zelawski 1967).
P.sylvestris reached its .aximum extent since the last ice age around
4000 years ago, during the so called altither.al phase in the Boreal
era. This is indicated in Scotland by studies of buried pine .tuaps in
peat bogs (Birks 1975) and pollen analysis (Bennet 1984). The height of
the tree line at that time in Scotland is thought to have been at 750a
a.s.l. (Pears 1968, 1970). The reasons for the pine decline are
considered to be climatic and partly due to the contribution of huaan
factors. Evidence of a warmer period 4-5000 years ago, when tree line.
were 500m higher has been found in tree-ring studies on bristlecone
pines (P. longaeva' from the White Mountains of California (LaKarche
1974). There is also evidence that a similar growth enhance.ent in
natural vegetation over the past 100 years has occurred due to changing
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climate and perhaps an increase in atmospheric carbon dioxide levels
(Graybill 1987).
In the United Kingdom most of the natural native pine forests have
been felled in the past. Scots pine would naturally oCCur over a large
area of Scotland upto about 400m a.s.l. depending on the exposure (wind
is a major factor limiting the altitudinal tree line in parts of
Scotland (Fraser and Gardiner 1967». In the rest of the British Isles
during the Boreal era P. sylvestris grew abundantly on the higher level
peat soils, in the fenlands and on sandy coasts and hills. Forest
clearance and grazing pressure played a major part in the destruction
of the original native pine forests (Steven and Carlisle 1959). The
remnants of the original pine forests are found in the more remote
Scottish Glens, where they mostly constitute open grown stands of very
old trees. There has generally been very little natural regeneration
except where efforts have been made to encourage it (Bunce and leffers
1977).
The maximum lifespan of a scots pine is about 500 years (Steven and
Carlisle 1959). The oldest trees found in Scotland are around 350 year.
old (Faulkner, in Bunce and Jeffers 1977). As i. the case with P.
longaeva, the oldest trees are found growing at the altitudinal liait
of the species range (Laftarche, personal coamunication). Native acots
pine forests occupy only a 25th of the total area of pine in Scotland,
a total of 10,000 hectares mostly in open stands (Bunce and Jeffers
1977). Plantations of scots pine are rarely aOre than 100 years old,
and these trees are often unsuitable for dendroclimatology having been
grown in close stands and subjected to rigorous silvicultural regiaes
which are the primary influence on growth. Thus dendrocli.atological
work on P.sylvestris is concentrated in the native pine areas, which in
general are the mOre remote high altitude sites.
The climatic factors limiting the range of P. sylvestris vary
according to the location of the site. Temperature is known to be the
primary factor delimiting the northern and altitudinal tree lines
(ftikola 1962, Schweingruber et al. 1979). In dry areas the a.aunt of
rainfall is the primary factor affecting growth (Schweingruber et al
1979). The processes limiting the trees' range are also likely to be
the most important factors limiting their perfor.ance at the
extremities of the range. Examples of a dual response to climate across
an ecological gradient are found in trees groving on several aountain
ranges in western North America. Trees at the lover forest border are
primarily influenced by the amount of precipitation, whereas trees at

the upper treeline are affected by temperature. Forest interior trees
are less responsive to climate. This has been found in bristlecone
pines in the Snake Range in eastern Nevada (LaMarche 1974) and for P.
ponderosa in the San Fransisco mountains in northern Arizona (Fritts et
al. 1965). Scots pine trees from Scandinavia and Scotland have been
shown to respond to differences in summer temperature (Mikola 1962,
Hughes et al. 1984, Briffa et al. 1987). The spatial pattern of growth
response in the annual increment in the alpine and sub-alpine regions
of central Europe is more complex. There is a greater diversity of site
types and local climate regimes. The situation here lends itself to
spatial dendroecological studies (Schweingruber 1985, Kienast 1985) and
multivariate analysis of the different sites (Tessier 1984).

The abundance of P. sylvestris in forests in northern Europe has
implicated that this species should be chosen for dendroclimatological
studies. P. sylvestris is the only native

~~e
conifer~in

Britain and in

parts of northern Europe it is the most co ••on tree species (along with
Picea abies). The wide range of site types which P. sylvestri. grow. on
has meant that information about both temperature and rainfall can be
obtained from dendroclimatological studies of trees from different
areas. At the northern and altitudinal timberlines radial growth 1s
primarily affected by temperature. On dry sites the a.ount of
precipitation is the major factor influencing growth. Anatomically P.
sylvestris is suitable for tree-ring studies, both density and
ring-width can be recorded. Studies on living trees are however limited
to the past 350 years. Pines have a relatively short lifespan compared
to certain species of conifers in western North America which can live
for over 2000 years.
B. RING-WIDTH AND DENSITY MEASUREMENT.

The principle of crossdating sequences of tree-rings to produce a
chronology was developed in North America by Douglas. in 1904 although
as far back as the eighteenth century observations had been made in
Europe by Linnaeus on the crossdateable nature of oak rings. Douglas.
worked on the climatically responsive Pinus ponderosa Laws. growing in
the dry climate of Arizona. He developed the technique of crossdating
and produced a 500 year P. ponderosa chronology from living trees and
archaeological specimens. He introduced the concept of
dendroclimatology and published work on the esti.ation of rainfall from

tree growth (Huntingdon 1914). Subsequent work continued in the United
States notably by Antevs, Schulman and Gittings. A central Laboratory
of Tree-Ring Research was set up in Tucson in 1937.

In Europe dendrochronology was slower to become established because
the climate growth relationships were more complex than in western
North America and because the work was being carried out in fragmented
locations (Echstein 1972). The main centres for dendrochronological
studies were in Germany, Scandinavia and Russia. A review of dating
methods was first published in Germany by Huber (1941). Early
Scandinavian work is described by Hoeg (1956) in Norway and Kikola
(1956) in Finland. A number of dendrochronological studies had been
made in Scandinavia, mainly concerned with tree growth and
environmental studies on P. sylvestris. Dendroclimatological work on
conifers in Europe has been concerned with several other species, for
example Larix decidua (Serre 1978), Pinus halapensis (Serre 1977) and
various species of sub-alpine conifers (Schweingruber et ale 1978). The
International Tree-Ring Data Bank now contains a large number of
European chronologies (Hughes et al. 1982). Several long conifer
chronologies now exist, constructed from living trees and specimens
from archaeological sites. In southern Germany Abies alba Killer has
been extended back to 820 A.D. (Becker et ale 1970), Picea abies Karst
to 1250 (Weiser and Becker 1975). The longest reported Pinus sylvestris
chronology is from northern Finland, extending back to 1181 A.D. (Siren
1961). Reliable measurements however only extend back to 1383 A.D.
(Hughes et al. 1982, Hughes personal communication).
Anatomically P. sylvestris is more difficult to work with than some
other species of conifers but with care it is possible to overco. . .oat
of the problems. The ring boundaries are well defined, false and
missing rings do occur and care is needed in locating thes••
Compression wood is sometimes present on leaning trees, at l.ast two
radii are measured on trees to compensate for a certain amount of
radial asymmetry in the growth pattern. The dendrochronological
properties of various conifer species are described by 5chweingruber
(1980).
Initially, simple ring width measurements have been used in the study
of conifers. Intra-annual density measurements employing the technique
of x-ray densitometry have more recently been utilised and have proved
to be very successful. The anatomical si.plicity of conifer wood _akes
it especially suitable for densitometry. The aethod of x-ray
densitometry in which an x-ray negative fila of the wood is analysed
optically on a densitometer was first developed by Polge (1970) in
France and later adaptions have been made in other

labor.tor~e.

(Lenz

et ale 1976, Parker and Henoch 1971, Kilsorn and Hughes 1978, Jacoby
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1980). Time series of maximum and minimum densities may be produced and
these can be related to climate. Densitometry has often enabled
additional and more seasonally specific climatic information (on
temperature and preCipitation) to be obtained (Hughes et ale 1984).
Strong relationships have been found for conifers between maximum
density and late summer precipitation in France (Polge 1965) and late
summer temperatures in northern Canada (Parker 1976), eastern North
America (Conkey 1979), in the Himalayas (Hughes and Davies 1987), in
the Swiss Alps (Schweingruber et ale 1978), in Scandinavia (Briffa et
al. 1987) and in Scotland (Hughes 1987). Spring and early summer
temperatures are also found to be correlated with maximum density in P.
resinosa in Maine (Conkey 1986).
In Europe and eastern North America there is a more complex response
of trees to climate than in the western United States. The lifespan of
European tree species is shorter than many American species, although
conifer tree-ring records in Europe have been extended using
archeological material. Measurement of density parameters in addition
to ring-width have been successful on conifers from these areas.
Maximum density has been shown to be related to late su ••er and early
spring temperatures in several European and eastern North American
conifers. It would seem that a closer examination of tree-ring density
could aid in our understanding of the climate-growth response.
C. OBJECTIVES.
Recent work on P. sylvestris in Scotland has indicated that su ••er
temperatures can be reconstructed for a period prior to the existence
of climate records from tree-rings using ring-width and maximum density
data (Hughes et al. 1984, Hughes 1986). They demonstrated that
tree-ring reconstructions of temperature data were stable in both the
time and frequency domains. It has been possible to reconstruct
Edinburgh temperature back to 1720 (prior to the existence of climate
data records) using tree-ring data from a number of sites in Scotland.
A similar reconstruction of late summer temperature for northern Europe
has also been carried out using tree-ring data (both ring-width and
density) from northern Fennoscandia back to 1700 (Briffa et ale 1987).
Hughes (1986) finds that in Scotland, July and August teMperature. are
the most important climatic parameters affecting maximum density at all
sites although the inland tree line sites were more responsive to
temperature than the more oceanic west coast sites. Schweingruber et
al. (1979) consider the properties of chronologies from a small number
of British sites in a European context. A detailed examination of the

dendroclimatological properties of P.sylvestris on a variety of British
sites at different altitudes has not been made.
So far these climate reconstructions have been based on material from
living trees. Given the strong climate-growth relationship and the
potential of tree-rings to reconstruct climate faithfully in the time
and frequency domains, it would seem feasible to use preserved timber
from an earlier period to reconstruct climate back still further in
time. There is a wealth of P.sylvestris material that has been
preserved in peat bogs throughout Britain and Ireland (Birks 1975,
Pilcher 1973). This material is termed bog pine or sub-fossil pine. Oak
chronologies have been extended back 7272 years which include peat bog
material from Ireland (Pilcher et al. 1984). It would seem possible
that a similarly produced chronology constructed using P. sylvestris
timber could provide a considerable amount of climatic information. An
important consideration might be in the study of temperature at the
time of the maximum pine growth and during its subsequent decline at
the end of the boreal era (5000-3000 yrs. B.P.). It is considered that
there could be analogies with the changing climatic patterns today
which is thought could be a result of carbon dioxide build up in the
atmosphere (Graybill 1987).
The major problem in the production of a bog pine chronology is to
locate a sufficient number of overlapping, correctly dated speci.ens.
In order to produce a replicated crossdated series from pine timbers a
quantity of contemporaneous material must be found, crossdating of the
ring series must also be possible due to some degree of common pattern.
A 500-year floating chronology has been produced from pine in the Irish
Midlands, radiocarbon dated 4000-3500 yrs B.P. (McNally and Doyle
1984). In this work

chronologies based on maximum latevood density

from bog pines found in Northern Ireland have been produced, the
properties of these chronologies are examined. Investigation of bog
pines from sites in Scotland have also been made in an attempt to
produce a chronology from a higher altitude site. It is well
established that at the higher altitude sites in Britain, a strong
response of tree growth to temperature is found. Such a strong veIl
tested relationship could be used in extrapolation to the distant past.
The best source of information about temperature in the distant past
for Scotland and northern Europe is thus likely to be obtained from bog
pines from high altitudes in Scotland.
There are difficulties in locating suitable timber and dating of
sub-fossil pine to construct a sub-fossil chronology. There is also the
12

problem of the large temporal gap in the availability of P. sylvestris
material after 3000 yr. B.P .. Between this time and 1383 A.D. (the
earliest data of the longest reliable pine chronology, Hughes et ale
1982) no material from P. sylvestris has been found. Unlike oak, pine
was not extensively used in archaeological construction and it is not
naturally durable.
The nature of the climate-growth signal in P. sylvestris from sites in
Britain other than in Scotland has not been fully studied. It has been
necessary to carry out further investigation into the variability of
the properties of the rings on several site types in order to be able
to compare the growth of sub-fossil pines on lower level sites with the
growth of modern trees (not necessarily growing on peat).
The statistical properties of density and ring-width chronologies from
five selected sites in the British Isles and two in Scandinavia are
examined. Five tree-ring variables (maximum and minimum densities,
earlywood width, latewood width and ring-width) are analysed
seperately. Recently developed statistical procedures for tree-ring
analysis are used. A principal component analysis is used to compare
the British chronologies with a set of ring-width chronologies from
sites northwestern Europe. The climate-growth response is investigated
using the standard procedure of 'response function' calculation. The
climate-growth responses for the five tree-ring parameters listed above
are computed seperately for the five British and two Swedish sites.
Not only is it important to consider the differences in the
climate-growth response between sites, it is also necessary to focus on
the nature and physiological causes for the climate-growth signal. Of
special interest is the biological basis for the strong maximum
denSity-temperature response in high altitude trees. An extensive
literature survey has been undertaken. The findings on what is known of
the physiological response of the annual increment to climate are
considered in relation to statistical evidence. Literature relating
primarily to Pinus sylvestris is surveyed. It is necessary to consider
how climate affects cell production and tracheid dimensions (both wall
thickness and lumen diameter) at different times in the growing season.
The physiological causes for climate-growth responses in earlywood
width, earlyvood density, latewood width and latewood density are
summarised seperately.
Information is needed about the variation in density across the whole
ring and also the variation in cell dimensions through the course of
the growing season. Only then is it possible to interpret the
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physiological and statistical evidence of climate-growth responses. In
this work yearly density variation is examined by fitting cubic spline
curves to the densitometric measurement to produce 'density profiles'.
Cllmate data is related to yearly deviations from the mean density
prof lIes. Variations in cell dimensions across the annual rings are
measured on thin sections of wood. Analysis of cell dimensons is based
on techniques developed in Germany. A preliminary trial using computer
assisted image analysis is undertaken to investigate the possibility of
quantitative analysis of variation in cell dimensions across the annual
rings.

1'
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Chapter 2.

PHYSIOLOGY OF THE CLIMATE-GROWTH RESPONSE.

A. INTRODUCTION.
There is considerable ecotypic variability in the morphological and
physiological characteristics of Pinus sylvestris L. Some yorkers
distinguish several climatic ecotypes, others consider that the
variation is more or less continuos over the major part of its
geographical range and thus the variation in properties is considered
to be clinal (Bialobok and Zelawski 1967). Wright and Baldwin (1957)
distinguish several European ecotypes for example; Pinus sylvestris L.
var. sylvestris in Poland, Germany, Czechoslovakia and Hungary, P.
sylvestris var. lapponica Hart. in northern Scandinavia and P.
sylvestris var. scotica Willd. in Scotland. The results of
physiolog~cal

studies on scots pines from areas outside Scotland must

be treated with some degree of caution when discussing the
physiological characteristics of Scottish populations. Vaartaja (1959)
demonstrated, in studies on pines at different elevations fro. England
and Finland, that a hereditary photoperiodic response had undergone
changes from one population to another, depending on the local
photoclimate and environmental conditions. Thus distinct photoperiodic
ecotypes can be distinguished.
The climate-growth response is regulated by the genetic makeup of the
tree, its geographic location (which will affect the general climate
pattern), and the seasonal and daily variations in the weather from
year to year. It-is the influence of yearly variations in climate on
tree growth that is of interest to dendroclimatologists when attempting
to reconstruct climate in the past from tree-rings. If a number of
different sites are examined the genetic and geographic components must
be considered. The following flow chart shows the relationships between
these factors and the most important physiological processes regulating
wood formation.
Geographic
location
growing
~~--------------~Activitr

of carob um

The following section contains part of an extensive review of the
literature relating to the climate-growth response in conifers, with
special attention to Pinus sylvestris. The topic is considered under
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three heading, these are; photosynthetic capacity of the tree, the
intrinsic factors controlling growth and finally, external factors and
how they might modify these processes. Many of the processes operating
wh~ch

were explained in relatively simple terms twenty or so years ago

are now found to involve quite complicated mechanisms.
There is a confusing variety of experimental evidence as to the exact
effect of many environmental factors on fibre dimensions. For example
it has been shown that a reduction in daylength results in a decrease
in wall thickness in P. radiata seedlings (Richardson

196~,

but in

similar experiments with larch an increase was found (Wodzicki 1964).
Larson (1969) pointed out that only by considering the whole tree in
relation to its total environment could such discrepancies be
reconciled. A tree is a balanced self-regulating system, so the same
conditions may have a different effect according to; the previous
Circumstances, the point in the growing season and other factors which
may be operating simultaneously.
The following diagram shows a flow chart of some of the interacting
processes affecting wood fibre dimensions (from Denne and Dodd 1981).
Figure 2.1

Rates and/or durations of
across
r--r--~
cambial zone
~~~~__~

~__~differentiation

Dimensions

The picture is further complicated because a change in one
environmental factor is often associated with a change in another; for
example in the case of the relationship between the amount of
precipitation (which affects the water balance of the tree) and number
of hours of sunshine (affecting the rate of photosynthesis). Regular
seasonal cycles of environmental conditions will interact with internal
growth cycles including periodic shoot elongation,

leaf expansion,

apical activity, root growth and cycles of leaf ageing (Denne and Dodd
1981). The tree's response to changes in the environment will vary

according to its physiological state and the time of year. The relative
importance of the different pathways will change throughout the growing
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season.
B. PHOTOSYNTHETIC CAPACITY.
a) Foliage assimilation capacity.
The foliage assimilation capacity is affected by the length and number
of needles and their physiological state, including age, time of year
and health (Linder and Troeng 1980). Needle length in pines varies
according to their genetic characteristics and the latitude and
altitude at which the trees are growing. Trees growing further north
and at higher altitudes have shorter needles (Steven and Carlisle
1959). Large differences in needle length can occur from year to year.
Needle growth in pines can continue long after shoot elongation has

ceased, unlike some other conifer species such as Abies (Worral 1980).
Needle retention is usually four years in P. sylvestris, depending on
the local environmental conditions. In situations of low nutrient
availabilty, drought conditions or pollution the needle retention
period is shortened (Bialobok and Zelawski 1967). In spring the second
year needles are providing most of the carbohydrates whilst the new
needles are initially a drain on the tree's reserves. Later in the
growing season when the current year needles are mature they will be
photosynthesising at a greater rate than they are respiring and thus
take over as the main carbohydrate producers (Linder and Troeng 1980).
The photosynthetic capacity of the needles varies throughout the year,
not only as a result of differences in the weather from season to
season but also due to physiological changes within the needles
themselves. During the winter the concentrations of the three needle
pigments chlorophyll, carotene and xantophyll decrease. This is
especially apparent in trees from the northern regions. In these
northern pines the concentration of chlorophyll is lower in winter and
higher in summer than in trees from central European provenances. The
highest concentration of these pigments is found in spring immediately
preceding bud initiation. Inactivation of chloroplasts also occurs
during the winter, which will result in a decrease in photosynthetic
capacity. Some photosynthesis occurs in the winter months after the
cessation of wood formation at the end of the summer. It has been found
that the artificial maintenance of high temperature (above 1S·C) into
the autumn can result in a maintenance of photosynthetic capacity and a
temporary halting of the winter changes in needle pigments.
Photosynthesis however does not generally occur at all beyond November
in pines from northern Europe and this is thought to be due to loy
light intenSity rather than low temperatures (Linder an Troeng 1980).
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In the spring, under favourable conditions, the old assimilatory organs
in scots pine begin to be active long before the initiation of bud
development. This is dependent on the local climate conditions
(Bialobok and Zelawski 1967, Philipson et al. 1971, Persson 1980). In
Sweden, Linder and Troeng (1980) found that P. sylvestris was
photosynthetically active from April to November, the season varied by
about a month from year to year according to the prevailing weather. A
considerable amount of carbohydrate may be synthesised in the autumn
which is mostly translocated to the roots.
P. sylvestris is a light demanding species thus there is a large
increase in photosynthesis with increasing light intensity
(Tranquillini 1979). The compensation point is reached at a relatively
high illumination compared with many other conifer species. Temperature
is also an important factor governing the rate of photosynthesis in
scots pine. The following diagram shows how photosynthesis and
respiration are dependent on temperature at 10Y. natural illumination
(Bialobok and Zelawski 1967). Maximum photosynthesis occurs at around
20°C, above this temperature respiration rate increases rapidly. At
temperatures below -3°e no photosynthesis is found to occur.
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The diurnal rate of photosynthesis is governed by a number of factors
(the most important being conditions of light and temperature). A
typical double peaked curve is found in photosynthetic rate throughout
the day, maximum photosynthesis being in early morning (9a ••• ) and in
the afternoon (at about 2p.m.) with a drop in net photosynthesis and an
increase in respiration around noon (Linder and Troeng 1980).-Polster
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beginning of April when the maximum temperature rose above 10·C and the
minimum temperature was above freezing.
Exper~ments

on seedlings have shown the net assimilation of

carbohydrate in the needles drops markedly in the spring during the
stage of active shoot elongation (Neuwirth 1959, Barnett 1981). At this
t~me

the rate of respiration exceeds the rate of photosynthesis in the

old needles. This is followed by a period of 'exhaustion' when both
respiration and photosynthesis decline. After this, by the beginning of
June, the rates of respiration and photosynthesis increase as the new
needles take over as the primary assimilating organs. In a mature tree
this exhaustion is less severe since utilisation of stored carbohydrate
is possible, but a drop in net assimilation is still apparent
(Tranquillini 1979). In Sweden, Linder and Troeng (1980) found that
photosynthesis was often low during late spring and early summer in
mature trees due to winter damage to the photosynthetic apparatus 1n
the needles.
b) Length of growing season.
The growing season is considered as starting at the time the buds

break in the leading shoots in the spring. It terminates when the
cambium becomes inactive in the autumn. As described in the previous
section, photosynthesis and other physiological processes can still
occur outside this period. In terms of investigating the
character~stics

of the tree-ring itself and a possible direct response

of growth to current weather conditions, it is important to·deter.1ne
the length of the growing season. A statistically determined
climate-growth response can only be interpreted as a direct response if
it occurs during the growing season.
The length of the growing season varies according to the geographic
location, the prevailing weather conditions and the genetic
characteristics of the tree. Genetic factors will affect how the tree
responds to the environment (Lavender 1980). Genetic variation within a
species is thought to be responsible for much of the geographic
variation in bud-burst timing. Steiner (1979) examined the geographical
patterns of bud bursting in several Pinus species including

~.

sylvestris. Strong geographical patterns vere found in this timing.
Multiple regressions of population means for each species against
polynomial functions of latitude and longitude of origin accounted for
69 to 88 percent of the total variation. Scottish populations of P.
sylvestris however flushed significantly earlier than others at the
same latitude in Europe, apparently due to the maritime influence. The
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chance of a damaging late frost in spring is less in maritime regions,
hence the trees are adapted to flush earlier. The geographic pattern of
var1at1on could be interpreted in terms of the combined effects of
lat1tude and continentality of climate. Bud-burst in pines is believed
to be primarily a response to rising temperature. At the northern
timberline in Finland, P.sylvestris needs several days with
temperatures above 12°C for active growth to commence (Mikola 1962).
The temperature threshold for recommencement of growth in spring, as
would be expected, is lower for populations native to habitats with
cooler growing season temperatures.
In geographic terms, Steiner (1979) found that the timing seemed to
correspond more closely to winter temperatures (January to March means)
than to temperatures or incidence of frost at the time of bud-bursting.
In Pinus species spring frost damage to the young shoot is rare, in
contrast with many other conifers. There is known to be some ability to
resist frost damage at the time of growth initiation, even at
temperatures considerably below freezing. The fect that time of growth
1nitiation corresponds better with winter temperatures than with
conditions at the time of bud-bursting is thought to be because
adaptive responses to winter temperatures are more important in
controlling the processes leading up to bud-bursting (since pines may
be photosynthetically active during the winter) than responses to
temperatures in the spring when conditions are generally favourable.
The variation in weather from year to year can also be responsible for
an annual variation in bud-burst timing at anyone location. It would

seem that, at a local level, the prevailing weather at the time of
growth initiation may have an effect on the pattern of variation in the
time of bud-bursting. This variation is found to be more apparent in
southerly provenances of P. sylvestris. Lavender (1980) finds that
prevailing temperature plays an important role in controlling
bud-bursting in southerly provenances, with photoperiod also playing a
part in trees from northern origins. On one site there can eVen be
variation in the time of bud-breaking from tree to tree. Mikols (1962)
found that for Pinus sylvestris and Picea abies at the northern
timberline in Finland the dates of onset of bud activity differed by
about a month from tree to tree. Denne (1979) found that time of
bud-break varied within the crown of Picea sitchensis. It is thought
that this may be associated with differences in chilling requirements
for bud-break associated with variation in the duration of cambial
activity in the previous growing season.
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Bud-bursting in relation to commencement of cambial division at breast
height varies according to tree vigour. Cell division at the base of
the buds begins before bud-break and proceeds basipetally such that
d1v1sion at breast height will occur after bud-break (Denne 1979).
M1kola (1962) found this initial cell division occurred 5-10 days
before bud-break and cell division at breast height commenced 3-4 days
after bud-break. The rate of basipetal growth initiation is much slover
in suppressed trees. In severely suppressed specimens the annual ring
may be non-existent at the base of the tree. Larson (1962) considers
that an auxin or auxin-precursor emanating from the developing buds
act1vates the cambium in a basipetal direction. Denne (1979) found in
Picea sitchensis, that tracheid production began earliest at the tips
of the branches below the main crown. In the main stem it began several
internodes below the leader and progressed dovn the main stem. A delay
of 5-10 days occurred before tracheid production commenced at breast
height, depending on the light conditions. Tracheid production ceased
throughout the tree in mid-September in dominant and co-dominant trees
and in early August in supressed trees.
The cessation of cambial growth in the autumn and the onset of
dormancy are also found to vary from year to year. It is thought to be
internally controlled by photoperiod, but environmental conditions may
1nduce a premature cessation of cambial growth. The relative importance
of photoperiodically induced and environmentally induced dormancy may
depend on the latitude and the site conditions. Kramer (1964),
investigating pines in North America found that an adequate water
supply was necessary to prolong latewood production. Dormancy was often
induced by a lack of moisture as early as mid-August. In years when the
amount of water was not limiting, growth continued well into the
autumn. Termination of cambial growth was then induced by lov
temperatures and photoperiod. At northern European locations, such as
1n Finland where Mikola (1962) carried out his studies,
photoperiodically induced dormancy is likely to occur earlier in the
year (due in part to genetic adapt ions to shortening photoperiod in
these regions). Photoperiod may thus be the critical factor in a
greater proportion of the years. Latewood production also begins later
at higher latitudes and elevations (Tranquillini 1979). The time at
which the densest wood is laid down in the latewood is thus perhaps
more consistent from year to year in northern regions. The best
correlations between maximum density of the annual ring and late summer
temperatures are found in trees from northern regions (Briffa et ala
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1987) .

More recent work has indicated the existence of other internal
controlling factors. Denne (1974) suggests that the duration of cambial
act~vity

is possibly related to the duration of primordial production

at the shoot apex. Lavender (1980) also introduces the possibility that
low night temperature may be another of the interacting factors in the
lnitiation of dormancy.
C. INTRINSIC GROWTH PROCESSES.
a) Inherent growth pattern.
Within the tree there is an inherent pattern of ring-width variation
which is man1fested both vertically and horizontally. Duff and Nolan
(1953) conducted a detailed investigation of these trends in several
spec~es

of Canadian conifers. Vertical ring-width sequences formed in a

slngle year were measured with respect to the stem apex. The maximum
d1ameter increment was found to occur just below the internode carrying
the maximum foliage weight. Having investigated trees in various canopy
positions and in the open, it was concluded that the intrinsic factors
controlling ring-width were nutritional gradients in the tree axis and
the distribution of foliage. Duff and Nolan considered that by
examining the sequences of ring-widths of the same age at the time of
ring formation, the effects of the intrinsic patterns could be
elim1nated, hence leaving the effect of the external factors only. This
approach, although not entirely successful has subsequently proved
useful in providing information about anatomical features of wood.
LeBlanc et al,

(1986) use this method to investigate historical growth

patterns 1n red spruce, in northeastern United States. Using a
sophisticated computer programming method developed by Fayle et al,
(1983), they were able to determine the timing and pattern of growth

decl1ne in the spruce trees.
b) Earlywood-latewood definition.
The relative amounts of earlywood and latewood in each ring also
changes vertically. Earlywood cells have a large diameter and thin
walls whereas latewood cells are smaller and have thicker walls.
Earlywood is therefore less dense than latewood. The boundary between
the two layers may be defined at a predetermined density (measured for
example by x-ray densitometry). A widely used definition of earlywood
and latewood proposed by Mork in 1928~ defines the boundary in
anatomical terms. Latewood consists of those tracheids which have a
radial diameter less than twice the thickness of the common wall
between two contiguous
cells. This boundary may not however coincide
,

r."<;:i 1~:~976)
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with the obvious line of radially flattened, thin walled cells produced
at the beg1nning of the latewood, especially when the transition is
drought induced. More recently Creber and Challoner (1984) used a more
sophist1cated technique which defines the boundary by cell diameter
only. This method can be used to identify different types of
earlywood-latewood transitions. The cumulative algebraic sums for each
cell (starting from the beginning of the earlywood), of the deviations
from the mean radial cell diameter are calculated. The maximum point on
this curve is used to define the earlywood-latewood boundary. This in
essence is defining the boundary as the point of maximum rate of change
10 cell diameter across the ring.
e) Latewood initiation.
Latewood production begins af the base of the tree and proceeds
acropetally 1n most conifers. Thus the proportion of latewood in the
110g 1S greatest at the stem base. Larson (1962) noted that the
proportion of latewood was determined by age of the tree and distance
from the crown. This implies that processes within the tree crown are
operat1ng to determine the time of latewood initiation. He considered
that auxin produced in the needles diffuses basipetally down the stem,
the concentration of auxin being the main factor controlling cell size.
Water availablility can influence the time of latewood initiation.
Latewood is formed earlier in drought affected trees and earlier at
breast height than in the lower crown. In irrigated trees the
transition to latewood production takes place later and more or less
simultaneously throughout the stem (Kramer 1964). Kramer investigated
trees under Simulated drought conditions and found that although the
growth of irrigated trees vas much greater than that of drought
affected specimens, the percentage of latewood showed no consistent
pattern of variation. The tracheids of drought trees were considerably
more flattened in the radial direction. This cell flattening is thought
to be regulated by auxin gradients (Wodzicki 1978). During mid-summer
the tracheids of drought trees are alive and assimilating wall material
whereas those of irrigated trees are maturing more quickly and
functioning as water conductors. The production of drought induced
radially flattened cells may be a reversible process depending on how
early in the season it occurs. A subsequent wetter period after a
drought in early summer will result in larger latewood cells being
produced which are not necessarily radially flattened. These may in
fact be large enough and have sufficiently thin walls to be considered
as earlywood tracheids. This is the mechanism by which a 'false ring'
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is formed. None of the samples investigated in this study showed false
rings.
Larson (1964) found that thickening of the

late~ood

wall preceded a

decrease 1n cell diameter 1n Pinus resinosa. He considered that the
metabol1c changes in the new needles triggered changes throughout the
tree. The current-year needles mature and begin to export carbohydrate
at the time shoot elongation ceases. This increase in substrate
availability

~as

thought to be the cause for the increase in wall

th1ckening in the latewood tracheids.
The duration of active needle elongation, bud activity, photosynthesis

and respiration were investigated in Pinus resinosa to determine how
they related to the time of latewood formation (Gordon and Larson
1968).

It was possible to explain the changes in cell size in the stem

in terms of needle activity and auxin gradients. The production of
thick walled

late~ood

tracheids in the upper stem was coincidental with

the peak of photosynthetic activity in the new needles. Drought however
can have a modifying effect on the pattern of latewood initiation
throughout the tree (Kramer 1964). This was attributed to differences
in

au~in

gradients in drought and irrigated trees.

Denne and Smith (1971) investigated the effect of day length on
seedlings of Picea sitchensis and Pinus sylvestris. They found evidence
to suggest that tracheid wall thickness was related to the availability
of substrates. The situation is however complicated by differences in
the d1stribution of substrates throughout the tree as the season
progressed and substrate availability changed. It was later concluded
that the transition from earlywood to latewood was associated with
changes in growth regulator balance which may be associated with the
cessat10n of shoot extension or needle maturation (Denne and Dodd
1981). Wodzicki and Wodzicki (1980) determined that the gradual
accumulation of the growth inhibitor abscisic acid was responsible for
controlling latewood production in P. sylvestris. They considered that
abscisic acid was responsible for regulating the processes which
determine the rate of cell maturation.
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d) The process of wood formation.
Tracheid cells constitute about 90X of the wood volume in pine, the
remainder being ray cells, parenchyma and resin ducts. The development
of a cambial derivative into a tracheid can take from as little as 15
days to as long as 60 days (Kremers 1964). Below is a diagram of the
wall structure of a·pine tracheid ahowing the different layera in the
cell wall.
Secondary
wall
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B - Kiddle lamella, P - Primary wall, S1 - external layer of secondary
wall,
S2 - middle layer of s.v., S3 - internal layer of a.v., T - tertiary
wall.
(From Tomaszewski 1961).
The process of cell foraation first involves cell production •. Cell
division by aitosis occurs in the cambium. An initial aother cell
divides ..to produc. tvo nev cell.. Elongation and radial .xpansion of
the n.v c.ll. tak.s plac., at this ti.. the priaary c.ll vall i.
plastic and has a high vater content. A secondary cell wall is then
laid down and no further expansion of the cells can occur. The
secondary cell vall is composed mainly of cellulose. It consi.t. of
three distinct layers, S1, S2 and S3 differing in the proportions of
cellulose .nd lignin .nd the arrange.ent of the c.llulo.e aicrofibril••
Lignification of the cell w.ll. i. p.rtly .imultaneous vith the cell
wall thickening stage and continues aft.r c.llulo•• depo.ition h.a
ceaaed. It has been ahovn that th.r. i. • diurn.l rhythm in the
dfPo.ition of the cell vall. Cellulose i. aainly depo.ited in the
afternoon vhereaa lignin i. depo.ited .t night (H.c••••ny et .1. 1965).
At the final atage the cytoplasm in the cell die. and .m.ll quantities
of aineral .ubstances .re deposited in the wall.. The cell i. th.n
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mature.
The rate of cell production and the durations and rates of the phases

of cell differentIation affect the final cell dimensions and the
numbers of cells produced. A diagramatic representation of the

process

of xylem cell differentiatIon is shown below.
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The boundarIes between the zones of cell production, cell expansion

cell wall thickening and maturity are moving continually outwards. The
wIdth of each zone and the number of cells in each change during the
growIng season (Wodzicki 1971). The boundaries may move relative to
each other and the rates of each process can change. The durations of
cell

expan~ion

and wall thickening for each tracheid depends on the

wIdth of these zones. Measurements of the time taken for cambial
derivatives to grow and differentiate have been made by Skene (1969) on
PInus radiata. The duration of expansion in earlywood cells was three
weeks whereas in the latewood expansion took only one week. The zone of
cell expansion was more restricted later in the season despite an

increase in the number of expanding cells. The time taken for
deposItion of the cell wall increases as the season progresses (Skene
1972). Skene found that in earlywood,

wall thickening took 3-4 weeks

and 8-10 weeks for the latewood. This implies that the prevailing
envIronmental conditions can have an effect on latewood cell
development over a much longer period than for earlywood cells.
Earlywood cells may be more succeptible to short term fluctuations in
envIronmental factors.
Wodzicki (1971) measured the durations and daily rates of tracheid
expansion and wall thickening throughout the growing season in adult·
trees of P. sylvestris in Poland. He found that seasonal changes in
cell diameter were primarily caused by changes in the RATE of cell
expansion. Seasonal changes in wall thickness were mostly dependant on
changes in the DURATION of the wall thickening phase. Below is a
dlagramatic representation of the relative widths of the zones in the
differentiating xylem of earlywood (EW) and latewood (LW). The numbers
of cells counted in each zone are also shown (from Wodzicki 1971).
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e)

Factors controlling cell dimensions.

Wodzicki (1971) found that the rate of cell wall deposition for

~

sylvestris 1ncreased from 0.1 pm/tracheid/day in May to a maximum of
0.3

10

July and then a steady decrease ensued for the rest of the

summer. Skene (1969, 1972) did not find such a marked decrease towards
the end of the season 1n P. radiata. Using a correction factor for
decrease 1n perimeter of the cell wall, as wall thickness increased,
the rate was measured as 0.15 pm/day at its maximum with a much slower
rate of decrease than Wodzicki had found.
WOdZICkI (1971) found that both rates of cell expansion and wall
thIckenIng were affected by temperature. There was a highly significant
correlation between mean daily rate of wall thickening and mean air
temperature over the whole of the growing season although precipitatioh
had no effect. Ford et al.

(1978) found a significant correlation

between daily solar radiation and the rate of cell production (Rp) in
the earlywood of Picea sitchensis.
If the rate of production of cells increases and the cells are to
remaIn the same SIze, there must be a decrease in the rate of cell
expansIon and an increase in the supply of photosynthate (Ford et al.
1978). The supply of carbohydrate might be expected to increase with

dally solar radiation, but Ford et al. found no simple relationship
between supply of photosynthate and the rate of cell wall thickening in
the earlywood of sitka spruce. Wodzicki found that the relationship
between rate of wall thickening and wall thickness varied throughout
the season. Three phases could be distinguished. During the first
phase, from the beginning of the season to July an increase in wall
thickness was accompanied by an increase in the rate of wall
thickening. In the second phase lasting until the middle of September,
there was a negative correlation between rate of wall thickening and
wall thickness but an extension in the DURATION of wall thickening. The
final phase, lasting until the end of the growing season, showed a
decrease in wall thickness corresponding to a decrease in the rate of
wall thickening. Thus during the middle period (corresponding roughly
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to latewood formation) the increased carbohydrate supply corresponds
with the extension of the zone of wall thickening.
WOdZ1Ckl (1978) considered how carbohydrate supply might affect the
duratlon of the wall thickening phase. Tracheid maturation is
termlnated by autolysis of the cytoplasm and death of the cell. The
rate of termlnation of the wall thickening phase was found to be
related to the duration of wall thickening. The rate of termination is
thought to be independent of carbohydrate supply, but this rate is
lmportant in governing the duration of the wall thickening phase.

.

f) The role of growth regulators .

,

Growth regulators (Indole Acetic Acid (IAA or auxin), Gibberellins,
AbscislC acid and Cytokinins, plus other unknown and minor factors)
sy~theslsed

in the shoot, leaves and cambium are important in the

coordination of the cambial metabolism (Little 1980). It was originally
thought that the concentrations of growth regulating substances
directly controlled the rate of cell production and size of tracheid
cells (Larson 1962). Several new theories have emerged considering
growth regulators as unspecific factors controlling xylem
differentiation. They must be present but changes in their
concentration do not have a direct effect (Zajaczkowski 1973,
ZaJaczowski and Wodzicki 1978).
The level of IAA is found to increase markedly in the spring at the
lnltlation of cambial activity. The baSipetal initiation of cambial
growth was thought at one time to be a result of the diffusion of auxin
from the enlarging buds and shoot (Wodzicki and Wodzicki 1973). Auxin
is also synthesised in the cambium for a limited time (Kramer 1964).
The relationship 01 auxin to renewed cambial growth depends on the
species, in some auxin is already present in the cambium before
bud-break. In conifers, an auxin precursor is present in the cambium
before the buds open. It is converted rapidly to auxin at the time of
bud opening. There may be an interaction between auxin and carbohydrate
1n the control of tracheid dimensions. This is supported by
observations made on the formation of compression wood (Larson 1969).
Zajaczkowski (1973) found that spring initiation of cambial activity
in P. sylvestris was not correlated with a consistent concentration
gradient of auxin. He determined that there was a complex relationship
involving changes in cambial responsivity. The response to auxin seemed
to be conditioned by some factor connected with the relative age of the
cambium and changes in seasonal sensitivity in the cambium. Wodzicki
(1980) proposed that auxin regulates the periclinal divisions in the
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camb1um by a system of three dimensional waves of characteristic
amplitude, frequency and wavelength.
Some authors be11eve that it is the changes in growth inhibitor
concentration that are respons1ble for differences in the amount of
cell wall th1ckening. WOdZ1Cki and Wodzicki (1980) showed that the
seasonal accumulation of abscisic acid affects phenomena associated
with the autolytic breakdown of protoplasts. Abscisic acid has the
effect of delaying autolysis of the cytoplasm resulting in an increase
in the duration of the cell wall thickening phase in the latewood. This
results 1n the formation of thick walled tracheids in the latewood.
L1ttle (1975) showed that internal water stress in Abies balsamea L.
was a factor in increasing the level of the growth inhibitor abscisic
aC1d. Thus the thicker walled tracheids associated with a drought
lnduced false ring (or an early transition to latewood as a result of
drought) may be formed as a result of the reaction to abscisic acid.
Some growth regulators are believed to originate wholly or partly in
the roots. There is evidence that bud-break in Pseudotsuga menziesii is
stimulated by gibberellins produced in the roots (Wareing 1980).
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D. EXTERNAL FACTORS AFFECTING GROWTH.
a) Dlrect lnfluences.
The camblum reacts to the environment primarily through the influence
of the

cro~n.

The response is controlled by the action of growth

regulators produced maloly in the foliar organs <Larson 1969). Direct
influences on the cambium such as temperature and mechanical stress are
also lmportant (Worral 1980). The stresses on the cambium <for example
those due to wind or the tree's own weight) affect cambial growth,
allo~lng

stem taper to be modified to suit the structural support

requlrements of the tree. Jacobs (1939) demonstrated that when trees
~ere

guyed so as to eliminate stresses due to swaying, stem taper and

annual increment were markedly reduced. Brown (1964) also demonstrated
10

tlssue culture, the importance of external pressure in regulating

the dlfferentlation of cambial cells to form tracheids. It is thought
that izoelectric effects created by tension in the cellulose micelles
may be partly responsible for regulating cambial cell development.
Experiments with 'temperature bridges' which enable direct heating of
the cambium have shown that cambial activity is modified by
temperature. Worral (1980) demonstrated that a threshold temperature of
2°C was necessary to induce c~mbial swelling in Pseudotsuga menziesii.
He consldered that the reaction of the cambium to temperature modified
the response of the cambium to growth regulators.
The effects of temperature on the rates of cell expansion and cell
wall thickenlng in Pinus sylvestris seedlings have been demonstrated by
Denne (1971). Ford et al. (1978, 1987) also showed that the temperature
of the cambium directly affected the rate of cambial cell division.
b) Photosynthetic capacity of the shoot.
The number of needles produced in the elongating shoot is determined
ln the previous autumn by the number of primordia laid down in the bud
(Mikola 1962). The total leaf area is smaller after an unfavourable
summer when cessation of growth may have been premature. The length of
the needles in the new shoot will be determined by the growing
conditions in the spring and the storage reserves available ("ikola
1962, Harl and Siren 1972>. Needle length in P. sylvestris haa been

shown to be affected by drought, light intensity, latitude and
temperature (Zelavski and Niwinski 1966>. Pine needles have a seperate
basal meristem and this allows them to elongate for an extended period
1f conditions are favourable. There can be considerable Variation in
the lengths of the needles from year to year (Bialobok and Zelawaki
1967) •
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Boyer (1970) showed that the rate of shoot growth in Pinus taeda
sapl1ngs was highly correlated with daily heat sums in the spring and
1ndlces of solar radiation. Total shoot growth was determined by the
rate of elongat10n and not the length of the growth period, which was
almost constant. Temperatures in the spring might be expected to have a
51rn1lar affect on the rate of needle elongation and hence needle
length.
In P1cea sitchensis the production of latewood cells is associated
with cessation of shoot elongation and the production of next year's
term1nal bud. In Pinus sylvestris and P. resinosa, it is the cessation
of needle growth and not shoot elongation or terminal bud production
that 16 assoc1ated with the transition to latewood (Larson 1964, Gordon
a~d

Larson 1968, Denne and Smith 1971). This may account for the

observation made by Mikola (1962) that earlywood width in pine is more
or less constant (the period of needle elongation varying little from
year to year), whereas in spruce, earlywood width is more variable
<shoot elongation in spruce being affected to a greater extent by the
preva111ng environmental conditions).
New needle maturity, which is the developmental stage at which the new
needles beg1n to export carbohydrates (prior to or coincident with the
cessation of shoot elongation), is associated with the production of
thick walled latewood cells. The total area of the new needles will
affect substrate production at the time of latewood formation. Linder
and Lohammar (1981) measured the monthly photosynthetic production of
different age classes of needles in 20-year-old scots pine. The
current-year needles supplied 30Y. of the photosynthate mostly from July
to September, second-year needles supplied 48Y. of the photosynthate,
be1ng the main producers from April to July. Third-year needles
supplied a total of 19Y. of the photosynthate, the remaining 3Y. came
from fourth-year needles. The photosynthetic efficiency of needles
decreases with age (Linder and Lohammar 1981). Differences in the
relative area of the current year needles will therefore have a greater
effect on carbohydrate supply than for other age classes of needles.
The 1mportance of current-year needles in supplying carbohydrates to
the latewood is thus evident. Climatic conditions during the spring
wlll affect the latewood as a result of the effects on the development
of the current-year shoot. Conditions during the spring will also (to a
smaller extent) affect the supply of photosynthate during the following
sprlng via the effect on the second-year needles.
Tranquillini (1979) found that in the more extreme climates at higher
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alt1tudes and latitudes there was a greater seasonal variation in the
photosynthetic capacity of the needles. Damage to the photosynthetic
apparatus 1n the second-year shoot by low winter temperatures may take
upto three months to be repaired. Full photosynthetic efficieny in the
older needles may not be attained until July (Linder and Troeng 1980).
c) L1ght 1ntensity and substrate availability.
The propertles Plnus sylvestris needles are found to differ according

to whether they are grown in shade (shade needles) or full light
conditions (sun needles). Shade needles are more efficient at low light
1ntensities, Whilst under good illumination photosynthesis is more
lotense 1n the sun-type foliage. Pinus sylvestris is a light demanding
specles and it responds very strongly to increased light intensity by
ra1sing the net photosynthetic rate (Hodges and Scott 1968). The
1ntensity of illumination for light saturation and the photosynthetic
eff1ciency are found to vary with needle age and are dependent on the
conditions under which the plant has been growing (Bialobok and
Zelawski 1967).
Changes in substrate availability as a result of differences in the
amount of photosynthesis seem only to have a minor effect on tracheid
cell dimensions in sitka spruce seedlings (Denne and Smith 1971, Smith
1974). Seedlings of Picea sitchensis were grown in high, medium and lov
light intensities, corresponding to open illumination in bright
sunlight, moderate illumination and the light intensity on shade leaves
(Sm1th 1974). After three months despite considerable differences in
dry weight, the tracheid wall thlckness did not vary significantly
between treatments. There was a small increase in tracheid diameter
with light lntensity. The rate of tracheid production was not
significantly dlfferent between medium and high light intensities,
although at low light levels the rate decreased. At lov light,
variations in rate of total assimilation vere compensated for by
differences in the rate of tracheid production and tracheid diameter
increment, resulting in cells of similar wall thickness in all cases.
At hlgher light intensities in Picea sitchensis more substrate is
d1verted to branch and root production rather than to the main stem,
this again offsets the effect of light intensity.
In 8-year-old sitka spruce, light intensity had a greater effect on
the rate of tracheid wall thickening and cell production than in
seedllngs (Denne 1974). In first-year seedlings the main stem only
accounts for approximately 5% of the plant weight and all parts of the
stem are in close proximity to the functioning leaves. In older trees
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the stem may account for
transported further and

50~

of the plant weight. Photosynthate must be

d~stributed

to a greater amount of tissue. Thus

the rates of tracheid wall thickening and cambial productivity in older
trees are

l~kely

to be more sensitive to changes in light intensity (or

substrate avallabllity) than young trees (Smith 1974).
At

light

~ow

occur at

lntensit~es,

changes in leaf assimilation efficiency

can partially offset the effects of light intensity

wh~ch

<Denne and Dodd 19B1). In P. sylvestris these changes take place at
lower

intensities than in more shade tolerant species (Smith

l~ght

1974). Thus net assimilation in P.

to changes
~lflder

~n

l~ght

~ntensity

sylvestris may be more succeptible

than species such as Abies and Picea sp ..

and Troeng (1980) found that photosynthesis in Pinus sylvestris

1n late autumn was

l~mited

by low light intensity rather than

temperature.
Treatment with short days is shown to have a similar effect to low
l~ght

lntensit~es,

aSS1m~lat~on

and long days to high light intensities. Greater net

is possible on long days. However rates of assimilation of

carbohydrates are found to be greater for short day treatments than for
long days because of suppression of photosynthesis on long days due to
the accumulatlon of storage products in the leaves (Denne and Smith
1'371) .

At hlgh

l~ght

ass~milates.
h~gh

l~ght

lntensities there are changes in the distribution of

Smith (1974) showed that in Picea sitchensis seedlings, at

lntensltles extra substrate is diverted to branch and root

productlon rather than to the main stem.
Small changes in substrate availability due to daily fluctuations in
solar

rad~ation

can be compensated for by changes in the distribution

of aSSlmilates. For example, a reduction in photoperiod may actually
~ncrease

the amount of carbohydrate available to the cambium because of

the removal of other

grow~ng

sinks (such as terminal bud production).

The concept of competing metabolic sinks can account for some of the

observations on adaptation to changing environment and also for the
fact that an increase in substrate availability does not necessarily
result in an lncrease in wall thickness (Ooley and Ley ton 1968). During
active elongation of the shoot in the spring, the ability of the
cambium to compete for carbohydrates may be low. At the very beginning
of the season there is competition for substrates between the cambium
and the old needles. After maturation of the new needles the xylem is
the primary sink, late in the season substrate is translocated to the
roots and accumulates in the parenchyma and the new buds (Smith 1976).
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Therefore during the main stage of latewood formation the cambium is
the primary sink. In a mature tree the rate of wall thickening in the
latewood may thus
mechan~sms

be

affected by substrate availabilty. The adaptive

(such as changes

red~str~bution

~n

photosynthetic efficiency and

of substrates) are unlikely to be important in governing

the supply of substrates to the cambium. Ford et al.
that these adaptive

cons~der

changes

~n

the

env~ronment

mechan~sms

(1978) also

are unlikely to keep pace with

in a mature forest.

Denne (1976) has shown that substrate availability in sitka spruce
seedl~ngs

affects the rate of wall thickening although not its

curat~on.

An

~ncrease

assoclated with
Substrate

in the rate of cell production at the cambium is

~ncreased

ava~labi11ty

daily solar radiation <Ford et al. 1978).

is also increased at higher light intensities,

hence a greater amount of wall thickening is possible. In mature trees
this may result in an increase in wall thickness (and hence density) in
the latewood since the cambium is the major metabolic sink. It is
poss~ble

of wall

that there is a correspondingly greater increase in the rate
th~ckening

than in the rate of cell production with increased

solar radiation.
d) The effects of temperature.
The inherent pattern of changes in the rates and durations of cell
product~on

and differentiation through the course of the growing season

have been cons1dered earlier in this chapter.
The effects of dally weather conditions on the cell production in the
camb1um and tracheid differentiation have been investigated in Pice.
Sltcnens~s

saplings over a period of 15 days at the time of earlywood

formation (Ford et al. 1978). They found that fluctuations in the rate
of cell productlon were responsible for variations in tracheid wall
thickness and cell diameter. Distinct groups of larger, thicker valled
cells alternated with bands of smaller thinner cells. They suggested
that this structure was a result of fluctuations in the environment
which caused changes in the rate of cell production. The rates of cell
production, cell expansion and wall thickening were correlated with the
amount of daily solar radiation. Daily solar radiation had little
effect on the duration of these processes in the short term. Larger
diameter, thicker walled cells were thus associated with an increase in
solar radiation.
Temperature has also been shown to affect the rate processes in

~

sylvestris seedlings. An increase in temperature increased the rates of
tracheid expansion and wall thickening but there was a consequent
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decrease in duration of these phases resulting in a small net affect on
tracheld dimenSl0ns <Denne 1971). In mature trees Wodzicki (1971) found
there was a posltlve correlation between mean daily temperature and
rates of cell enlargement and wall thickening. There was no affect of
temperature on the duration of the wall thickening phase but it did
affect the rate of xylem cell production and the duration of radial
enlargement.
The cell dlmensions of earlywood tracheids are likely to be more
responslve to short term fluctuations in the environment than latewood
trachelds. Cells take about 6 weeks to develop in the earlywood and
almost tWlce as long as this in the latewood. During earlywood
form~tion

shoot and needle growth are competitive metabolic sinks

leavlng the camblum more succeptible to changes in substrate
availabl1lty. In sltka spruce earlywood, an increase in temperature
causes an lncrease in the rates of cell production and enlargement. The
dUl-atlon of radlal enlargement is not affected, thus larger earlywood
ce:ls

are

produced at higher temperatures (Ford et al. 1978).

Rlchardson (1966) also found that a heating coil bridge

appli~d

to the

stem of sltka spruce seedlings, caused an increase in tracheid
dlameter~

but did not affect wall thickness.

(This method would have no

effect on substrate availabilty). In scots pine there is a consequent
decrease

10

the duration of cell enlargement with an increase in the

rate of enlargement <Wodzick1 1971). Temperature therefore will have
less effect on cell diameter than in sitka spruce.
Changes in olght temperature have been found in some cases to have a
greater effect on tracheid dimensions than day temperature. Higher
nlght temperatures cause a depletion of substrates by night
r~splratl0n,

although eventual substrate induced changes in

photosynthetlc efflciency would be expected to relieve this effect
(Rlchardson 1964). High night temperatures were reported to result in
an lncrease in lumen diameter, the effect on wall thickness however was
variable (R1chardson 1966). Tranquillini (1979) reports that at cooler
temperatures there is an lncreased tendency for photosynthate to be
transformed to sugar and starch rather than to cellulose. Tracheid
growth (hence ring width and density) in trees growing at higher
alt~tudes

and latitudes is more succeptible to temperature fluctuations

than 1n trees from warmer regions.
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e)

The effects of water

defic~1.

Internal water stress cao affect cell dimensions either directly or
~r,dlrectly
~fiect

(refer to d1agram 1n section 2A). Water stress can directly

cell expanslon and wall th1ckening (Zahner 1968). It acts

lndlrectly by Ilm1tiog photosynthesis, transpiration and translocation,
Wh1Ch 1n turn affect substrate ava1labilty and growth regulator balance
(Denne and Dodd 1981). Ooley and Ley ton (1968) showed that cell
expans10n in the cambium of Fraxinus excelsior was very succeptible to
water def1c1t. In conifers, cell expansion is greater in earlyvood
trachleds than latewood, the duration of expansion being about one week
10

the earlywood and three weeks in the latevood. Water deficit is

llkely to have the greatest effect on cell diameters in the earlywood.
In Scotland,

dry conditions are often most frequent in the spring and

early summer (Apr1l to June).
Water def1clt has been shown to affect the time of latewood initiation
by the action of growth regulators (Kramer 1964). Premature dormancy
ruay also be 1nduced by drought in the Autumn (Whitmore and Zahner
19S71.

These observat1ons suggest that water deficit has a greater

effect on the total ring-width than on the density of the latewood.
Water deficit 18 more likely to affect latewood cell dimensions via the
lndirect affects mentioned above. Kozlowski (1971) was unable to detect
slgn1f1cant direct effects of precipitation on the rates and durations
of expansion and wall thickening in the latewood of scots pine.

E. CONCLUSIONS.
Our knowledge of the physiology of wood formation is still inadequate
and 1n many ways it is too incomplete to provide explanations for
statlstlcally der1ved relationships. The above review should however be
01

use 10 the identification of climate factors that are likely to

affect growth rings.
Figures 2.2 - 2.5 summarise the findings from the above review. The
processes operating to induce a climate-growth response in earlywood
w1dth, latewood width, earlywood density and latewood density are
COfl81dered. The effects of meteorological data are considered since
these are the only data usually available for statistical analysis.
Figure 2.2 shows the factors controlling earlywood width. Earlywood
growth is closely associated with the duration of shoot elongation,
Wh1Ch 1tself is controlled by growth regulators and is fairly constant
in scots pine. A supply of stored reserves is important for earlywood
growth since net assimilation may be negative at the time of shoot
elongation. Pr10r autumn, winter and spring temperatures all affect
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stored reserves and substrate availability in the spring. Spring
temperature and precipitation directly affect the durations and rates
of cell productIon and cell expansion. Factors affecting wall
WIll also influence earlywood density (figure 2.3). Spring

thIc~enIn9

temperature will affect the rate of photosynthesis and hence substrate
avaIlabIlIty. The rates of wall thIckening and aell production and
expansIon are directly influenced by spring temperature. Precipitation
WIll Influence densIty and width through the effect on cell expansion.
The factors controlling latewood width and density are shown in
fIgures 2.4 and 2.5.

Latewood width is affected by the duration of

latewood cell productIon and the sizes of the cells. The sooner
earlywood production commences the earlier latewood cell production
wlll begIn. An early traosition to latewood production may be induced
by

drought In late spring. Growth regulators are important in

controllIng the time of latewood initiation. Warm temperatures in the
autumn WIll allow cell production to continue into the autumn, although
thIS may only have a minor effect on latewood width since these last
few cells produced are usually small.
01

(This has been seen on sections

P.sylvestrls from Scotland). Summer preCipitation and temperature

WIll dIrectly affect the rates of cell production and expansion in the
latewood.
La~ewood

denSIty (and hence the maximum density attained) viII also be

modIfIed by the rate and duration of cell wall thickening. The
productIon of thlck walled cells reqUires a good supply of substrates
to the cambIum. The rate of photosynthesis viII affect carbohydrate
supply. Summer temperature\affect this directly, spring temperatures
~

ln1luence tne current needle area (and it is the current needles vhich
prL.duce the majority of the assimllate during latewood production).
Suolmer temperatures directly influence the rate of wall thickening.
High temperatures at the end of the growing season will allow cell
productIon and wall thickening to continue late into the autumn. Cells
which were produced in late July will still be in the vall thickening
stage

10

September, so a long growing season will allow these cells to

be fully thickened. Thus autumn temperatures will affect latevood
density.
Experiments on seedlings in controlled environments may be of limited
use for th@ interpretation of growth of a whole tree. The artificial
conditlons imposed may cause an atypical growth response if the
selt-regulating mechanisms are overloaded. The effects of the
envlfooment

00

cambIal growth are likely to be different on seedling
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than on mature trees since the cambium to foliage ratio may be four
tImes as hIgh in mature trees than in seedlings.
The response of the tree to dally changIng weather conditions may be
dli11cult to Identify. The response is probably very complex and
balanced by self regulat1ng processes. The growth during the growing
season may be more or less a continuum with a built in internal cycle
of actIvIty interacting with the external environment in a specific
way. When envIronmental conditions become limiting short term
fluctuat10ns may become more important, in fact in mature trees the
e~vIronment
t~erefore

~t.~re

1S likely to be more limiting than in juvenile trees,

a clImate-growth response is more apparent.

10 a problem of measuring the environment around a forest tree.

The forest Itself WIll modify the conditions so that trees in a stand
WIll have their own microclImate. The available meteorological data are
usually for open conditions and are often collected some distance from
the forest SIte. The frequency of the observations vill affect the
t1mescale of the clImate-growth studies. The above reviev suggests that
It may be necessary to identify certain threshold values of the climate
parameters above or below which there is a limiting or promotion of
growth. VarIOUS climate conditions may have a different effect
according to the point in the growing season and seasonal changes in
plant metabolism. For example it is often necessary to determine
wnether changes are photoperiodically induced (occurring at the same
t1me each year) or perhaps related to accumulated environmental
conditions. Cumulative climatic indices are likely to be useful in
determIning a climate-growth response. The internal balance of growth
regulators WIll also modify the timing and magnitude of the
envIronmental respones.
In the following chapters certain hypotheses are made about the
clImate-growth response based on the statistical evidence and the
physiological research outlined in this section. The physiological
eV1dence has been used also in the interpretation of yearly density

profiles. The above review suggests that it is necessary to investigate
the relationship between wall thickness, lumen diameter and density and
consider how each responds seperately to climatic conditions. A
/

preliminary study of variation in cell dimensions across the ring is
made USIng Image analysis.
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Figur. 2.4 Factors controlling latewood width in Pinus aylvestria.
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Chapter 3. STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF MODERN AND SUB-FOSSIL CHRONOLOGIES
A. INTRODUCTION.
10 thlS chapter the statlstlcal properties of chronolog1es from seven

modern sltes (flve 1n the U.K. and two in Scandinavia) and two
sub-fosS1l sltes (In Northern Ireland) are exam1ned. The procedures of
Sampll[lg, rlng-v1dth measurement and crossdating are described here and
densitometry lS considered in detail in chapter 6. Five parameters of
rlng-wldth and density are considered for all chronologies; these are
maX1mum dens1ty, min1mum density, earlywood width, latewood width and
rlng-w1dth. The technique of filter1ng the tree-ring series to produce
an lodexed chronology

lS

d1scussed. The chronology statist1cs are then

e}:am1nea and the statlstlcal quality of the chronologies is considered.
It has been possible to compare the five density and ring-width
parameters in terms of statistical quality of the chronologies.
Comparlsons are made between the modern chronologies from sites at
dlfferent altltudes and locatlons. The properties of the sub-fossil
chronologles are consldered in relation to the modern chronologies.
ihe slmllar1tles between the modern chronologies have been examined by
conslderlng the correlations between sites. Principal component and
correlatlon analyses using a further 21

P.sylvestri~

chronologies,

mostly from Scandlnavia have been undertaken to investigate spatial
slmllarltles between ring-width chronologies from northwest Europe.
The aims can be outl1ned as follows;
11 To conslder the statistical qual1ty of chronologies based on

rlng-wldth and denslty parameters.
21

To compare the properties of chronologies from different
!ocatl0ns and altitudes.

3) To determ1ne if the Irish sub-fossil chronologies resemble
those from modern sltes.
4) To cons1der the spatial relationships between modern
chronologies in northwest Europe.
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Map 3.1
Locat1on of U.K. and Scandinavian sites.
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B. CHRONOLOGY CONSTRUCTION.
a) Slte descriptl0n.
Map 3.1 shows the 10catlon of both the modern and sub-fossil sites
de~crlbed

ln thlS ctlapter. Full slte descriptions are given ln Appendix

1.

Chapter 5 91ves detalls of the

collect~on

and occurrence of sub-fossil

materIal. The two subfossil chronologies described are both from
Northern Ireland. A modern site at Randalstown in Northern Ireland was
chosen as a peat sIte at a low altitude (50m a.s.l.), with growing
WhlCh could be analogous to those existing at the time of

cond~tlons

yrowth on the sub-iosSll sItes. There are no living P.sylvestris trees
on the ralsed bogs at Sluggan or Derrycrow. Indeed, scots

p~nes

growing

on peat 10 thlS area are rare. The location at Randalstown was far from
ldeal. The trees were up to 150 years old, they had all been subjected
to per10ds of conSIderable growth stress and disturbance, such that
there were sect10ns of very narrow rings and compression wood was
present 1n most of the trees.
The slte In Scotland at Glen Derry was chosen to represent the
altItudInal
effect of

l~mlt

cl1mat~

of the range of P.sylvestris (390-550m a.s.l.). The
(notably temperature) on growth here is likely to be

marked although the cllmatic factors affecting growth in these
cwndlt10ns may be dlfferent from those operating at lower altitudes
(rrltts 1976). Glen Affrlc, the other Scottish Site, was chosen as a
slIghtly lower altItude (180-450m a.s.l.), more maritime location
(belog closer to the west coast), where climate is expected to be
slIghtly less limiting to growth. Chandler and Gregory (1976)
demonstrate that the degree of continentality increases markedly as one
plogresses from the west coast of Scotland to the Grampian mountains.
Contl0eotallty is calculated from th' Continentality Index devised by
Coorad (1946) WhlCh is based on annual temperature range and latitude.
The trees here are growlng more vigorously than those at Glen Derry.
Previous work on P.sylvestris in Scotland (Hughes 1986) has examined
the climate growth response in P. sylvestris on eight sites ranging
from hlgh altltude treeline sites analagous to Glen Derry to maritime
locations on the West coast. Glen Affric represents an intermediate
between these tvo extremes. On both sltes the trees have been selected
from remnants of the native pine forests, described by Steven and
Carlls1e (1959). The trees are growing on impoverished, peaty soils
where sub-fossil plne remnants are also to be found. The altitudinal
limit of the sub-fossil trees however vas hlgher than the present
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treellne (Pears 1968).
Ch1ppenham fen 1S a low altitude peat site in eastern England (15m
a.s.l. >. There are ecological d1fferences in the nature of a fenland
peat slte compared w1th upland peat. Chippenham fen has undergone
several changes 1n water level in the past 50 years due to different
d,alnage schemes, although the exact history of these changes is not
known. It was of interest to consider how the growth characteristics
and the cl1mate-growth response of these trees compared with those of
trees from the low level peat bog site at Randalstown in Northern
:reland. K1elder Castle is located in a central position relative to
the other Br1t1sh sites at a moderate altltude (200m a.s.l.).
~wo

Scar,dlnav1an sltes have been selected to allow results from the

Brltlsh chronolog1es to be cons1dered in a European context. Ring-width
data irom a large number of Scandinavian sites is available. These two
Sltes were chosen because density data was also available. They
repres~nt

lat1tudinal and altitudinal limits of the range of P.

sylvestr1s. Muddus is situated in northern Sweden near to the northern
11mlt of P.sylvestr1s (latitude 66°51 N, 450m a.s.l.). 0 Frostsjoasen
is 1n central Sweden (latitude 62°19 N) at an altitude of 800m a.s.l.
Both sltes are at hlgh altitudes relative to their latitudes.
b) Sampl1ng.
A standard procedure was adopted for collecting sample material.
Collection of cores was carried out by the author at Glen Affric, Glen
Derry and Randalstown. Similar procedures were adopted for sampling at
the rema1ning sites. The trees are selected as a representative sample
of the dom1nant trees at each site where thlS is possible, avoiding
~bV10US
S~ropean

Sdme

damage

du~

to lightning, fire and other sources. In the

sltuat1on, 1t is generally accepted that only trees of the

soclal status should be grouped into a site chronology

(Schweingruber 1986).
F1tteen trees from each site were selected. At Randalstown all the
healthy, standlng trees were cored, the limited area of the stand
eliminated the possibility of tree selection. In the Scottish woodlands
large diameter, dominant trees from the less dense parts of the stand

were chosen. Two cores were taken from each tree with a 5mm increment
borer, preferably from opposite sides of the tree. When

c~ring

at least

two cores are taken from each tree. It is advisable to take more than
one

core to increase the chances of reaching the pith and finding an

und~storted

radius. A minimum number of cores is taken to avoid

unnecessary

r~sk

•

to the health of tree. It is also more profitable in
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terms of

produc~ng

the longest, and most robust chronology to take two

cores from a good number of trees rather than three from fewer trees
(Schwelogruber 1986). The cores are taken at breast
mlnlmlse

lnd~vldual

slope to

avo~d

where there

tree

var~ab~l~ty,

he~ght

(1. 3m), to

and parallel to the 11ne of the

compression wood (see plate 3.1). On valuable trees or
a rlsk of infection, the holes are filled with Arbrex

~s

compound and plugged wlth short lengths of dowel. The cores are

prun~ng

removed and placed

~n

labelled corrugated cardboard containers. This

some of the moisture and resin but does not allow the cores to

abs~rbs

dry out completely or the reSln to set hard. Information recorded at
slte

Pdch

leve~.

~ncluded:

date, latitude and longitude, helght above sea

collector's name, species and number of trees and cores, broad

category of ground vegetaton type,

SOlI

type, stand denSity, degree of

slope and aspect.
c)

measurement.

R~ng-wldth

ln~tlal

The

cross-datlng of cores and stumps is based on ring-width

measurement. Sample preparatl0n involves sanding and polishing the
surface of the sectl0n so that the cell structure is visible and the
r~ngs

wlth

can be seen clearly. On cross sections a belt sander is used,
prog~esslvely

finer sandpaper. The final surface is achieved by

rubbing wlth brown paper. With increment cores, sanding of the radial
surface is carried out by hand with fine sandpaper, to avoid the risk
oi breaking the delicate materlal. Cores are usually mounted on wooden
blocks for

r~ng-wldth

measuring (with the transverse surface

uppermost). When density is to be measured later, the cores will need
to be mounted at right angles to this, with the longitudinal side at
the

to~.

hence ln this case ring-Width measurement is done on unmounted

cores. To avold unnecessary mistakes, the wood is marked with a dot on
every tenth rlog before ring-width measurement.

The rlng-wldth measurlng system uses a Bannister incremental measuring
mach1ne connected directly to an Apple lIe microcomputer (plate 3.2).
The wooe

placed on a table moved by a hand-driven preciSion screW.

15

This 15 11nked to an optical shaft encoder whose digital output is
converted to a record of lateral movement accurate to 0.01mm. This in
turn is connected to the Apple lIe computer. The wood is viewed through
a blnocular mlcroscope and held in place with the ring boundaries
perpendicular to the I1ne of movement of the table. The start of the
flrst rlng

1S

aligned with the eyepiece cross hairs and the table is

moved along by a hand operated screw to the beginning of the next ring.
The computer

1S

then given the appropriate instruction to record a r1ng
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and the d1gital s1gnal from the encoder is recorded. The procedure is
repeated for each r1ng. In all cases one proceeds from the pith to the
bar,:. The appropr1ate software 18 available to store, edit and
manlpu:ate the tree r1ng data.
Three or more rad11 are measured on cross-sections of sub-fossil pine,
to help deal w1th the w1thin tree variation in ring width due to the

1nf.ueoce of root butresses extending up the stem. It is generally
pOSS1ble to choose the three radii where there is the least distortion
10

growth. Both cores are measured if there are 2 from each tree.

d)

Illlt1al crossdating procedure.

Once cores or radi1 have been measured, plots of the ring-width data
a~e

pr1nted out. Plate 3.3 shows the relationship between the wood

structure and the graphical computer plots. After confirmation of
crosscatlng between cores from the same tree (by graphical and
stati~tical

methods) the means of the two or three radii from each tree

are calculated, as a simple unstandardised average of the values for
eacl. year. Crossdating of the trees is based partly on visual
compar1son of the graphs. By superimposing the plots on a light table,
any ObV10US false or missing rings can be identified" at this early
stage. A crossdating programme based on the programme CROS written by
Ba1111e and Pllcher (1973) is used as a basis for statistical
cl'ossdatlng. The programme calculates the correlation coefficient (r)
at each POSItIon of overlap between two tree-ring ser1es (yi •. and
xi. . ).

correlatIon coefficient (r) is defined

The

as~

n

r

< >: y -N x Y
< i i

=
( x

2

-2
-2
2
-Nx )( Y -Ny )

i

1/2

3 ...• 1

i

ThIS coeffIcient takes into account the yearly variation in ring width
but not the length of overlap. Student 't' values can be calculated
irom r.
t

.,

r(N-2)

112
3 •••• 2

2
(l-r

112
)

Where N is the number of years of overlap between the two series.
Values of 't' can be obtained from tables to test for significance.
Litton (unpublished data) has run simulated crossdatings on 30,000
replications to determine the significance of ring-width 't' values.
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The 't' values which might occur by chance with the probabilities shown
are glven below for ser1es with d1fferent lengths of overlap.
;at,le 3. :.
,[-value at given

Probabl.lity of
t occuring by
chance at gl.ven overlap.

number of
yea:-s over lap.
mln~m~m

50

100

4.1

4.tl:

3.6
4.3

4.8

4.5
5.0

4.<j

5.2

0.01
0.001
0.0001

Computer crossdat1ng l.S performed between the individual tree series
flO~

each slte. The programme eROS (Baillie and Pilcher 1973) has been

used 1n

~n1S

co~puler

study. Any 't' values above 3.5 are printed on the

screen along w1th the per10d of overlap. Significant

crossoat1ng l.S determl.ned by reference to the above table at the given
per lOa of overlap. The pOSitions of overlap on significantly crossdated
:rees are compared,

to look for any inconsistencies in the matching. A

group of three or more trees vhl.ch mutually cross match is then made
lnto a 'working master chronology', by taking the mean for each year of
the overlaPP1ng serl.es. This viII enhance any crossdateable (probably
cl1mat1c) signal l.n the data and wl.ll usually give significant 't'
values for comparisons betveen any other contemporaneous trees on the
same slte. Once all potent1ally matching trees have been identified and
any incons1stencies el1minated, a Sl.te mean master chronology is
8ei0re a 'worklng master chronology' or a site mean is produced, the

1ndlv1dual

ser1~S

are

standardised. The aim of thlS is to remove long

term trends 10 the data such as those related to the age of the tree.
Indexing then converts the data to a series with a mean of one. Each
data set 15 therefore given the same weight during averaging. The
programme used here fits a stralght line through each ring-width series
to standardl.se the data. Further discussion of standardisation
procedures is

g~ven

in section C of this chapter. In subsequent work a

more SOph1st1cated indexing procedure is adopted. The crossdated
rlng-wldth series produced here are used for dating and checking the
densltometry data (which includes ring-width measurements).
e) Deosltometry aod data preparation.

Densl.ty

measure~ent

is carried out by the method of x-ray denSitometry

on thl.n sect10ns cut from mounted cores. The procedure is described in
detal1 1n

c~apter

5,

part B. Density measurement from x-ray negatives

records the maX1mum density (MXD), minimum density (MIN), earlywood

w:dtt. (EW) and latewood w1dth (LW) for each ring (total ring-width (RW)

can be calculated). There is inevitably some loss of material in the
plGCeSS

of

prepara~lon

of the wood for densitometric measurement. The

woed 18 apt to break up on cutting, very narrow rings or poor quallty
woot (such as compressl0n wood) cannot be used. Dens1tometry read1ngs

are recorded dlrectly onto computer disc with the four readings for
each flOg stored as 4 columns in the f11e. Dating of the densitometry
data 18 done by matchlng the ring-width measurements from densitometry
wlth the orlglnal crossdated rlng-width series obtained from
~easurernents

on the lncremental measurlng machlne. In th1S way any

~lss:ng

flogS or aoomalles 1n the densitometry data can be identified.

?u:~~er

ch?c~lng

"XC values

(o~

corr~~atlon

may be carr led out by crossdating the series using the

some sltes MXD gives consistently higher values for

between trees than does RW).

;t;e dated dens1tometry data are transferred from Apple disc to a
ma1~frame

DEC20 computer using a special transfer program. Using the

Fortran program PREP, the files containing four columns of data are
r~ad
a~d

1r.to f1ve separate files, one for each parameter (MXD, MIN, EW, LW
RW), the data are thus arranged in labelled decades with one decade

per Ilne, ln the standard TUCSON format (Campbell and Drew 1973).

Plate 3.1

Sampling at Glen Affric
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Plate 3.2
Ring-width measuring system.
A. Apple II computer.
B. Digital display unit.

c.

Binocular microscope.

D. Wood specimen.

E. Moving stage.
F. Operating handle.
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Plate 3.3
Illustration of ring-width measurement. Wood sample and ring-width
plot.
Tree Q382, Derrycrow.
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C.

PRDPER~IE5

aJ

In~exlng

Methods.

~'l-=-gra~

: :,o?

OF INDEXED SERIES.

K.R.

B,~:16

t:,~

~~b~~quent

tr~e

dE-v02lc.ped at UnIverSIty of East Anglla by

FS':-At-iu

been

~~~

~sec

In

the analYS1S oi the croasdated series and

productlon of mean

lnde~ed

chronologles. The Indlvldual

art? standardlsed by means of a dlgital filtering technIque

~~lles

emp60Ylng Gausslan lllters. A full descrlption of the development of
tne program IS glven in Brlffa (1984), and it IS dlscussed further in
a,-lila !?t a1.

ll':1b6b).
of tree-rlog serles IS necessary in order to enhance

~.AhLAhD.SAlION

part of the varlance of the data (In thls case the climatlc

U,e .j~SlI pd

informatlon). The 'slgnal' IS deflned as the part of the variance
assocIated wlth cllmate. All other parts of the varlance are determlned
to De 'OOlS!?'. In thIS case nOlse is assoclated vlth grovth Influences
such as those due to ageIng, pollution, long-term cycles caused by
water table fluctuations and competItIon factors affecting indivldual
trees. Standardlsation to produce an Indexed chronology takes place in
twc stages: flrstly a mathematlcal function 1S fitted to the data to
remove the unwanted part of the varlance, then the tree-ring serles are
normalIsed to ensure that the mean and variance of the 1ndividual
serles are comparable. To produce a homoscedastiC series (one in which
the varIance IS constant along the length of the series) from density
aa~a

value

lt

usually sufflclent to subtract the fitted value from the raw

1S

3 •..• 3). Wlth r1ng-w1dth measurements, variability 1S

(~quatlon

usually greater In vIder rlngs therefore to produce a homoscedastic
serles the quot1ent of the rav and the fitted value must be taken
tequatlon 3 ...• 4),
=

v

t

=
t

Ja.

198~,

Braeker 1981>.
3 ••.. 3

-v

Ii

t

v

<Briffa

v
t

t

/v

3 •••• 4

t

Ther!? are three baslc methods of curve fitting for standardisation.

The fIrst IS DETERMINISTIC STANDARDISATION which uses a specific
prede11ned

f~nctlon

to represent the unwanted variance, the second

lovolves standardIsation based on time series modelling and finally
there are methods vh1ch employ d1g1tal filters (Briffa et ala 1986b).
The determInistic approach to fitting the initial curve requires an a
prlorl dec1sion about the nature of the growth signal. It has been used
successfully ln the program INDEXA vhich fits a negative exponential to
the data (FrItts et ala 1969) and in later versions, with the opt10n of
fitting an orthogonal polynomial. Braeker (1981) examines the
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age-trends
and

mlo~mum

~n

earlywood width, latewood

w~dth,

ring-width and maximum

seperately. He found that negative

dens~t~es

exponent~al

curves gave good approX1mat100S to the age-trends for the

w~dth

parameters. Trends 10 dens1ty parameters could usually be

approx~mated

by stralght llnes, except on extreme sites (such as
alplne

s~tes)

where maXlmum denslty is correlated

xerotherm~c

w~th

latewood

and
w~dth

and shows a 81mllar negative exponentlal trend. There are several
dlsadvaotages of the deterministic method. Using a mathematical
functlon may be

unnecessar~ly

restrictive in that the curve may not be

truly

representat~ve

of the unwanted

no~se

may be removed in some parts of the series but retained

var~ance

pattern. Medium frequency
~n

others. The degree of f1t at anyone paint on the curve may be
lnfluenced by data far removed from it.
TIME SERIES MODELLING overComes many of these problems by using an
autoregress~ve
phySlolog~cal
~ne

and/or

mov~ng

Just1f~cation

average process. There is some
for this method since the lag effects of

lnternal phYS1olog1cal factors

snort term
~oternal

(Br~ffa

controll~ng

1984). 1t is however

phys~olog~cal

growth are relatively

diff~cult

to separate the

causeS of autoregression from the low frequency

var1atlon due to external influences on the whole stand. The- t1me
ser~es coeff~c~ents

also tend to be unstable 1n time. Time series or

AkMA models are described by Cook (1981), Guiot (1987) and Meko (1981).

Ulbll'AL FILTEkING methods provlde a still more flexible approach. A
tlme

ser~es

1S characterised by the amount of the total variance

attrlbuted to different frequency bands; its variance spectrum.
Dlfferent parts of the spectrum of the ring-width or density series may
be attr~buted

to d1fferent causal factors. The filters can be des1gned

to remove dl1ferent parts of the variabilty from the tree-ring ser1es
according to thelr spectral characteristics. Digital filters have been
used

10

several 1nstances in the standardisation of coniferous trees

<Parker 1971, Hughes et al. 1978 for oaks, Parker et al. 1981, Blasing
et al. 1983). The character1stics of a filtered series are generally
consistent and there is good control of the nature of the series
produced. The disadvantage however is that it is often difficult to
oetermlne whether climatic information is being removed on filtering.
The program FSTAND uses the method of

d~gltal

time series filtering.

The indlvldual tree ring series are standardised using a Gauss1an
filter,

th~s lS

a set of weights appl1ed to each term in the time

serles 1n the form of a mov1ng average. The GAUSSIAN FILTER is a
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mathemat~cally

wavelength or
illt&>fS

15

var~atlon

can be controlled to remove specific

f~lter
~n

the time

glven ln Mltchell et a1.

The fllter used
01

The

per~od.

01

lrequenc~es

described frequency response function with a particular

~n

work

th~s

ser~es.

Further

(1966) and

d~scuss~on

Br~ffa

on

(1984).

chosen to remove a total of 25 percent

~s

tIle vaf1ance of the serles. The ampl1tude of the

f~lter

period is

chosen 1n such a way as to remove as much of the non-climatic variation
as posslble wlthout a
the mean

correlat~on

computed lor
length at the

coeff~cient

d~fferent

correlatlon between
h~gher

loss of

s~gnlflcant

cl~matic

(r) between filtered series is

filter amplltudes, It

ser~es

information. When

~s

found that the

generally lncreases wlth decreasing filter

altltude sltes (table 3.2).

TablE' .:::.;:.
Ef1ect of uSlng different filter lengths in standardisation on the mean
cOTrelat1on between trees.

MXD
F'lLTER
LENGTH
UFI\

MUD

DEf.:

Aff

1\1£

RW

10

30

50

10

30

50

51
4':1
4t:.
41
43

50
47
43
36
41

49
47
41
30
39

48
35
21
.27
15

39
31
23
23
18

37
29
20
22
23

Values are for r x 100.
Ttle

correlat~on

(Lengths of serles are given in table 3. 5) •

between trees lS improved as the filter length is

shortened, due to the removal of non-climatic variation (such as age
tl-ends) 1n tne lnd1v1dual trees. If too short a filter length

1S

used,

short and medlum wavelength climatic information may be lost. There is
alSO the danger that arbltary non-existent trends may be imposed on the
data at too short a fllter length. Brlffa (1984) examines the varlance
spectra of several species lnclud1ng P. sylvestris and uses a filter
length 01 30 years with Quercus sp. from the Forest of Dean, and a
60-year illter for P. sylvestris ring-widths and densities from Finland
and Norway. Brlifa et al.

(1987) again use a 60-year filter when

reconstructlng summer temperatures in northern Fennoscandinavia from P.
sylvestr1s ring-width data. These data have a common period of 270
years and the growth characteristlcs of these trees differ from those
of the more dlverse oceanic and moderate altitude sites in Britain.
Exam1nation of the effect of filter length on the correlation
coeftlClent between trees for the British and Scandinavian sites used
1n thlS analysls would suggest that a 30-year filter length is more
appllcable. The relatlvely short lengths of the tree-ring serles (100
to 215 years of common overlap) does not allow long
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vav~length

filters

to be used

1984). The 30-year filter permits the removal of

(Br~ffa

medium term non-climatic

var~at~on

fluctuat10ns and the effects of

due to factors such as water table

competit~on

and release on individual

trees. The j0-year Gaussian

f~lter

there are h1gh

between the tree-ring variables as with

th~s

data,

~t

correlat~ons

suggested that

lS

~s

used on all variables. Where

s~milar

filters ought to be used on all

v811ables (Braeker 1981).

The

of the variance of different period lengths in the data

proport~on

ser~es

removed by standardisation with the 30-year Gaussian filter is

shown below. Most of the var1ance
~s

removed, a

decreas~ng

w~th

a period greater than 60 years

amount of the shorter wavelength variation is

removed.
Table 3.3
Per~od

Band <Years)

Variance removed

(X)

o

1-10
11-20

2.0
23.0
47.6
64.0
74.0
81.0
84.6
88.4
90.3
92.2

21-3~

31-40
41-50
51-b~

61-70
71-80

81-~0

91-100
101-120

The effect of

f~ltering

is seen in the plots of raw and filtered

ser1es in flgure 3.1.
Standard~sed

tree-ring series are produced from the individual cores

e~ther

by taklng the quotient or by subtracting the raw value from the

f~tted

value. The

of the tree

r~ng

cho~ce

of method is dependant on the characteristics

series. In the case of ring-width ser1es the variance

teods to be greater when the rings are w1de, hence it is preferable to
dlv1de the raw value by the value on the fitted curve. Density data
tend to be homoscedast1c, hence it is better to subtract the raw from
the fitted value. The program was run for each of the parameters using
both methods and the mean correlation between trees was examined.
Although the differences were not great (in the order of 2.0 to S.0X)
it was found that best results were obtained using subtraction for
maximum and minimum densities and by taking tha quotient for the ringwidth parameters. Each series is then given an equal weighting by being
normalised to a mean of 1000 and a standard deviation of 200 units. The
~nd1vldual

1ndexed ser1es are then simply averaged to produce a site

master chronology.
Table 3.4 glves the statistiCS from the correlation analysis for nine
sites from Br1ta1n and Scandinavia (including the two Irish sub-fosail
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sltesl, using five parameters of tree ring measurement (MXD, MIN, EW,
LW and RW>. The correlatl0n coefflclent (rl lS calculated as in
equatlon ~ .... 1,. The mean correlatl0n coefficient ~) of the
comparlsons between all serles is given. The slgnificance of

?

is

dependant on the periods of overlap of the lndlvidual series. The mean
slgnl!lCanCe has been computed here from the significances of the
lndlvidual correlatl0ns between series.
FSTANU conducts a correlatl0n analysis between the individual indexed
serles, giving the correlation coefficients, t-values and their
signliicance between serles, both for the maximum lndividual overlaps
between trees and the maXlmum common period of overlap. An analysis of
th~

master chronology Ylelds

~alues

for mean sensitlvity and

autwcorrelatlons for lags of 1 to 4 years, as well as checks on
standard error and skewness.
The slgnlficance of the correlation coefficient indicates the

strength of the common slgnal between indexed series and can be used to
lndlcate the potential amount of climatic information in the mean
chronology. If only one parameter was being considered, non-significant
crossdatlng between serles might suggest that there were missing rings
ar that the trees were not contemporaneous. In this case the positions
of overlap have been conflrmed by at least one parameter. Mean
chronalagles have been produced for all parameters at each site.
The results of the correlation analysis (table 3.4) indicate that "XD
glves hlghly slgnlficant correlation between trees on the two Scottish
sltes, the moderate

alti~ude

site at Kielder and the Scandinavian

Sltes. Moderate to high correlation is obtained between the Irish
sub-iosSll trees. No significant correlation is obtained from the low
altltude Sltes at Randalstown and Chippenham for "XD. RW gives high
corl-elatlons for the sub-iossil and modern Scandinavian trees, but more
moderate correlations at the other sites, with Kielder yielding the
least slgniflcant RW correlation. LW gives a more significant
correlatl0n than EW for the Scottish and the low altitude Sites, but
the converse is true for the ScandinaVian sites. In only two cases is
there any signlficant correlation using "IN, that is for Derrycrov
(sub-fosSll>, and 0 Frostsjoasen (Scandinavian).
Together with the correlation coeificlent, both the number of COres
and their overlap periods are important for assessing the potential
usefulness of data sets.
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b)

Stat~st~cal

quality of chronolog1es.

The success of standard1sation can only be Judged 1n terms of what is

known or the

assumpt~ons

made, about the actual

cllmat1c 81goal that we are
519oa1

as

search~ng

pop~lat~on

s~gnal.

The

for is termed the 'expected'

opposed to the assumed express10n of this signal obtained

from the chronology, the 'observed' s1gnal. If the observed signal is
assumed to be a fa1thful representation of the expected signal then the
s1gna1 to n01se rat10 (SNR) could be used to assess the strength of the
cl~mate

s1goa1 (Cropper, in Hughes et al, 1982).

Thus;
SNR = Nr I

Where

r

(1-r)

3 •... 5

15 the mean correlation between all pairs of cores, calculated

on the bas1s of the maX1mum per10d of overlap between any two cores. N
is the number of cores.
The stat1st1cal qua11ty of a mean chronology can also be defined in
terms of the Expressed Population Signal (EPS). This describes the
fractlon of the 'observed' chronology variance that is expressed in a
chronology conta1ning n samples. This is given by
EPS(n) = nr·/ (1 +(n-1>r)

3 •••• 6

(Brlffa 1984, Wigley et al. 1984b).
The value of n is not constant throughout the time series since the
cores do not all overlap entirely. EPS rises asymptotically towards 1
as n tends to 1nf1n1ty. When the mean correlation between series (r) is
low, a large number of cores are needed to produce an improvement in
£PS. Flgure 3.2 (below) shows how EPS varies with the number of cores,
10r d1fferent amounts of common variance between cores, assuming one
core per tree. The actual value of EPS is affected by the number of
cores, the amount of common variance between cores and the filter
length chosen.
Figure 3.2

~§
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The £PS plotted aga1nst number of cores (one/tree) for several values
1ractl0nal common variance. (After Briffa 1984).

01

A simllar statistic Wh1Ch quantifies how well a part of a chronology
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only n

conta~ning

ser~es

reflects the signal expressed by the part of

the chronology containing all (N) series is the Subsample Signal
:::~trength

(555),

the

ass~ss~ng

Oll.gley et a1. 1984). This

stat~st~c

is useful for

of the early part of a chronology,

qual~ty

wh~ch

may only

contaln a few cores. It is defined as
n<1

555 =

FSTAND
The

g~ves

+

(N-Ur)

3 •••• 7

------------

N<1 + (n-Ur)

both EPS and 555 for values of n from 1 to 30.
quality of a chronology can thus be assessed in terms

stat~st~cal

of the number of cores needed

(us~ng

EPS) or the period where adequate

samples are present

(us~ng

SSS). What is acceptable in terms of an

adequate 'observed'

s~gnal

(EPS) will depend on how the data is to be

ut~l~sed.

(1984) considers how EPS is related to other

Br~ffa

01 chronology quality previously used to determine

statist~cs

cnronology acceptability (such as signal to noise ratio). An EPS of .85
~s

suggested if

cl~mat1c

reconstruction is to be carried

ou~

as this is

to a 50-60X common variance in the chronology. The greater

equ~valent

the number of cores the larger the EPS and the greater the percentage
of common
from a

var~ance.

s~te

It may be necessary therefore to obtain more cores

1f EPS values are too low.

1able 3.4 gives EPS values for the chronologies for each variable at
~ach

s~te.

The expected EPS 1f ten trees had been used (EPS10) is also

glven along w1th the number of trees that would be needed to give an
£PS of

.~j.

The h1ghest values for EPS10 are for MXD at Kielder and 0

rrostsJoasen, MXO also glves the most favourable results at Glen Derry
and Muddus. LW 1S generally better than EW, with a very marked
d~ffer~nce

at Glen Affrlc, the exceptl0ns here being Kielder, Muddus

and Oerrycrow where EW is marginally better than LW. The common
population signal on the low level sites (Randalstown, Chippenham,
Sluggan and Derrycrow) is stronger in the RW than the MXD series. 0
Frostsjoasen produces the most reliable figures for MIN, but even here
an extra three trees would be needed to yield a Chronology suitable for
climat~c

reconstruction using the criterion of an EPS of .85.

The effects on the mean chronology of standardising the individual
ser1es

w~th

different filters can be monitored by examining the EPS

values. Where EPS
to

~mprove

~s

low in unfiltered chronologies, filtering is found

the EPS considerably, although it has a smaller effect when

E~S ~s ~nitially

hlgh (Briffa 1984). Tests on the effect on the EPS of

uSlng d1i!erent filter lengths have been carried out by ijriffa (1984),
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test1ng chronolog1es from ten oak sites in southern England. Five of
the chrooolog1es exh1b1ted 1ncreased statistical signal as the filter
length was decreased,

(1nd1cat1ng a h1gh amount of low frequency

varlat10nJ, the remalnder showed a peak 1n signal (as measured by EPS)
at around a 30-year filter length. The conclusion was that a 30-year
11lter length 1S the most reasonable choice in this s1tuation.
The success of standardisation uS1ng the Gaussian f1lter may depend on

the characterist1cs of the frequency distribution of the population
Slg081. EPS and SSS can conf1dently be used to assess the strength of
the h1gher frequency signals 1n the chronology, but the strength of low
lx-~quency

s1gnals 1S harder to est1mate (Briffa et al. 1987). This is

because the varlances of the 1ndividual r values tend to be h1gher for
low frequency signals. In thlS study the high frequency, direct
cl1matlc response is cons1dered since the series are too short to
rellably represent low frequency responses. High frequency responses
may be due to the d1rect response of the tree to climate (physiological
study predlcts a lag of not more than four year). Low frequency
responses may for example be due to long term climatic trends, the
effects of pollut10n and changes in the site conditions.

The e1fect on EPS of using 10-, 30- and 50-year

fil~ers

has been

examlned for all nlne sites for both RW and MXD chronologies (figure
3.3). The EPS values show a small decrease with increasing filter
lengtll, except for the two sub-fossil sites where EPS increases. This
would suggest that there is a large amount of low frequency variation
In

the sub-fbsSl1 chronologies. As filter length is increased, less of

the low frequency lnformation is removed. The series are not of
sufflclent length for 1nformation on low frequency variation to be
valld. These data confirm the choice of a 30-year filter length for
both rlng-wldth and density parameters. The anomalous case of the
sub-toss11 chronolog1es indicates that they exhibit quite a different
frequency pattern to the modern chronologies. This may be due to the
fact that the trees are strongly influenced by low and medium frequency
(3~-100

table.

year cycles), which may be due to fluctuations in the water
Th~s

is supported by evidence from the wood structure and

iniormat10n about the growing conditions derived from other site
factors (this is further discussed in chapter 5).
These parameters EPS and 555 only relate to the statistical quality of
the Chronology. They do not assess the amount of regional climate
~n!ormat10n

conta1ned within it. Assessing chronology quality by means

of the EYS may 1n fact be preferable to using a direct comparison
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between climate variables and chronblogy variance since the exact
pattern of the ellmate response lS unlikely to be truly represented by
crude cllmate data. Conversely, other slte specific and non-climatlc
agencles may also

be

contributlng to the common variation 1n the tree-

r 1 fig E;E'r les.
Chronology statlstlCS.

e)

The propertles of indexed chronologies can be summarised using several
standard statlstlCS. Detailed dlScussion of statistical properties of
cbronologles and the calculation and interpretation of chronology
statlstlcs 1S glven 1n Fritts (1976).
Table 3.5 summarlses the chronology statlstics obtained from the
program for the flve tree-rlng parameters, on all 9 sltes.

~STAND

MEAN SENSITIVITY was orlglnally used by Douglass (1936) where it was
to be partlcularly useful for examinlng the potential signal in

fou~d

drought sensltlve Pinus ponderosa. It measures the relative difference
value 01 the tree ring index from one year to the next. It ranges

l~

from zero where there lS no difference, to 2.0 when a zero is always
to a non-zero value. Low values indicate complacent tree-ring

ne~t

serles, hlgher values may indicate a strong common signal. The average
mean sens1tlvlty 1S calculated as
2(x

t=n-1

ms =
:,..

)

t

----------

<

x

n-l t=1

where >:

-x
t·d

<

1

follows~

and >:

3 ..•. 8

+)(

t+1

t

are adjacent rl.ng indices.
t +1

t

The values of mean sensitivity in table 3.5 are for filtered series of
the l.ndl.Vldual trees. The figures are computed from the mean of all
va~ues

from the trees lncluded 1n the final chronology. Mean

s~ns1tlv1tles

have prevlously been calcuated for seven P.sylvestris

ctlronolog1es in Scotland (Hughes 1987). In the unstandardised series
these range from 0.12 to 0.16 for ring-Width chronologies and 0.03 to
for

~.08

max~mum

denslty chronologies. Because mean sensitivity only

assesses the h1gh frequency portion of the variation it is affected by
the method of standardisation. Using a 30-year Gaussian filter on the
MXU data from Klelder, mean sens1tivity is increased from an average of
.10

HI

found

the raw data to .24 in the filtered series. A similar effect is
10

all the modern MXD chronologies apart from Randalstown. In the

RW series there

1S

a slight decrease in mean sensitivity on

f~ltering.

There l.5 a small decrease in mean sensltivity when individual filtered
series are averaged to give a mean chronology, thus it will be to some
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extent dependant on the number of trees included in the mean. Mean
sensItIvIty WIll be affected In part by the autocorrelatl0n between one
year and the next.
MXD IS the parameter wIth the highest mean sensitivity after
fIlterlng, and thus perhaps the most suitable for climatic
reconstructIon. LW is llkewlse more sensItive than EW or RW. Mean
sensltlvlty of the IndivIdual series does not indicate how reliable a
chronology IS, SInce It is only conSIderIng the nature of the variation
In the data, which could correspond to asynchronous fluctuations which
do not crossdate. Mean sensitivity can provide an assessment of data
quallty for dendrocllmatology Slnce it provides a measure of the high
frequency varlatlon. It should be used in conJunctlon with other
s~atlstlCS.

The SERIAL

CORR~LATION

describes the amount of lag effect in growth

from one year to the next. The statistlc is computed by calculating the
correlation coeffIcient (r) between one year's growth and the next (or
next ·1 etc., equation 3 .... 1). A value close to zero indicates a small
lag effect. The autocorrelation coefficient depend on the length of the
chronology (the value of N in equation 3 •.•. 1). The values in table 3.5
gIve serlal correlations of filtered chronologies for a lag of one
year. The serial correlation in MXD is generally low except for the
sub-iosSll chronologies and for Randalstown. LW is less strongly
autoc0rrelated than eIther EW or RW, although it exhibits a stronger
autocorrelatIon than MXD, except at Chippenham and for the sub-fossil
SItes.
CorrelatIons between the five variables have been performed for each
site. The results are shown in table 3.6 and illustrated
dIagrammatIcally in fIgure 3.4. In all cases there are highly
SIgnIfIcant correlations between RW and EW and beteeen RW and LW. MXD
15

most strongly correlated wlth LW at all sites. RW and EW are the

most hIghly correlated pair of variables followed by RW and LW then MXD
and LW. EW IS correlated to a lesser extent with LW (and only with .1
51g. for Glen Affric) and 1S only sometlmes related to MXD. A negative
correlation between MXD and EW tor Kielder suggests that EW may be
behavlng differently here than at the other sites. At Glen Affric MIN
IS h1ghly correlated with all variables, at Derrycrow, Randalstown and
Chipp~nham

there 1S a positive correlatIon between MIN and LW, whilst

at 0 FrostsJoasen, Muddus and Sluggan there is a negative correlation
between EW and MIN.
These interrelationships agree with results obtained from nine
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moderate and high altitude sites (600-2400ml in the Alps for five
conlier specles,
and P.
w~re

Plcea abies,

sylvestrls 15chwelngruber et al.

most strongly related,

Larlx decidua,

1979).

Pinus cembra

On all sites RW and EW

RW and LW to a lesser extent.

are slgnlilcantly correlated,

sltes.

Ables alba,

MXD and LW

belng most strongly related on the dry

No lnterrelatlonshlps were found between MIN and other

varlables.
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Table 3.4
Correlation statistics for comparisons between individual tree series
at each si te, given in programme FSTAND.
I1XD

MIN

EW

LW

RW

.468
.001
.913
.898
7

.096
ns
.561
.516
>30

.295
.001
.834
.807
14

.232
.01
.783
.751
19

.311
.001
.844
.818
13

.505
.001
.935
.911
6

.259
.01
.830
.777
17

.405
.001
.905
.872
9

.288
.01
.850
.802
14

.395
.001
.902
.867
9

.430
.001
.905
.888
8

.087
n8
.532
.487
>30

.169
.1
.709
.622
21

.309
.002
.843
.799
11

.230
.02
.789
.585
17

.360
.001
.818
.849
11

.093
ns
.451
.507
>30

.156
•1
.597
.657
29

.393
.001
.838
.866
9

.232
.02
.707
.751
20

.408
.001
.892
.912
5

.057
ns
.327
.378
>30

.186
•1
.696
.733
19

.17S
•1
.680
.719
22

.176
•1
.681
.720
22

l1uddus.
12(12)
Nen)
mean r
sig. r
EPS
EPS10
EPse.85)

o

Frost.

14 (16)
Nen)
r
8ig. r
EPS
EPS10
EPS<' 85)
Glen Derry.
H(n)

12(20)

r
8ig. r
EPS
EPS10
EPSC.85)
Glen Affric.
H(n)

8(10)

r
sig.r
EPS
EPS10
EPSL 85)
Kielder.
H(n)

r
.ig.r
EPS
EPS10
EPS(.8S)

8(8)
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Table 3.4 cant.
Randalatawn.
NCn)

5(6)

r

sig. r
EPS
EPS10
EPSC.85)

.079
ns
.301
.456
>30

.003
ns
.014
.051
>30

.083
ns

.177
.518
.714
24

.218
.05
.582
.736
21

.216
.05
.580
.734
21

.041
ns
.176
.300
>30

.138
ns
.444
.523
>30

.208
.05
.568
.725
21

.291
.01
.774
.804
14

.301
.001
.683

.354

.811

.846

.395
.001
.765
.867

16

.046
ns
.195
.551
>30

14

11

.180
.05
.522
.633
18

.182
.05
.526
.650
25

.542

.334

.001

.001

.856

.715
.832

.1

Chippenham.
NCn)

5(7)

r

sig. r
EPS
EPS10
EPSC. 85)

.311

.446
>30

SUB-FOSSIL
Sluggan.
NCn)

5(5)
.282
.002
.470

r

8ig. r
EPS
EPS10
EPSC.85)

.798

.001
.733

9

Derrycraw.
NCn)
r

81g. r
EPS
EPS10
EPSL 85)

5(5)

.908
5

11

.470
.001
.816
.898
7

Where "XD = maximum density, "IN = minimum density, EW = earlywaad
width,
LW • latewaod width, RW = ring width. N = number of trees, n = total
nu.ber 01 cores. EPS = expressed population signal, EPS10 = EPS for 10
tree., ESPC.85) = nu.ber 01 cores needed for an ESP of .85.
r • •e.n correlation coefficient between series and its significance
level C.ig. r).
Programme uses the maximum individual overlaps between trees Cover the
periods listed in table 3.5).
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Table 3.5

Chronology statistics from programme FSTAND.

nxo

EW

LW

RW

.25
-.02

.16
.48

.18
.13

.15
.48
.99

FROST 1580-1983 •
• 23
Kean sense
.01
Serial carr.
Kean value (11111)

.22
.04

.20
.27

.22
.11

.19
.31
1. 03

GLEN DERRY 1721-1983.
Kean sense
.23
Serial carr.
-.04
Plean value (.m)

.19
-.08

.17
.36

.21
.08

.18
.37
1.19

GLEN AFFRIC 1750-1983.
Plean sense
.21
Serial carr.
.05
Kean value (mm)

.21
-.02

.18
.37

.21
.06

.17
.45
1. 25

KIELDER 1860-1981 •
• 22
Plean sense
-.13
Serial carr.
Kean value ( •• )

.24
-.17

.18
.32

.19
.30

.15
.55
1. 27

RAHDALSTOWH 1823-1983.
Plean sens.
.17
Serial carr.
.28
Kean value (1111)

.16
-.06

.17
.42

.19
.27

.14
.45
1. 39

CHIPPEHHAK 1814-1978.
Plean sense
.22
Serial corr.
.14
Kean value (1111)

.19
.09

.17
.29

.22
-.02

.19
.29
1. 51

.16
.40

.18
.16

.14
.61
1.15

DERRYCROW 188 years. 4630+/-60 B.P.
K_an ••ns.
.15
.19
.12
Serial corr.
.51
.13
.63
Plean value (m.)

.18
.25

.13
.56
1.12

HUOOUS 1610-1983 •
• 22
Hean sense
.03
Serial carr.
Hean value (mm)

PlIN

o

SUB-FOSSIL
SLUGGAN 245 years. 6615+/-95 B.P.
• 19
.21
Kean sense
.31
-.03
Serial corr.
Kean value ( •• )

Table 3.6.
Correlations between variables.
OFR

MUD

DER

AFF

KIE

RAN

CHI

SLU

DCR

MEAN

ns
34
74
56

ns
ns
60
40

ns
ns
57
39

44
ns
56
44

ns
ns
39
ns

42
27
52
ns

34
ns
35
24

ns
21
52
48

ns
ns
38
31

ns
ns
52
33

MIN
x
EW -55
ns
LW
-46
RW

-45
ns
-40

ns
34
ns

85
67
98

ns
ns
ns

ns
23
ns

ns
27
ns

-21
ns
-21

ns
ns
ns

ns
ns
ns

MXD
x
MIN
EW
LW
RW

EW
x
LW
RW

29
93

30
87

29
90

22
84

21
85

50
75

34
70

24
80

33
80

31
83

LW
x
RW

61

55

65

65

64

71

71

56

70

64

MEAN 23

19

35

58

16

36

30

24

25

29

Significance; 32 = .01, 21 = .1 (table 3.1, eqn. 3 •••• 3),
Values are for r x 100, on 100 years of overlap (1879-1978).

Table 3.7.

OFR

Correlation coefficients for crossdating between sites.
MUD

DER

AFF

KIE

•••

• ••

•••
••
•••

•••

RAN

CHI

MXD

OFR

.695
•••
.283
.381
DER
.806
.231
. 375
AFF
.677
. 136
.278
KIE
.174
• 094
.149
RAN
.387
• 113
.179
CHI
Average correlation = .334.
MUD

.664
.184
.355

•

••

ns

ns

ns

•••
•••

••

•

•••
• ••
• ••

.259
.344

•••
.247

•••

MIN
OFR

•

•••••

ns
ns

ns
ns

MUD

.394
ns
DER
.217
.089
AFF
0
.089
.010
KIE
.114
.007
.229
RAN
.025
0
0
CHI
0
0
.051
Average correlation = .040.

ns
ns
ns
ns

••

o
o
o

ns
.304

o

•••

ns
ns
ns
ns
ns

.096

EN
OFR
MUD

DER
AFF

.377
.217
.184
.031
.021

•••

••

••

ns

ns
ns

ns

•

•••

.119

.470
.086
.173
.081
KIE
o
.125
RAN
o
.039
o
CHI
Average correlation = .120

.320
.157

o

•••

.103
.035

na
ns
ns

•

ns

ns
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns

.101

LN
OFR

••••

.447
ns
.149
.005
AFF
.126
.009
.760
KIE
.222
.122
.346
RAN
.086
.017
.215
CHI
.129
.115
.276
Average correlation = .230.

MUD
DER

••

ns
ns

ns

•••

• ••

.424
.359
.231

•••

ns
ns

ns
ns

••

• ••

ns

•••

• ••

.112
.439

.239

••

•••

RN
ns
ns
ns
•••
••
•
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns
.392
ns
DER
• 185
• 002
•
•••
••
ns
AFF
.167
.059
.605
• ••
•••
.341
ns
KIE
.108
.084
.227
••
.268
.132
RAN
.023
.117
.111
•
.070
.172
.180
CHI
.057
.086
.153
Average correlation = .170
Significance; ••• = .01, •• = .05, • = .10
Valu •• are for the maximum common period of 118 years, 1860-1977.

OFR

MUD
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Figure 3.1
Plot of raw and filtered tree-ring series.
Tree 52N Glen Derry.
1880-1899.
o - unfiltered rin~-widt~ series •
• - series filtered usinr 3r -yeAr
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D. SPATIAL PATTEHNS OF RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN CHRONOLOGIES.
a) 9Qatlal relatlonshlps In denslty and rlng-wldth
chronologles.
The

spat~al

coherence of the 5 parameters has been examined by

conslderlng the correlations between the seven modern sltes. The
correlatlon coe1flclents and thelr slgnificances are given in table 3.7
and lliustrated In figure 3.5. The MXD chronologles show the strongest
common slgnal, a common signal is detected between both low altitude
sltes (10 Northern Ireland and eastern England), and the site in
central

~weden

at

80~m

a.s.l. There lS a common signal between both

Scottlsh sltes and the slte at Muddus in northern Sweden some 2300 km
apart. All closer sltes show significant MXD correlations. LW is the
next best parameter wlth respect to the strength of a spatial signal
although ltS range 1S less extensive. RW and EW in general show
relatlvely poor lntersite crossdating. The Randalstown and Kielder
chronologles are more closely related to Glen Affric than to Glen Derry
wlth respect to EW. EW also shows a stronger relationship between the
Scottish and the Swedish chronolog1es than does LW, but the most
southerly chronology at Chippenham does not correlate with any of the
other sltes on EW. This suggests that e1ther there is very little
cllmatlc slgnal in the Chippenham EW chronology or the climate factors
afiecting EW 1n eastern England are dlfferent from those influencing EW
!urther North.
Scnwelngruber et al.

(1979) make a slmilar comparison of the ring

characterlst1cs of pine, spruce and larch in humid, cool sites in
southern England, eastern Scotland, west Scotland, the mediterranean
and at subalplne levels in the European Alps. MXD shows
~elat10nshlps

stro~g

between sites in slmilar regions (for example between all

Brltlsh sltes and between all central Alpine Sites). The British sites
also show good agreement with the central alpine sites although not
wlth the Mediterranean sites. MIN shows the next best agreement between
the Brltlsh sites themselves, and weak connections (0.02 significance)
between some of the Alpine sites. RW shows a Similar pattern to MIN,
wlth some weak connections between the Alps and UK. LW and EW show good
agreement between the Brit1sh sites but practically no connections
between these and the Alp1ne chronologies. A unit of spatial similarity
based on MXD 1S consldered to be applicable to pine and spruce on

~ites

In the cool, hum1d regl0ns of Scotland, England, southern Sweden and
the central European Alps.
Subsequent analysls of further data from the European tree-ring
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network from summer cold-moist sites in subalpine and northern
timberlines has shown that material from ecologically similar sites
crossdates over large areas (Schweingruber 1985). The sizes of the
areas are considerably larger based on MXD than on RW values. Based on
calculations of the percentage of agreement between chronologies, on
average MXD shows 10Y. better agreement between sites than RW. Spatial
similarity based on the Scottish chronologies extends to the Pyrenees,
the eastern Alps, central Sweden and southern Finland.
b) Correlations between 28 European chronologies.
In order to assess the degree of similarity between the British and
European chronologies a CORRELATION MATRIX has been constructed using
an additional 21 P.sylvestris ring-width chronologies from European
sites. Most of the sites are located in Norway, Sweden and Finland.
Site 17 is further south in Lithuania, sites C and A are located to the
east of the Black Sea, in Turkey and the Ukraine, B is in central
Spain. Map 3.2 shows the locations of the sites. The data have been
obtained from the IPID project by permission of Dr M. K. Hughes. Below
is the full list of chronologies used.
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Table 3.8

Chronologies used in PCA.

No:

Site.

Lat.

Long.

Submittor.

1

Jondalen
Pluddas 2
Arjeplog
Ostersund
Arosjak
Pyan-Hakin
Lofoten
Laagenus
Savdazyersk 0
Plurmansk
Chipinsk
Kandalakshesk
Topozersk
Kestengsk
Kemski
Kalevalsk
Plusteikos
o Frostsjoasen
Pluddus

59
66
66
62
67
62
68
67
62
68
66
67

51

09 29 E
20 22 E

20
49
52

18 27 E
14 48 E
19 25 E

Briffa & Jones
ITRDB Jonsson & Harlan
ITRDB Jonsson & Harlan
ITRDB Harlan
ITRDB Harlan
Schweingruber
Schweingruber
Schweingruber
Bitvinskas/LaPlarche
Bitvinskas/LaMarche
Bitvinskas/LaMarche
Bitvinskas/LaPlarche
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Figure 3.5
Correlation between sites using different variables.
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A per10d of 110 years from

18~0

to 1969 was used in the calcuations.

The results at the correlat10n analys1s are g1ven in table 3.9,
slgnli1cant

pOS1t1v~

and negatlve correlatlons are llsted. Most of the

the noettlern ScandlnaVlan sltes are h1ghly slgn1flcantly correlated
wlth

~ach

other. S1tes 1 1n southern Norway, 7 on a coastal 1sland off

Norway and s1te 17 1n L1thuan1a are poorly correlated with the maJority
of the F1nn1sh and Scand1nav1an sites. Site 1 also shows inverse
correlat1on with the Br1tish s1tes. It is interesting to note that the
mar1tlme slte 7 on the northern Norwegian coast only correlates
strongly w1th the Turklsh s1te near the Black sea. Weak links exist
between some of the Scand1navlan and British s1tes. There are some
mooerately 81gn1ficant l1nks between two of the British sites and the
Span1sh Slte.
Gerta1n at the negatlve correlations may be due to changing
C1rculatlon patterns in the weather (Briffa et al. 1986a). A high
pressure zone 1S often found across Europe in the summer months, the
pos1t10n of thlS zone may vary in latitude, being located over
Scand1navia 1n some years and further south over the mediterranean in
others. Thus opposing weather patterns may operate to cause negative
correlat10ns in growth between trees from the two areas even though the
treeS are respond1ng to climate in the same way. Climatic patterns
wh1ch favour growth 1n some areas whilst limiting it in others may also
be responslble for negative correlations between maritime and high
altltud~

(or lnland) sites.

c) Pr1nc1pal component analysis of European sites.
Further 1nvestigation of the spatlal characteristics of the
1nterrelat10nships between tree-ring variables has been possible by
conduct1ng prlncipal component analyses (peA). ThlS allows a more
det31led plcture of the nature of var1ation between sites to be
constructed, than by using a simple correlation analysis. Statistical
details are given in Frltts (1976). As the database of chronologies is
lncreased 1t has become possible to use PCA to examine spatial tree
gruwth

patt~rns

over large areas. This technique has been used in the

analys1s of cl1mate patterns (Jones et al. 1983, Richman and Lamb 1985,
Wlgley et al. 1984a) and tree-r1ng chronologies for Europe, (Briffa et
al. 1986c), North America and for the whole of the northern hemisphere

(IPIO, in preparat10n). There are certain statistical anomalies which
have to be cons1dered resulting from the fact that the external factors
atfect1ng the spatial patterns of the chronologies may themselves be
correlated. If orthogonal PCs are used it may be impossible to
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lnterpret them in terms of any real effect. Richman (1986) descrlbes
the UBe of rotated PCs to overcome this problem. The use of rotated
PC's can also overcome the d1ff1culties aris1ng when an area is Spllt
up and seperate pr1nclpal component analyses are done on each area.
R1chman has shown that by using rotated PCs the same pattern is
generated uSlng small areas as when the total area lS analysed at once,
Whlch 15 not always the case with a conventional PCA. However it is
stated that a PCA uSlng unrotated PCs can be used to good effect in
many sltuat10ns <Rlchman 1986). It is suggested that by mapping the
patterns of correlatlon between the indivldual Sites, the spatial
F,stterns can be

ver~fied.

In this work such maps have been produced

uSlng the data from table 3.9 and they do confirm the groupings
lndlcated In the subsequent PCA. In many cases the spatial patterns
assoclated wlth the PCs can be explained in terms of known climatic
effects WhlCh glves weight to the argument that the patterns are real.
Prlnclpal component analysis has been done using the data for the
sltes for the 110 year common period, with and without the three
southern Sltes (A, B and C) included. The first four principal
comF,onents explaln 21.6, 9.8, 9.0 and 6.4X of the variance respectively
~lth

the

so~thern

sltes and 24.1, 10.4, 9.9 and 6.6X without these

three sltes. Thus approximately half the total variance is explained by
these ilrst four eigenvectors. Tables 3.10 and 3.11 show the weights on
the ilrst three PC's for each of the chronologies for the two analyses.
1he e~cl~slon

of the three southern sites has very little effect on the

lOQdlng pattern of the first PC but there is conSiderable difference on
the hlgher order component loadings. Figures 3.6 and 3.7 illustrate the
loadlng patterns on the chronology networks for the first three PC's.
The flfst PC glves strong weightlngs at all sites especially for the
most northerly Scandloavian sites. There is little difference in the
f~rst

PC when the southern sites are excluded. A strong positive first

PC is generally found in the Northern Hemisphere, this has been
attributed to a commmon response to climate (notably temperature). The
second peA explalns about 10Y. of the variance. It separates the British
and Flnnl£h sites from the central ,Scandinavian sites. The southern
sltes, Brltain and F1nland are weighted positively and Sweden,
~ithuanla

and the Black sea sites are negative.

<In fact the actual

slgna of the values are arbltary). Wlthout the three southern sites,
Br1tain, Finland and Karlnca are again separated from central
Scand1navla. The third PC gives the British sites a positive weight1ng,
a smaller posltlve

we~ghtlng

to the Swedish sites and a negative
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weIghtIng to the FInn1sh sltes in both instances.
TIle second PC may be reflecting d1fferences between the mediterranean
thQ northern

arid

~uropean

sItes at the same tIme as associat1ons

marItIme and contInental sites. The thIrd PC may also be

betwe~~

a5S0clate~

WIth the dIfferences between marIt1me and continental sites.

A recent european peA USIng 15 chronolog1es,

bot~

conifers and

tlardwuods from SItes throughout western Europe shows qU1te complex
patterns of dIfferentiation between the mediterranean, central Alpine
and ScandInavIan SItes (Briffa et al. 1986c).
the correlatIon analysis and the PCA indicate that the British

B0~h

chrOnG!ogle2 are generally respond1ng as a coherent unit although the
~2S0cl~tlons

between chronologIes are not strong. The data reflect

patterns WhICh are both common w1th and 1n oppositIon to those from
af trees 1n other reg10ns of Europe. Associations extend across

~r0upS

the whoie of northern Europe.
dJ peA using rlng-width and denSity parameters.
A further study has been carried out on the seven sites for which
de~slty

measurements are available. Table 3.12 shows the results of the

PCA for the f1rst three PCs uS1ng MXD, MIN, EW, LW and RW chronologies.
r.XD shows the greatest weighting on the first PC followed by LW, RW, EW
and fInally MIN. The weightings on the remaining PCs are similar for
varIables. Apart from the calculations based on KIN, the first PC

a~l

shcW~

a SImIlar pattern at all sites (either all positIve or all

rle9~t1ve).

occupy a
Slt~s

The strongest weight1ngs are for the Scottish sites which

ce~tral

fro~

POSition. The second PC separates the two Swedish

tne remalnder and the third PC separates the Irish site (and

also the East Ang11an slte on RW and EW) from the rest.
Th~

perc~Gtage

variance attributed to the first PC is an indirect

measure of the amount of common var1ance in the chronologies. This
allows the var1ables to be ranked in order of amount of common
varIanc~.

USIng th1S cr1ter10n the MXD chronologies contain the highest

proport1on 01 common varlance, followed by the LW, RW, and EW
chronologies. The pattern of variation in MIN indicates that there is
nO

common pattern between sites.

For identifying regional climatic patterns (and ultimately climatic
reconstructions), MXD appears superIor to ring-width parameters.
Shronolog1es of LW are likely to be better than those based on EW since
they contaIn a greater proportion of regional information.
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Table 3.9
Correlation Matrix for IPIO sites and British chronologies 1860-1969
Values for correlation coefficient, r x 100.
Site. 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

18
23
-17

2

70
48
68
29

3

46
37
48

33
69
26
45
42
18
30

21
25
30
20

24
19
32
16

4

5

6

42
33
41
36
43

60
38
23

20

28
28
44
22
23

38
42
41
35
22

40
32

45
59

42
40
33

7

11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
A
B
C
20
21
22
23
24
25

-23

-30
59
67
35

30
43

18

33
53
18
54
46
33
32

38

9

10

11

12

38
64
50
39
44
30

46
32
18
30
17

43
38
43
33

13

43
43
25
19
16
33

.
32

-23 -17
17

63
57
53
16
19

17

19
-16

. -16
24

17

19
18

20
26

18
18

19
16

17

18

19

A

B

C

20

21

36
49
26

61
19

19
21

22
22

23

24

16

18

42
40

16

. -17

16

18
18

19
19

18

.

-33

18

>
>
>
is
List of sites

Significance;

30
21
24

34
26

16 = .1
= non-significant.
24 = .01
31 = .001
given in the text, table 3.8.
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25
34
26
26
21

17

21
19

14

32

22

Site. 15
16
17
18
19
A
B
C
20
21
22
23
24
25

19
43
55
19

21
25

8

19

Table 3.10
The weights (x1000) on the 3 major principal components of the
correlation matrix of the network of 28 European chronologies (listed
in table 3.8L

Chron.

PCl (21. 6X)

PC2(9.8X)

PC3(9.0X)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

19
299
269
207
308
247
77
281
204
283
107
238
272
263
216
174
95
175
239

108
-212
-253
- 96
-194
24
-257
3
-148
136
239
210
181
34
159
116
- 19
-145
-221

207
193
161
202
141
- 55
1
-109
-192
-149
-252
-231
-225
-141
-180
-188
- 85
312
177

20
21
22
23
24
25

8
81
124
104
63
55

241
319
338
250
110
131

325
279
297
177
204
102

A
B

41
67

C

4

-274
168
-111

- 74
86
- 32

'31

Table 3.11

The weights (x1000) on the 3 major principal components of the
correlation matrix of the network of 25 northern European chronologies
( listed in Table 3. 8) •
Chron.

PCl( 24. 1X)

PC2(10.4X)

PC3(9.9X)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

21
301
269
205
308
249
74
283
206
284
106
240
274
263
217
175
93
175
241

- 13
281
275
182
241
- 38
196
- 62
60
-182
-345
-320
-245
- 60
-242
-203
2
310
296

251
77
55
127
37
- 42
- 86
- 76
-249
- 77
- 99
- 78
-138
-148
- 66
-103
-111
169
43

20
21
22
23
24
25

1
78
123
104
66
56

- 98
-183
-190
-117
- 58
- 78

429
410
437
240
289
162

The weights (x1000) on the 3 major principal components of
Table 3.12
the correlation matrix of the network of 7 British and Scandinavian
chronologies using five parameters of density and ring-width.
"XD

"IN

Chron.

LV

361
284
491
480
441
174
301

-566
-671
158
180
292
150
252

Chron.

PC1(22.3X)

PC2(19.1X)

-630
-495
-419
127
-350
-107
175

98
360
- 65
490
-455
-521
-369

PC3<14.5%)
313
203
-208
544
-495
-198
486

PC1(26.9X)

PC2(17.3X)

OFR
"UD
DER
AFF
KIE
RAN
CHI

389
350
486
552
238
202
11

-585
-538
64
315
436
221
158

Chron.

PC1(35.6X)

PC2(20.1X)

-246
-141
-495
-518
-435
-279
-372

PC3(14.2X)
- 28
-116
237
263
104
-866
-315

Chron.

OFR
"UD
DER
AFF
KIE
RAN
CHI
RV

PC2(19.0X)

OFR
"UD
DER
AFF
KIE
RAN
CHI

OFR
"UD
DER
AFF
KIE
RAN
CHI
EW

PC1(44.8X)

PC3(16.5X)
7
- 329
389
160
- 67
-629
-560

-606
-686
246
271
- 68
133
- 65

PC3 <13.2%)
- 26
-143
145
3
430
-878
39

Chron.

PC1(30.2X)

PC2(18.3X)

OFR
"UD
DER
AFF
KIE
RAN
CHI

301
229
494
546
404
301
243

-603
-695
243
263
140
71
7

PC3<15.0%)
258
- 78
333
251
- 84
-549
-666
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Fl.gure 3.6

Principal component analysl.s uSl.ng 28 European sltes.
I. varlance accounted for by each PC is given.
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PC1
21.6%

~-.,

F'~gure

Pr~nc~pal

European sltes,

3.7

component analysls
giv~ng

Yo var~ance

us~ng

25 northern

accounted for by PC·s.

PC1
24.1%

PC2
10.4%

_.,

PC3
9.9%

r~_-·2.

E. CONCLUSIONS.
The

propert~es

Sweden, and two

chronolog~es

sub-foss~l

s~tes

from seven modern sites
in Ireland have been

have been produced for five

Chronolog~es

density,

of

min~mum

density, earlywood

tree-r~ng

8r~ta~n

and

exam~ned.

parameters;

latewood

w~dth,

~n

w~dth

max~mum

and

ring-width.
Chronology statistics have been obtained
devised by K.

Br~ffa

us~ng

the program fSTAND

from the Climate Research Unit,

Univers~ty

of

~ast

Anglia. Standardisation methods are discussed. In this case a 30-year
Gaussian filter has been fitted to the data,

~ndexed

ser~es

are

produced by subtracting the actual values from the curve values for the
density parameters, and

d~viding

the actual by the fitted value for the

indicate highly

sign~f~cant

uSlng MXu

ser~es

ring-width parameters. Correlations between tree-ring

correlations between trees on the high

altitude Scottish and Swedish sites and the moderate altitude
K~elder

in northern England. No significant MXD

correlat~ons

s~te

at

are

apparent for the low altitude modern sites although MXD correlates well
between trees on the two sub-fossil sites. RW crossdates better than
MXD within the sub-fossil and low altitude sltes. The propertles

01

the

sub-fossil chronologies are different from those from any of the modern
sites.
The statistical quality of the mean chronologies °is expressed 1n terms
of an Expected Percentage Signal (EPS) value. Briffa (1984) suggests an
EPS value of 0.85 as a standard for determin1ng the sU1tablllty of a
chronology for climate reconstruction. Only the MXD chronolog1es from
the high and moderate elevation sites have EPS values as
A lower figure such as 0.70 is probably more

realist~c

h~gh

as this.

when cons1der1ng

British chronologies. It would still be necessary 1n some cases to
sample a larger number of trees to obtain EPS values of 0.70 for both
ring-width and density parameters. EPS statistics indlcate that there
is a moderate amount of common information in chronologies uS1ng all
parameters except MIN on most sites. The difference in strength of
common signal between high and low altitude sites is more strongly
marked in the case of MXD than for RW. The RW chronologies show the
greatest common signal between trees from the high
the low altitude
MXD

~owever

s~tes st~ll

alt~tude

sltes, but

have a moderate amount of common

is better than RW at the higher

elevat~ons

signal is very weak between trees from the low level

s~gnal.

but the MXD

s~tes.

Correlations between the five variables have been performed for each
site. MXD is strongly correlated with LW on all sites but only

sometimes correlated with EW. Between sites correlations are strongest
and

most far reaching

geograph~cally

between all

s~tes

w~th

MXD. LW also correlates well

although EW only shows a correlation over short

distances between the closer sites.
A principal components analysis using an

add~t~onal

21

mostly

s~tes

from Scandinavia gives all sites a positive weighting on the

PC

f~rst

<explaining approximately 25% of the variance). The British and Finnlsh
sites are separated from those

Sweden on the second PC. The third PC

~n

gives the British sites a positive weighting and the
negative weightings with

sites having lower

Swed~sh

Finn~sh
pos~t~ve

s~tes

values. In

some years the British chronologies are responding the same way as
trees from Finland and differently from the central
chronologies, in other years the

oppos~te

Scandinav~an

is true.

The following table ranks the five parameters in terms of
relative values for some of the within and between site

the~r

stat~st~cs.

Table 3.13

BETWEEN SITES

WITHIN SITES

HIGH

.

LOW

msens.

scorr.
high
alt.

low
alt.

EPS( 10)
high
low
al t.
alt.

l'IXD
MIN
LW
EW
RW

RW
EW
LW
l'IXD
MIN

RW
EW
MXD
LW
MIN

MXD
LW
RW
EW
MIN

carr. or PCl

RW
LW
EW
MXD
MIN

MXD
LW
RW
EW

MIN

Where msens.= mean sensit~vity, scorr.= ser~al correlation for one
year lag, corr.= mean correlation between sites, PCl is the percentage
variance loading on the first pr~ncipal component.
Regional comparisons suggests that l'IXD gives the most spatially
coherent signal, followed by latewood width, RW,then EW. MIN is the
weakest variable. The within slte

character~stics

of the MIN tree-rlng

series show more variability. EPS(10) at the higher alt1tude sltes
reflects the regional pattern, although the low altitude sltes

g~ve

RW

as the strongest variable followed by LW, and MXD performs weakly. Th1S
suggests that whilst the common signal at the high

alt~tude

sites

18

associated with the regional climatic response, this 1S not the case at
the low altitude sites. Mean sensitivity ranks MXD as the most
sensitive variable, and LW better than EW, MIN is also ranked high.
This statistic is probable not of great use in comparing these
chronologies since it varies little from one varlable to another. The
lower the serial correlation the more likely the tree-rings wlll slmply
reflect the current year's climatic condltions. MXD has a lower

ser~al

correlation than RW or EW, but it is higher than for LW on the low
altitude sites. The values for MIN are in fact negative for the
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h~gh

alt1tude sites. Whereas part of the cause for the lower common slgnal
in RW and EW may be due to h1gh autocorrelat1on from one year to the
next, th1S is not true for MIN where there 1S low autocorrelat1on and a
minimal common slgnal.
The sub-fosS1l p1ne chronologies from Northern Ireland resemble the
low level sites more than the hlgh altltude sites with respect to thelr
chronology properties. However, there are some major differences 1n
their behav1our. RW crossdat1ng is very strong in the sub-fosSll trees.
Inspection of the data indicates that there is a complex pattern of
periodicity in the RW serles. MXD gives a hlgher Expected Population
Signal for the sub-fossil trees than for the low level modern trees.
From the results obtained here it seems likely that the growlng
conditions found at Derrycrow and Sluggan at the t1me of suO-fOSSll
tree growth were different to those present on the modern tree sltes.
The pecullaritles of the modern sites may partly account lor thlS.
Other palaeoclimatic and palynologlcal eVldence for thlS
in chapter 5.

dd

1S

consldered

Chapter 4.
CLIMATE-GROWTH INVESTIGATIONS USING RESPONSE FUNCTION

TECHNI~UES.

A. INTRODUCTION.
The s1mplest method of determ1n1ng an assoc1at1on between C11w.ate
variat10n and tree growth is to perform a DIRECT CORRELAflON analys1s
between the ring index and the part1cular climate var1able. Th1s
approach

lS

descr1bed by P11cher (1976) 1n an investigatlon ot the

effect of monthly precipitation on the growth of Irish oaks. However
this method requires the a priori selection of cllmate var1ables llkely
to be affecting growth.

Gen~rally

a large number of cl1mat1c factors

have an influence, hence MULTIPLE LINEAR REGRESSION must be used. Th1S
defines the tree growth index in terms of a set of part1al correlat10n
coefficlents associated w1th each lndividual climatlc pred1ctor,
scaling each to its relative effect on the mean growth est1mate (rcltts
et a1. 1971, Fritts 1976).
The multiple linear regression equat10n can be represented as follows;

Y = b
t

+b x +b x +
1 1t 2 2t

0

••••

b x

4 •••• 1

n nt

Where Y 1s the predicted growth at year t
t

b (1 to n) are the partial regress10n coefflcients associated
with each climatic predictor var1able x (1 to n).
Autocorrelation.between tree-ring series however limits the number of
degrees of freedom so that only a limited number of varlables can be
entered into the regresslon (Fritts 1976, Guiot et al. in Hughes et al.
1982).
The individual predictor variables of climate are generally highly
correlated which limits the applicability of a normal multlple
regression analysis. By use of a STEPWISE MULTIPLE REGRESSIUN all
coefficients are examined seperately; the one that is best correlated
is selected and a regression using that variable to estimate growth

lS

performed. The process is repeated select1ng the next best correlated
predictor. Additional variables are added as long as the res1dual
variance is reduced by a significant amount (defined at a preset
level). This method however may result in the re)ect10n of some
climatic information.
The effect of intercorrelation between the cl1mate var1ables

lS

ultimately overcome by transformlng them into orthogonal varlables
called PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS (or eigenvectors). The selected set of
predlctor eigenvectors which have been used in the correlation are
transformed back to a new set of coefficients which correspond to the
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orig~nal

correlated variable.

The response

funct~on

Th~s

~s

called the RESPONSE FUNCTION.

technique was developed and described by

et a1. (1971>. It lS revlewed in

deta~l

Fr~tts

by Frltts (1976), and agalfl 0,'

Blasing and Frltts (1976) wlth examples of ltS use with North Amerlcan
conifers. The more recent work and controversy lS discussed by varlOUS
authors in 'Climate From Tree Rlngs' (Hughes et al. 1982) and by
Blasing et al.

(1984). Response functions have been used to examlne the

climatlc Signals in oaks ln Brltaln (Hughes et al. 1978, Milsom 1979,
Gray and Pilcher 1983) and the effects of ralnfall on the growth of
elms (Brett 1978). Simllar dendrocllmatlc studles in Europe lncludlog
work on Pinus sylvestris L. have recently been undertaken by Kienast
(1985) and Tessier (1984). A comprehensive response functlon analysls

of P. sylvestris ln the Scottish Hlghlands lS descrlbed by Hughes
(1986) •

The response function provides a powerful and tested tool in the
identificatlon of the climate-growth response although there are
certain problems. The attributlon of significance to non-slgnlflcant
variables is a major hazard, as lndicated by results obtalned from
simulation analyses described by Cropper (in Hughes et al. 1982). The
other problem concerns the treatment of perSistence in the tree-rlng
data. The two main strategles for dealing with this are elther iorclng
non-orthogonal prior growth variables into the equation (Frltts 1976)
or 'pre-whitening' the tree·ring data before response function
calculation (Guiot et al. 1984).
The aims can be outlined as follows.
1) To investigate the relationship between tree growth and

climate for a set of modern British and Scandlnavlan
sites using response function analysls.
2) To identify anomalies in the response functlon approach
which require more detailed examlnation.
3) To attempt to interpret the climate-growth response on
the basis of current knowledge of tree physiology.

B. RESPONSE FUNCTION ANALYSIS.
a) Methods.
The response function employs the procedure of a stepw1se multlple
regression on the orthogonal prinCipal components (or eigenvectors) of
the climate data. The program used here is the origlnal verSlon (Al of
the GENSTAT program written by Mr. D. Brett from Royal Holloway
college. It is described in Brett (1978), and further dlscussed by
Brett (in Hughes et al. 1982). The method of calculat10n essentially
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follows the procedure of Frltts (1976), with one or more vectors tor
prior grovth lncluded 10 the stepwlse regresslon with the prlnclpal
components of the cllmate varlables.
The first stage is to der1ve the princlpal component3 or

eigenv~ctors

from the set of climate varlables. The equat10n can be vrltten a3
follows

P =

1 n

RX

4 .••. 2.

1 p n

"

Where P (1 to n) are the estlmated r1ng 1ndices for n years, and R

\1

to p) are the slgnlficant partlal multiple regression coefflClents
assoclated wlth each of the amplitudes of the selected set of p
elgenvector amplitudes. The partlcular values asslgned to the
regresslon coefficients are used 1n assesslng the reldtlve

lmportaGc~

of each of the elgenvectors X (1 to n) in determln1ng growth. The
derived eigenvectors include the same 1niormat10n as the original
cllmate data (or prior growth) varlables, the most lmportant
elgenvectors accountlng for a large proportion of the variance of the
data. The least important eigenvectors express only minor varlat10ns 1n
the origlnal data set, so by ordering the vectors from the most to
least important, the original climate data 1S concentrated into a small
number of variables.
Conversion of the eigenvectors back to predictors of the original
(climate) variables is done by using a transformation of the orlginal
equat10n, thus

"

P

.

= REF = T F

1 nip m n

4 .••• J

1 m n

Where T (1 to m) now represents the response function elements and

(m

to n) lhe normallsed cllmatlc data. Slnce the elements of Tare
associated with the original climatic variables, each element can be
interprted in terms of anomalies in those particular varlabies. The
climate data used in this case is monthly temperature and preClpltatlcn
for a 12 month period beginning in September of the previous year
running through to August of the year of current growth. A twelve month
period only is consldered, so as to avoid problems associated wlth
multicolinearity in the data, where current year and lag effects may
not be seperable (Cropper 1984). Three seperate variables for the
previous three years of prior growth are also lncluded to take account
of possible effects of lag on the rlng index. The ratlonale behind the
choice of climate period is based on the need to consider the effects
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of climate on

f~ve

tree-ring parameters (MXD, MIN, EW, Uti and

was not possible to use seperate climate
Current September

cli~ate

per~cd3

It

"W).

for each analY31s.

1S llkely to dffect MXD and LW, but not EW,

MIN and RW (which will be affected more by the prevlous September's
cl~mate).

Simple correlations have been done between monthly

temperature (1900-1979) and both LW and MXD at Glen Derry and
Affr1.c.

AFF'

DER

LW

Gl~n

(>.21 = .1 sign1ficanceJ.
Prev~ous

Current Septembel"

September

.217
.297
.084
.321

-.258
-.249
-.322
-.327

MXD

LW

I'IXD

The results show that previous September temperature
correlated with both
temperatur~lS

variabl~

negatlvely

~s

at the two sltes. Current

~~ptemb~r

positively correlated wlth MXD at both 51tes and

Glen Affrl.c but not Glen Derry. October
correlatl.ons. The effect of the

temperatl1~

quas~-b1enn~al

Lw

at

sho105 no s .. gnl.!l.cant.
1.n

oscillat~on

temperature is clearly found in September temperatures; a correlatlon
of -. 15 is found between for the first order autocorrelatl.on 1n
Sep tember temperatures. This may partially account for the negatl.ve
effect of previous September temperature on growth.
Results of response functl.ons from prevl.ous work carried out at
Li~erpbol

Polytechnic, including both previous and current September

climate as predictors of I'IXD and RW are reported here. The cl1mate year
from the previous September to the current August is therefore chosen
to best represent the cll.mate-growth relationshl.ps for the

rema1n~ng

parameters.
The next stage involves stepwise multiple regression uS1ng the
amplitudes of the cll.matic el.genvectors R (1 to p) to estlmate
Each step utilises an increasing number of elgenvectors, at
transformatl.on to the response functl0n (equation 4 .... 3>

gr~wth.

eac~

stage.

15 caC~le~

out. The percentage of the tree-ring data varlance accounted for by the
response functlon is computed at each stage, the amount of additlcnal
variance explained by the inclUSion of an additional eigenvector 1S
compared with the residual variance and hence a t-value can be
calculated defining the significance of the add1t1onal 1niormatlon. A
sl.gnlfl.cance level of 0.05 (t

=

2.01 for 54 df.) has been used to

select the number of elgenvectors to be lncluded in each case.
As more eigenvectors are included the response function becomes better
defined. It is necessary to avoid overdefin1t10n by the lncluslon oi
too many elgenvectors. The more steps included the greater the amount
of the data variance that is explalned. A point is reached where the
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additlonal steps are no longer meanlngful and the extra eigenvectors
will only be contrlbutlng OOlse. The cut-off pOlnt here

18

defln0d

the positl0n where an eigenvector

18

extra lnformatlon. Bla81ng et al.

(1984) tested the Slgolflcance ot

3S

not addlng a slgnlflcant dmount of

response functlons by performlng simple correlation analyses or. trie
individual climate-growth responses calculated from the response
functlon. It was determined that a larger number of elements could be
included than was orlgloally thought especlally where the sign1f1cance
levels were low. In the case of the low level sltes and the less
responsive parameters at least four eigenvectors have been 1ncluded
although the amount of extra var1ance added by each 18 not necessarlly
signif1cant at 5X. Table 4.1 shows the percent varlance accounted for
by successive eigenvectors of climate and pr10r growth for the Glen
Derry chronologies. Figure 4.1 shows how the

~esponse

function shape

changes as 1ncreasing numbers of eigenvectors are included for MXD at
Glen Derry.
Table 4.1.
Percentage variance accounted for by cl1mate and prlor
growth elgenvectors at Glen Derry.
Vector
no.
1
2

3

4

5

6
7
8
9

TOTAL

MXD
X

RW
X

EW

LW

X

X

X

14.6
9.5
8. 1
7.9

11. 6
11. 3
4.4
3.9

8.0(p) 8.6
21. 4
8.2
6.4
21. 1
5.8
6.6.
7.2
5. 1
6.2
7.2
-4.8
5.5
5.5
4.0
5.1
4.3
2.4(p)
2.1
1. 4(p)
34.7
40.6
71. 3

5.5

MIN

4.3(p)
3.0
2.9
55.6

31. 4

Where p indicates a prior growth vector.
b) Results.
Response function analysis has been performed on the chronologles f:-om
the five sites in U.K. and two from Sweden uSlng five tree-ring
parameters in each case. The climate data used are the mean monthly
rainfall and temperature data obtained from the nearest weather statlon
to the Site, supplying an adequate length of record. British figures
are published in Meteorological Office Monthly Weather Reports. The
following table lists the sources of climate data.

Table 4.2.
Dlstaoce. Lat.

Station.

Site.

Long.

(km)

( m)

3~0

60- J6N 15° 3bE
60 00N 10 ~0E

Gr~d

Haparanda
point 4

190
200

65 01:lN 24 122
65 :2l0N 20 0filE

PPT

Braemar
Braemar

11
11

57 00N

3 24W

TEMP
PPT
TEMP

Inverness
45
Achnashellach 36

':;)7 2':3N

57 29N

4 13W

TEMP

PPT

Allenheads
Durham

56
80

Ran

PPT
TEMP

Belfast
NI mE'an

CHI

PPT
TEMP

Cambridge
Cambr~dgE'

OFR

PPT
TEMP

MUD

PPT
TEMP

DER
AFF

KIE

Falun
Gr~d

pOlot 7

ThE' NorthE'rn Ireland

Alt.

250

10

4

5 1bW

b7

55 14N
54 46N

2 34W
1 35W

~'Lll

48

54 33N

5 58W

35

24
24

52 12N

0 08\11

12

reg~onal
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mE'an monthly temperaturE' (of 7

meteorological stations) has been used in the Randalstawn response
function calculation. The monthly temperature means are
the average of the

da~ly

means of the maximum and mln1mum

The Swedlsh temperature data arE' from thE'
temperature set for the Northern

gr~d

Hem~sphere

trom

calculate~

temper~ture.

pOlnt surface alr

(JanE's E't a1. 1985, Jones

et al. 1986). The Swedish rainfall data are from the Northern
Hemisphere climate data bank (Bradley et a1. 1985). It has been
demonstrated (Hughes et al. 1978) that the distance of the cllmate
station from the Slte can have a slgnlflcant effect on the percentage
variance accounted for by the response functlon especlally ln
mountainous regions. A response functlon from an oak site in North
Wales related 45X of the chronology variance to climate uSlng ralniall
data from a station 3km away, as opposed to 34X uSlng data from a
statlon 75km away. However it is usually more lmP9rtant to obtsln a
reasonable length of climate data sincE' thE'rE' is always the danger 0%
overcalibrating a response function if too short a time perlod

lS

used.

Monthly temperature fluctuations are known to be consistE'nt over Wlce
areas even though the actual mean values may be dlfferent,

h~nce

ch01ce

of meteorological station is likely to have little effect on thE'
response function calculation (Briffa 1984). Preclpltation var1es more
on a local scale so a nearby rainfall
record and nearness of statlon

hav~

r~cord

1S preferable. Length of

been balanced to select the best

choice of climate statlon for each site. The distances abovE' are

10

keeping with those generally acceptE'd for response funct10n analys1s
(Briffa 1984).
The climate data used are the 12 month period from September of the
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previous year to August of the current year.
al.

Guiot et al.

(In Hughes et

1982) exam1ne various posslbll1tIes of selpct1ng the cl1mate

varIables to be 1ncluded 1n the response functIon.

the use of dIfferent

numbers of clImatic and prIor growth predIctor varIables IS cons1dered.
A 12 month climate period with seperate vectors for growth

perslsta~ce

is consIdered to be a valId optIon in some sltuat1ons. The ch01ce of
climate period to pred1ct growth 1nev1tably depends on the grow1ng
conditions and specIes beIng consIdered. The seperatlon of clImate and
prior grovth in different eIgenvectors is preferable both statlstlcally
and biologically.

Incluslon of seperate monthly clImate data from the
res~lts

previous grovlng season as predictors 1S unlIkely to gIve valId

for P. sylvestris (hence a 12 month rather than a 14 or 16 month rer:0G
is used). PhysiologIcal stud1es would ind1cate that the lnfluence of
climate on the follovlng year's growth v1II begIn 1n September of tne
previous year vhen substrate begIns to be translocated to the storage
organs <Wodzicki 1971). Correlat1on between the cl1mate varIables
themselves w1ll tend to invalidate information gaIned by lncludlng
monthly climate variables from the prevIous grov1ng season.

The

inclusion of prior grovth as a predictor VIII take account of the
effect of the previous growing season conditIons on the phYS1olog1cal
state of the tree.

In fact prior growth is likely.to be a better

estimate of the effect of previous year's clim~te than the prevIous
groving season climate data 1tself.
A 12 month period is used,

this enables lag effects can be

distingu1shed from response elements. Three years of

pr~or

growth

a.~

included in the investigation. Since needle retention is upto four
years in pines <Bialobok and Zelawski 1967) and the maJor cGotr1butlOr.
to photosynthesis is from the current and second-year need leE,
year lag period is chosen as thls is lIkely to be the
influence on grovth directly

attr~butable

maXI~um

a three
lengtt of

to cl1mate. The analys1s in

all cases extends over the 60-year period from 1913 to 1972

(w~th

thE 3

years of prior growth 1910-1912 also being included 1n the
calculation). This is the period for which complete cllmate data are
available for all sites.
The results of response functIon analysis of RW and MXD chronologies
from an addltional nine locatlons in Scotland are also included. Th1S
work was carrled out at Liverpool Polytechn1c by D. Cartwright and 1S
reported in Hughes (1986). The sites have been grouped into West coast
and East coast sites according to the response function results.
Response functions were calculated using temperature and preclpltat~on
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data for a 16 month period from June of the prevlous year to Septemb2r
of the current year. The west coast response iunctlons were ca!cu!ated
using temperature data from Achnashellach and

preClp~tatlo~

data trom

Portree, the east coast sltes used Braemar cllmate data. A b0-year
perl0d has been used

10

the analysis from 1911 to 1970. The slte

details for these nine sites are given below.

Table 4.3
Site.

Code.

Latitude.

Longl tude.

Altltude

deg.min.N

deg.min.W

m a. s. 1.

East.
Mar lodge

MAR

57 01

03 34

457

Glen Affnc

AFF

57 17

05 00

300

Inverey

INV

57 00

03 35

50QJ

8allochbuie

8AL

56 57

03 19

381

Dimmie

DIM

56 07

03 20

200

Loch l'Iaree

Ll'IA

57 31

05 21

100

Coulin

cau

57 32

05 21

250

Plocton

PLO

57 20

05 38

100

l'Ia11aig

I'IAL

57 00

05 48

50

West.

Table 4.4 summarises the results of all the response functl0n
analyses. Results for the seven sites previously described are given
for the !'IXD, I'IIN, EW, LW and RW. Data for RW and MXD responses are
given for the nine additional Scottish sites. The percentage slgna1 Que
to climate and prior growth is glven along with the number of
signiflcant elgenvectors included. The results of the east and west
Scotland analyses are not directly comparable with the other
calculatlons since a 16 month peTl0d rather than a 12 month perled has
been used. The effects of climate durlng the previous summer are
seperated from the prior growth response when a 16 month cllmate perlod
is used. !'IXD gives the best climate response in all cases except at
Muddus and Randalstown. A percentage climate slgna1 of 50% or greater
1s found 1n the MXD chronolog1es at most sites above

30~m

a.s. L. The

greatest climate signal is for l'IXD in the eastern Scottish sites. These
sites are located at or near to the altltudinal cl1mat1c 1lmit of the
species range and thus a high climatic slgna1 m1ght be expected. The
east Scotland RW signal is not as strong as the MXD signal and a larger
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; ,-~:;!;:.

pr10r growth element 1S detected.
The climate response of EW 18 Buper10r to that at LW a! GLen AftclC,
~s

true ter the

The

correlatlo~S

Randalstown, Muddus and K1elder whereas the ccnverse
sltes at Glen Derry, 0 FrostsJoasen and Chlppenham.

between sites (table 3.81 however 1ndlcate that LW shows a better
regional cl1mate s1gna1 than EW. The higher percentage of response
function variance in EW attributed to clImate may be because a
different set of climatlc factors may be influencing EW at each slte.
The best climatic responses in MIN are for Glen Affric, Glen Derry and

o

Frostsjoasen.

The response function can identify cllmate growth relationsh1ps that
may later be used in the calculat10n of transfer functions that predlct
climate from tree growth.

The temporal stability of the trdrlsfer

function is tested before it is used for reconstruction.

Hughes (lSA71

verifies the simple relationship between MXD and July-August
temperatures for P. sylvestris in Scotland by reconstruct1ng the
temperature record for two 80-year periods and verifYlng

t~lS

actual temperature data. The reconstructions explaIned 64 and
percent of the variance in the actual data.

wlth

:h~

j'3

This indlcates that

temporally stable relationships may be identified 1n the climate
response. This would indicate that the response

funct~on

growt~

results are

likely to be applic~ble to the climate-growth relationsh~ps .~n otner
periods.
The significant response function results for the 12 month
analysis are shown in figure 4.2,

per~od

the Scottish results are illustrated

in figure 4.3.
The MAXIMUM DENSITY RESPONSES show the strongest resemblance between
~X[l

sites. On all sites there is a strong pos1tive response between

and

July and August temperatures. Spring temperatures (Aprll or Mayl shows
a positive response at most sites.

A negat1ve response to late

sum~er

and spring rainfall is detected. This may be partly due to the
association between low rainfall and

h~gh

temperatures.

There 1S a

negative response to previous Autumn temperature (September) for the
Scottish and northern England sites. A positive response on some

Slt~s

to winter (November and December> temperatures and preClp1tatlon 19
also detected. The results for east and west Scotland

~n

f1gure 4.3

confirm the f1nd1ngs from the other sites. There is a degr@e of
variab~lity

in the responses which serves to ind1cate that individual

site responses must be interpreted with caut10n.

These results also

show that some degree of climat1c response ~s found in almost all
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seasons of the year indlcatlng that for P.

sylvestris in Scotland,

physlological processes may be gOlng on ln the tree throughout the
whole year (or that the

~eteorological

data are

corre~atej).

The LATEWOOD RESPONSE llke that of MXn lS posltlve to late
(July and August) temperatures,

sum~er

and lnversely related to late

precip1tatlon. The hlgher altltude sites also show a negatlve

sum~er

r~s~onse

of LW to June temperature. A negatlve RW response to June temperature
~lgh

and an absence of a posltlve EW response would suggest that

June

temperatures were not acting to prolong EW growth at the expense of the
LW,

but they were affecting LW growth detrlmentally.

early spring temperature (February to Apr:l) have a

Late wlnter and
~arked

;csltive

effect on LW and also on total RW.
The EARLYWOOD RESPONSE

lS

less clear,

the cllmate slgna1

weaker than for LW at the higher altltude sltes.

In

£W responds

~W

:s

pOS1+1V'~_y

to winter temperatures (December and January) and also to temperatures
in the previous Autumn. The eastern Scott1sh sltes show a

pOSltlv~

response to temperatures from January through to August.

A negat1ve

response to June temperature has not been detected here.

A general

negative response to previous summer and autumn temperatures

~~

19 see~

for both west and east Scottlsh sites. The west coaat sltes have a hlgh
prior growth signal and a low percentage cl1mate 81gnal 1n the RW
chronologies.
The climate signal 1n the MIN chronologles lS alse low.
a generally

pos~tive

precip~tation.

MIN does shew

response to previous autumn and wlr.ter

On the higher altitude Br1t1sh sltes

MI~

lS

negatlve~y

affected by winter temperatures (December and January) but a Fos1t1ve
temperature response is seen with temperatures in Pebruary to April.
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Table 4.4.
functions.

Climate Total
signal X

X

X

OFR
MUD
DER
AFF
AFF
KIE
RAN
CHI

0.3
5.2
16.0
0
0.1
11. 9
3.1
2.2

49.1
14.1
55.3
47.7
57.3
47.3
8.0
45.2

49.4
19.3
71. 3
47.7
57.4
59.2
11. 1
47.4

East MAR
Scot AFF
INV
SAL
DIM
West LMA
Scot COU
PLO
MAL

13.1
6.7
18.3
3.4
14.3
21. 9
4.2
0
27.7

65.3
63.2
58.8
68.8
59.8
42.7
49.6
37.6
62.8

78.4
69.9
77.1
72.2
74.1
64.6
53.8
37.6
90.5

OFR
MUD
DER
AFF
AFF
KIE
RAN
CHI

27.8
11.5
8.0
0
3.1
10.4
26.0
5.2

32.4
24.6
32.6
29.7
21.9
26.9
25.4
27.9

60.2
36.1
40.6
29.7
25.0
37.3
51. 4
33.1

East MAR
Scot AFF
INY
SAL
DIM
West LMA
Scot COU
PLO
MAL

31. 8
16.6
18.2
33.1
48.4
75.9
57.5
31.6
57.4

38.6
20.6
11.6
39.7
32.3
2.3"
2"2.2
28.3
12.3

70.4
37.2
29.8
72.8
80.7
78.1
79.7
59.9
69.7

OFR
MUD
DER
AFF
KrE
RAN
CHI

27.9
4.9
0
0
10.3
15.6

21.9
19.9
34.7
32.2
.38.6
39.6

49.8
24.8
34.7
32.2
48.9
45.2

4+1
3
6
4
5+2
3+1

OFR
MUD
DER
AFF
KIE
RAN
CHI

4.5
3.2
5.8
3.8
2.8
17.7
4.8

38.5
15.0
49.8
20.6
22.5
14.4
36.5

43.0
18.2
55.6
24.4
25.3
32.1
41. 3

5
2+2
7+1
3+1
3+1
1+2
4+1

MXD

•

RW

..

LW

No. of Altitude
vectors (m)

Prior
2rowth

Site

Var.

EW

Climatic signals in tree ring chronologies from response

N

6
2
7+2
6
6
5+1
2+1
3+1

800
450
450
300
300
200
50
15
460
300
500
380
200
100
250
100
50

8+1
3
5+1
4
4
3+1
2+2
4

ns.

3
26.0
24.9
1.1
OFR
ns.
!IUD
4
31.4
31. 4
0
DER
5
33.4
33.4
0
AFF
1
19.9
19.9
0
KIE
17.5
2
17.5
0
RAN
ns.
CHI
N = Eigenvectors included in the response function, Climate + prior
growth.
"
• _ Recalcuated using Braemar ra1nfall
and temperature data.

!lIN
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rigure 4. 1
Stepwise progress1on 10 response funct10n ana!Y3:E.

Glen Derry, MXD, 9 steps.
Sign~ficance

of predlctors and thler lower

confidence limlts are shown.
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Significant response function elements for rainfall,
Figure 4.2
and
prior growth predictors.
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Figure 4.3
Significant response function elements for rainfall
and temperature functions for Scotland.
(Data from work done by D. Cartwright, reported in Hughes 1986).
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C. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS.
a) Interpretation of results.
The results of the response function analysis may be explained in part

from our knowledge of tree physiology. Where such explanations are
possible, the results of the response function calculations can be
considered to represent a real and direct response to climate. The
physiological mechanisms summarised in figures 2.2 - 2.5 have been used
in the interpretation of the response function results. Table 4.5
summarises the physiological explanations and the evidence for the
effects of cli.ate on growth.
The r.sponse of tr.es to climate in the winter indicates that in Pinus
aylvestris/physiological processes are occuring during the winter
months. It i. possible that in the relatively mild British winters a
certain amount of photosynthesia is taking place on warm winter days.
The minimum temperature for photosynthesia to occur has been shown to
be about -3·C (Bialobok and Zelawski 1967). Th. roots may also b•
• ctive during the winter sinc. soils are rarely frozen. On Swedish
.ite. low temperatures in winter can cause damage to the photosynthetic
app.ratus in the needles which .ay not be fully repaired until the
following June (Linder and Troeng 1980). The changing re.ponse to
cli •• te during the winter and the differentiation between high and low
.ltitude sites may be due to the interaction' between clim.te .nd the
phy.iological changes occurring in the tree.
W.rm te.per.tures in February and March may h.ve a significant effect
on the .ccumulation of reserves in the .econd-ye.r needles. Warm
te.per.ture. in late winter and early spring m.y ..an that there i. a
good .tore of carbohydrate re.erves in the second-ye.r needles ready
for flu.hing and providing energy for the growth of the new shoot and
needles. It has be.n .hown that net assimilation (that i. the b.lance
between photosynthesis and r •• piration) may som.time. be n.gativ. at
the ti .. of flushing. When a good quantity of stor.d carbohydrat •• is
.v.il.ble, the l.ngth of the new ne.dle. and shoot will be gre.te.t.
Higher winter te.p.ratures •• y result in a depletion of carbohydr.tes

.s • result of incr••••d re.pir.tion. Thi. might occur when
photosynthe.i. i. not .bl. to comp.ns.t. for incr••••d r ••piration.
This could occur when higher than average temperatures occur at night,
when w.rm temp.rature. are a.sociated with cloudy days and low light
level. or when the needle. are physiologically unable to
photo.ynthesise efficiently.
High February .nd ".rch temperature. may induce early flu.hing. Th.
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production of EW coincides with the period of shoot elongation which
itself is more or less constant. Early flushing will thus result in an
early transition LV production and hence wider LW.
After shoot growth has ceased there may be a lull before active
photosynthesis from the new needles commences. High temperatures at
this tiae (June) may be detrimental to growth since they may increase
respiration whilst photosynthetic rates cannot be maintained. Since the
ti.e of transition from EV to LV may vary from year to year, June may
coincide with the period of EV formation, LV formation or the
transition period. In Scotland June is generally a dry month and high
June teaperatures may also be associated with low precipitation and
water stress on the tree.
At the ti.e of LV formation, the current year's needles are providing
the aajority of the photosynthates. If early spring conditions have
been favourable, a well developed current year shoot will have formed.
The nuaber and length of the current year's needles will thus affect
the a.ount of photosynthesis that can take place whist the LW is being
laid down. High rates of assimilation may be associated with wider LV
and higher "XO. High teaperatures during July and August are generally
•••ociated with a lack of cloud cover and greater light intenaities.
This will also affect the rate of photosynthesis during LW formation.
Teaperature is known to aff.ct the rate processes in the processes of
cell production and development (Ford et ale 1978). High carbohydrate
availability aay coincide with greater rates of cell production, a
wider wall thickening zone, and it will allow the maintenance of a
higher rate of cell wall thickening. This would result in a wider
latewood and a higher "XO (refer to chapter 2). Low precipitation is
asaociated with high temperatures and a lack of cloud cover and vica
versa. July and August precipitation is inversely relat.d to "XD and
LW. This i.plies that the .ffect of precipitation is a result of the
effect on photosynthesis (due to cloud cover) and the rate processes
governing cell di.ensions (due to temperature). If precipitation was
acting through the effect of water str.s. on the rate of cell
expan.ion, "XD would be inversely related to precipitation but LV would
be r ••ponding positively to the aaount of precipitation. In aome years

however, when lack of precipitation is causing drought stress to the
tr.e, water .tress may result in a reduction in cell diameter (an
incr•••• in "XO and a reducion in LW).
The re.pon •• function results from the work by O. Cartwright indicate
that current .utu.n temperature (September) has a greater influence on
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"XD than on RW. September temperatures are likely to have more effect
on the vall thickening of the maturing cells than on the number of
cells produced. Since vall thickening takes 8-10 veeks, cells produced
in July vill still be maturing in September.
b) Problems associated vith response functions.
R~sponse

functions can be used to identify the statistical

relationships betveen climate and growth but it cannot prove that the
response is real. The response function elements (in this case the
climate factors) need not be directly related to tree grovth. Any
factors that are correlated vith temperature and precipitation may
affect the response function relationship. Examples of such factors
are, insect attacks associated with particular veather conditions and
the effects of vater table fluctuations.
It has been demonstrated that the results of single site response
functions should be interpreted with care. When response functions are
constructed for a number of sites in a geographic region it is possible
to use them to identify systematic patterns associated vith the climate
and growing conditions on particular sites. The differences in
climate-growth responses between high and low altitude sites in Britain
have been de.onstrated as vell as

differ~nces

between west coast and

eastern Scottish sites. In a study P. sylvestris and Quercus pubescens
for .everal sites in France, T~ssier (1984) was able to identify
different populations of

~ach

species associated with

th~ir

patterns of

re.ponse to monthly precipitation and temperatures. Kienast (1985) also
de.cribes a spatial analysis for four regions in Switzerland, Colorado
and Cyprus using sites of varying elevation, in dry and moist areas.
When response functions are calculated for each site, clear gradations
in the response function

patt~rns

can be seen as the sites become

increasingly dry or higher elevations are

reach~d.

Several methods of

interpreting response functions are described by Fritts (1976). Cluster
analysis has been used for a number of sites in vestern North America
(Fritts 1914).
Interpretation of the significance of single response function
ele.ent. must be made with care. Blasing et al. (1984) performed simple
correlations between the significant grovth responses calculated from
the response function and the climate variables. They showed that the
level of significance of the response function elements has in the past
been overestimated. (This is also confirmed by Fritts, personnal
communication). The use of summary response functions from several
.ite. will usually

eleviat~

this problem (Gray and Pilcher 1983).
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One limitation of response function analysis is that it does not
differentiate between the high and low frequency effects of climate on
growth. A modification of the response function program can be made to
distinguish between high and low frequency variation (Guiot et ala in
Hughes et ala 1982, Guiot 1980). The technique involves the use of
spectral multivariate analysis. It has proved to be successful in
demonstrating the influence of some important parameters not shown by
other methods. A sufficient length of data was not available here to
perform a spectral analysis.
One problem in interpreting response functions is that monthly
weather conditions in any year are often correlated. It is necessary to
examine the individual weather patterns for each year to determine if
certain hypotheses about the climate growth relationships derived from
response functions are sound.
c) Extension of response function study.
While there can be no doubt as to the reliability of the most strongly
defined climate growth responses the relationships using parameters
other than MXD

seem to be less well defined. There may be certain

threshold values for the climate variables beyond which there is a
growth response. The response function is probably unable to pick up
this kind of response if the climatic threshold is reached on only a
few occasions during the time period being investigated.
Response functions only indicate the net effect of a climate growth
response, the effect of an individual climatic factor may only be
apparent in certain years when conditions become limiting. In order to
interpret the climatic response in physiological terms it is necessary
to examine the effects of climate on growth on a year to year basis.
This has been attempted in four regions by Kienast (1985). He considers
specific climatic patterns such as cold moist years, warm dry years and
cold dry years. The effect on MXD of each type of year is considered on
all sites from each region, ranging from the low to high elevation
sit.s and the dry to moist sites. Distinctive spatial dendroecologic.l
diagra.s can be drawn for each year showing a different pattern
according to the type of year. Thus a cold moist year shows increased
MXD on the low altitude dry sites and a lower than average MXD on the
high altitide sites. The opposite pattern is exhibited in a warm dry
y.ar.
In chapter 6 the annual variation in ring density across the whole
ring is examined for trees from Glen Affric and Glen Derry. Monthly
w.ather and density are examined on a year to year basis. The results
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are used to test the hypotheses about the climate-growth relationships
derived from the response functions.

luj

Table 4.S

Physiological mechanisms explaining the response
function results •

• indicates a positive response. A response may be via:
a) an increase in col. 1 causing an increase in col. 3.
b) a decrese in col. 1 causing a decrease in col. 3.
c) both may operate.
- indicates a negative response. A response may be via:
a) a decrease in col. 1 causes an increase in col. 3.
b) an increase in col. 1 causes a decrease in col. 3.
c) both may operate.
Numbers in brackets refer to the number o£ significant responses from
the total o£ 7 sites.
"kInATE

RESPONSE

'fLYWOOO WIDTH
Nov(2)
r or autumn,
Dec(4)
winter temps.
Jan(4)
Apr(4)
Spring
MayCl )
temperature.
Apr(S)
Earlr spring
prec pitation.
May(3)
Late spring
precipi tation. Jun(3)

LATEWOQD WIPTH

MECHANISM

iF'fECT

Photosynthesis affects substrate
availability in spring.

...

Rates of cell production and
enlargement in spring.

...

Rate of cell expansion in
spring.

...

Date o£ transition to LW
production.

Late winter
tellperature.

F'eb(4)
lIar(S>
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EW and LW production.

...

Spring
te.perature.
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Area of current year foliage,
thus summer photosynthesis.

...
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prec pitation.
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...

Su ....r
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...
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precipitation.

Jul(4)
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Cloud cover and temp. affect
photosyn. and cell production.
Storage reserves available
in spring.

...

Spring
te.perature.

Apr(3)

Spring ppt.

Apr(2)

ItXi"UII
n er
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in spring. Photosynthetic
capacity of old needles.
Rates of cell production
and respiration.
Rate of cell expansion.

DENSITY
Oec(3)
te.perature.
Feb(3)
lIar(2)
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te.perature.
lIay(2)
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storage reserves > spring
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...
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e£fect to temperature.

Su...r
precipitation.
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Chapter 5.

INVESTIGATION OF SUB-FOSSIL PINE.

A. INTRODUCTION.
Studies of the vegetation changes since the last ice age have been
possible by investigating the plant material forming layers in peat
accumulations. Pollen analysis of peat and other sedimentary formations
such as lake deposits has also yielded valuable information on
vegetation history (Godwin 1956). Tree stumps are often found in
distinct strata in the peat layers indicating that at one time
conditions were suitable for tree growth on the peat. The cold
temperatures and anaerobic conditions in the peat inhibit decay of the
stu.ps and have allowed the stumps to be preserved where peat growth
has been rapid. This preserved timber is termed sub-fossil wood, since
it will remain in the peat almost indefinately without decaying if left
undisturbed. Generally sub-fossil wood in Europe is of relatively
recent origin, upto 10,000 years old. Radiocarbon dating on stumps of
'9athis Australis preserved in peat in New Zealand indicate that
sub-fossil wood here is 40,000 years old (Ogden 1982, in Hughes et all
1982). The true petrified forests from the Carboniferous era however,
are .illions of years old. In Britain sub-fossil timber of several
species has been found including oak, scots pine, birch and willow
(Pilcher 1973,

O'Su~liv.n

1977).

The occurrence of sub-fossil pine at high altitudes in the

Cairngor~

.ountains of Scotland is described by Pears (1968 and 1970) in a study
of post-glacial tree-lines. Radiocarbon dating of stumps vas carried
out in conjunction with pollen analysis to place the pine layer a the
stratigraphie sequence (Birks 1975). The sub-fossil trees from blanket
peats on the island of Levis have been studied by Wilkins (1984).
Radiocarbon dates of pine stumps on Lewis vere found to range from 4870
yr. B.P. (before present) to 3910 yr.B.P. The occurrence of sub-fossil
re•• ins from the south Pennine uplands in England is described by
Tallis and Svitsur (1983), In none of these studies vas any year by
year tree-ring measurement undertaken. The descriptions indicate that
the .aterial collected vas not sufficiently well preserved for
tree-ring sequences to be distinguished.
Dendrochronological studies on sub-fossil pines have been carried out
in Ireland (McNally and Doyle 1984, Pilcher 1971), south west Scotland
(Ward et all 1987) and the Netherlands (Kunaut 1966a, b), in all cases
indicating the potential for further study in this field. An extremely
vell related set of ring-vidth chronologies has been produced by Kunaut
fro. a group of recently exposed pine stumps preserved under silt at
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Terneuzen on the coast of the Netherlands. The stumps were all well
preserved, tree-growth had ceased when the area was flooded by the sea
in 300 B.C. The trees were crossdated simply by matching the graphs of
ring-width. The tree-ring series were sufficiently similar to permit
reliable crossdating by this method. A mean chronology 230 years in
length, containing 52 contemporanous trees was constructed. All trees
were 100-200 years old and it appeared thar only one generation of
trees grew here.
McNally and Doyle (1984) used dendrochronological methods to produce
three site master chronologies up to 500 years in length from pine
stumps in the Irish Midlands. Nearly 50 pieces of timber were
crossdated, with radiocarbon dating placing the chronologies from 4000
to 3500 years B.P.
A large number of sub-fossil pine and oak timbers exposed by peat
cutting and road building in Northern Ireland have been collected by
Dr. J. R. Pilcher and colleagues from Queen's University, Belfast
(Pilcher 1973). Oak material has been crossdated successfully over wide
areas. It has been used in conjunction with bog oaks from Germany and
northern England to produce an 7272-year chronology from 5210 yr. B.C.
to the present (Pilcher et ale 1984). Radiocarbon dating on the pine
.aterial indicates that the

tree~

were growing intermittently at

different sites between 4000 and 9000 yr. B.P. The positioning of the
pine .tu.ps in the stratigraphic sequences produced from pollen
diagram. is described by Pilcher (1973). Many of the stumps are
extre.ely well pre.erved and ring-width measurements on many hundred.
of •••ples has allowed crossdating of some specimens and the production
of .everal short chronologies, upto about 300 years in length. It was
decided to use some of the best samples from the sites in Northern
Ireland for the initial study of sub-fossil pine.
After the last glaciation P. sylvestris began to colonise much of
Britain. Initially the reinvasion was slow. The origin of the
Caledonian pine may have been from invasion from the continent as the
ice receded, there is also evidence that recolonisation occurred from
refugi. in the outer Hebrides and the west coast of Ireland where
isolated areas of scots pine had survived the ice age (Moore 1987,
Kinloch et ale 1986). The greatest extent of pine growth in Britain was
in a short period during the Boreal era, 4000-7000 yr. B.P. This is an
i.portant time in our recent climatic history, coinCiding with a
relatively warm dry period (the so called altithermal) when peat bogs
dried out sufficiently to allow substantial tree growth.
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Dendroclimatological studies on sub-fossil trees may yield valuable
information on temperatures during this period. Maximum density in
pines is known to yield more information about temperatures than
ring-width at high altitude trees (Hughes et ale 1984, Hughes 1986).
Temperatures during the altithermal might be similar to those expected
in the near future due to the effect of increased carbon dioxide
insulation of the upper atmosphere (Kellogg 1987).
The main aims of this part of the work are as follows;
1) To determine whether it is possible to carry out
density measurement on sub-fossil pine.
2) Attempt to increase the length and number of trees
included in the Irish sub-fossil pine chronology using
crossdating based on maximum density.
3) Locate a high altitude site in Scotland for the
production of a high altitude sub-fossil pine chronology.
4) Consider how the ring-width and density properties of
sub-fossil pine chronologies compare with those of
modern trees.
5) Attempt to relate properties of chronologies from trees
on sub-fossil sites with those of modern trees growing
under similar conditions with a known response to climate.
B. COLLECTION AND CROSSDATING.
a) IRISH MATERIAL.

i) Methods and Results.
Sub-fossil pine froID Ireland was obtained from four peat sites at
Sluggan, Derrycrow, Sharvogues and Fallahogy. Peat cutting had exposed
the .aterial which occurred in distinct strata at levels between 0.5
and 2.0m below the surface of the peat. Usually all that is preserved
is the base of the stump and some of the larger roots. Sample
collection by researchers from Belfast involves cutting a transverse
disc from the stump with a chainsaw, as high up the stem as possible to
reduce the effects of the influence of the roots but avoiding any rot.
Many of the samples still included bark on the outside, which had
improved the state of preservation. Much of the material was very
resinous which had again helped to preserve it. The ,tumps could be
upto a meter in diameter. Ring counts indicated that many of the trees
were 200 years old or more. On some specimens rings were upto 6mm wide,
but on most there were periods of very poor growth and sections with
barely discernable rings, sometimes only one cell wide or absent along
part or all of the ring.
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The procedure for ring-width measurement and crossdating is described
in chapter 3. Ring-width measurements had been made in Belfast on a
large number of trees from these four Irish sites, numbering about 150
trees in all. Three radii per tree had been measured and mean-tree
ring-width series had been produced where crossdating between radii
made this possible. Crossdating between trees had been attempted
visually, by matching the graphical plots and statistically, using the
crossdating programme CROS. Crossmatching between trees was poor or
non-existent in most cases, although some significant 't' values were
found. A number of tentatively crossdated series from each site had
been found. It vas hoped that by measuring density on these samples it
eight be possible to confirm the ring-width dating and improve
crossdating to produce robust mean density chronologies.
A set of 15 trees from Derrycrov, 12 trees from upper and lower levels
at Sluggan, four from Fallahogy and tva from Sharvogues were selected
for ring-width and density measurement in Liverpool. Tva distinct
layers of pine stumps vere found at Sluggan, at different levels in the
p.at. Remeasurement of ring-width on the Derrycrow trees yielded a
.aster site chronology 211 years in length, based on the ring-width
serie. of seven trees. Four of these seven sections are from fallen
trunks rather than stumps. The remaining eight trees did not crossdate
anq could well not be contemporaneous. Figure 5.1 shows the positions
of overlap of the seven trees constituting the ring-width master. These
cros.dating results were the same as the tentative crossdating that had
previously been done at Belfast. A radiocarbon date on a piece from the
10th to 20th year of the chronology gives a date of 4635 ./- 55 years
B.P. (Smith et al. 1973). Similarly for the site at Sluggan, six trees
from the lower layer of stumps have been crossdated, and are shown in
figure 5.1. A mean ring-width chronology 235 years long has been
produced. The radiocarbon date on a piece from the early part of the
chronology from Sluggan lower was 7095

+/-

115 years B.P. The remaining

tre.s could not be significantly crossdated on ring-width.
ii) Discussion.
The situation on raised bogs in the Irish Midlands, described by
McNally and Doyle (1984) shows a high proportion of material
crossdating over a relatively short period. It is suggested that the
occurrence of pines on the bog coincided with a raising of the bog
surface above the water table, when the peat dried out sufficiently to
allow the trees to grow. As it dried the trees would respond
increasingly to the prevailing climatic conditions and less to the
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changes in water levels within the bog. This might suggest that part of
a chronology at any site may include a regional climatic signal and
thus be potentially crossdateable with other sites. Bog oaks are known
to crossdate well between sites, suggesting that oaks probably grew in
drier areas than the pines. Crossdating between sites may depend on the
regionality of the changes in bog hydrology. The site at Glashabaun,
("cNally and Doyle 1984) contained pines for a period of 500 years,
hence regeneration was occurring. Radiocarbon dates indicate that these
trees grew between 4000 and 3500 yrs. B.P. which is later than the
trees from the Northern Irish sites. The site at Terneusen on the
Belgian coast ("unaut 1967) only supported one generation of trees.
Wilkins (1984) considered that a catastrophic change in climate
resulted in the demise of the pines and a sudden increase in the rate
of peat growth on the island of Lewis. A possible explanation for the
decline of pines on a peat bog site is an increase in the height of the
bog water table. Flooding causes a lack of aeration to the roots. The
roots die back because they cannot respire, at the same time acid
conditions in the soil result in the transformation of nitrogen into
toxic componds, resulting in further root dieback. This would also
reduce .eed geraination and survival as well as affecting the growth of
the mature trees (Kozlowski 1985). The occurrence of three layers of
pine. in Sluggan bog suggests that intermittent drying of the bog
surface had occurred. This interpretation is supported by the presence
of layers of .oss peat which occur under these conditions (Pilcher
personna 1 communication). There is no additional information on the
vegetation associations in the pine layers in the Northern Irish peat.
It 1s still also not certain how widespread these changes in bog
hydrology were. "cNally and Doyle (1984) suggest that these phases of
drying accompanied by tree growth occurred at different times in
different areas.
The prevalence of sections of trunks rather than stumps in the
erossdatable trees may be because sections from low in the tree bole
are .ore strongly affected by local water table fluctations and growing
conditions around the individual tree which may mask even a common site
signal.
The evidence would suggest that there may only have been a short
period (perhaps only one generation) of pine growth on the Derrycrow
site and at each level on the Sluggan site. The bogs may never have
dried out sufficiently during this time for the trees to be influenced
by yearly weather conditions. The primary influence on growth was bog
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hydrology. The lack of crossdating may be primarily because the
sections are mostly taken from stumps. The growth of annual rings in
this part of the tree is strongly influenced by root growth and the
effects of prevailing climate conditions are minimal.
b) SCOTTISH MATERIAL.
i) Methods and Results.
In Scotland preserved pine stumps occur over a wide area and
sub-fossil remains can be found almost everywhere that peat is present,
except in the far North which was probably beyond the range of the
pines in the Boreal era. Pine stumps can be found on sites upto 790m
a.s.l in the Cairngorms (Pears 1968, 1970). Peat growth was generally
much slower in Scotland than in Northern Ireland, especially at higher
altitudes and hence the sub-fossil stumps have not been as well
preserved, since decay began before the stumps were fully buried in the
peat (Birks 1975). Pine stumps are rarely more than a meter below the
peat surface and in many places they have been exposed where the peat
is eroded. Further North where growth of deep peat was more extensive,
P. sylvestris was at the northern limit of its range. No pine remains
have been found on the east coast north of the Dornoch Firth. The most
northerly site investigated was at the Aultnamain Hotel on the Struie
(GR. NH 665 813), where the" stumps rarely exceeded 10cm in diameter and
were not aore than 100 years old (although under 1.5m of peat). Map 5.1
shows the locations of the Scottish sites.
A fairly extensive exploration was carried out to locate possible
sites in the Cairngorm mountains and along the Pass of Drummochter,
30-40 k. south of Inverness. Areas where peat had recently been removed
by construction work, forestry operations and natural erosion were
explored. An accessible site of well preserved stumps could not be
found. Although sub-fossil pine was seen in most areas, it rarely
constituted more than parts of the upper root crown.
A large sc.le excavation of sub-fossil material, exposed by forestry
operations, fro. further south on a moderate altitude site in Tayside
had been carried out by Dr. R. Ward from City of London Polytechnic
(Ward et al. 1987). Samples were obtained from this collection,
consisting of 52 trees from two sites, Corrie Sheilich (GR. HN 350 465)
and Clashgour (GR. NN 256 425) 305m and 195m a.s.l. respectively (Map
5.1). These pieces were well preserved but small, 10-30cm in diameter.
Many of them showed great variability in ring-width between radii, with
"frequent discontinuous rings. Much of the wood was from just above the
root crown, which may have accounted for this.
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The Scottish material from Clashgour and Corrie Sheilich differed from
the Irish pine. The material was often smaller in diameter, less
resinous and contained fewer rings. The trees were on average 100 years

old compared with specimens frequently over 200 years old on the Irish
sites. The major work on the material from Rannoch has been carried out
by Dr.R.Ward at the City of London Polytechnic. Several hundred samples
have been obtained from the two sites but only a small number of trees
have been tentatively crossdated. Remeasurement of ring-widths on 27
trees from Clashgour and 24 from Corrie Sheilich was carried out by
myself in Liverpool. Three radii were measured on each section. There
was limited statistical evidence of crossdating between trees for five
ring-width series from Clashgour and four series from Corrie sheilich.
By performing x-ray densitometry on these nine trees it was hoped that
it could be determined if crossdating using MXD would improve and
confirm the crossdating between trees. It was found that the wood was
not sufficiently well preserved for the x-ray densitometry procedure to
be carried through. Thin sections could not be cut from most of the
discs because there was too much fracturing at the ring boundaries.
D.nsity was successfully measured on two radii from three of the trees.
It has b••n possible to compare the crossdating between radii for
ring-width and MXD. In all,cases the MXD series does not crossdate as
w.ll as ring-width between radii. One might infer from this that MXD
would less effective than ring-width measurement for crossdating
b.twe.n individual trees. This is similar to the situation with th.
Irish sub-fossil pines.
ii) Discussion.
Th.re are several factors that could account for the lack of
crossdating. First there is the problem with missing rings; when
co.paring the ring-width measurements between radii periods of very
narrow and absent rings were often encountered over part of a series.
If rings are not absent on all radii it is possible to locate the
positions of absent rings, where rings are missing on all radii, it is
not possible to identify them. The marked asymmetry of radial growth is
partly because the discs were taken close to the root buttress area.
The sampl.s are small, in some cases with less than 100 rings
preserved. Material from the base of a tree is likely to be more
strongly affected by the growth of the roots (and hence local water
r.gimes) than the portion nearer the tree crown (which is the major
interceptor of a climate signal). The ring patterns suggest there were
periods of good growth followed by long periods where the rings were
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very narrow and growth was more or less non-existent. This type of ring
pattern is likely to be due to the effects of local hydrological
factors, suppression by shading or tree tilt rather than the effects of
changes in climate.
Differences of over 1000 years in the radiocarbon dating between
stumps only 10m apart on Scottish sites has been found. This has been
attributed to a low intensity of sampling (Birks 1975). This would
suggest that several generations of trees may have been growing on the
Scottish sites. A low stand density and very slow growth (with periods
of missing rings in the lower tree bole) may attribute to the lack of
crossdating. Several generations of trees may have grown at the Tayside
sites, reducing the chances of finding contemporaneous trees. No
radiocarbon dating has been done on the Tayside trees. Pollen anaylsis
carried out at the City of London Polytechnic indicates that pine
forest was present at Clashgour as early as 6500 yr. B.P. There was
continuous pine growth on this site for a period of 2000-3000 years
after this (Ward et al. 1987).
There was a decline in the pine forests and widespread blanket bog
formation about 4000 B.P. over much of Scotland (O'Sullivan 1977). It
was probably not accompanied by as rapid an increase in the rate of
peat growth as in Ireland since conditions were cooler, hence
substantial decay of the stumps occurred before they were buried in the
peat. It is considered that in the north west of Scotland this occurred
before the impact of man. In the eastern Highlands it appears that it
was largely human activity which led to the destruction of the forests
(O'Sullivan 1977).
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Map 5.1
Sub-fossil pine in Scotland.
Striped area indicates the suggested maximum extent of pine dominated
forest in the Scottish Highlands (from McVean and Ratcliffe 1962).
Black area are remnants of native pinevoods. Glen Derry (DER), Glen
Affric (AFF) and Coulin (CaU) have been studied.

x - Areas explored for suitable sub-fossil pines.
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Figure 5.1
Positions of overlap of sub-fossil trees.
Sluggan and Derrycrow, Northern Ireland.
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C. COMPARISON OF PROPERTIES OF SUB-FOSSIL AND RECENT SCOTS PINE.
a) Densitometry.
Details of the method of density measurement and recording are given
in chapter 6, section B. It vas demonstrated that densitometry could be
successfully performed on some sub-fossil

timb~rs

but that it did not

give improved crossdating.
X-ray density vas measured on a total of 33 trees from four Irish
sub-fossil sites and successfully on three trees from Tayside in
Scotland. All trees had previously been measured for ring-width and
some had been tentatively crossdated. One radius per tree was x-rayed
for the Irish material (tva for the Scottish). There was inevitable
loss of some portions of the sample during the resin extraction and
cutting processes. The correlation coefficients obtained for
crossdating between trees using ring-width measurements from the
densitometry scan were slightly lover than those obtained by
crossdating the original ring-width series. The lengths of the series
obtained by densitometry were shorter due to loss of material during
resin extraction and cutting. Only one radius per tree was used which
had a small effect in reducing the correlation coefficient.
Density measurement on sub-fossil material poses several problems.
Sub-fossil sections have a tendency to fracture at the ring boundaries
when cut, thus the lengths of the pieces for densitometry are reduced.
Not all the material is well preserved espeCially near the outside of
the section. Preservation is often adequate for the ring boundaries to
be distinguished even though much of the cell structure is no longer
present. Extraction of resin is also difficult. Often the better
preserved pieces are very resinous. If the extraction process is
carried on for too long it will denature the cell walls as the
cellulose breaks down. Resin is more opaque than wood tissue to x-rays
and its presence would lead to meaningless density readings. Periods of
several decades when the rings are very narrow are frequent in
sub-fossil trees. These periods may crossdate on ring-width, but the
density values are not accurate using the present system of measurement
since the rings themselves are only a few cells wide. Use of a
logarithmiC calibration wedge in the densitometer which enhances small
density values so that small rings can be measured has been tried
successfully on modern pine material and it is found to help 1n
overcoming this problem. This facility was not available when the
sub-fossil pine was being measured.
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b) Comparison with modern sites.
There are no living trees growing on any of the sites in Northern
Ireland where sub-fossil pines are found. In iact there are no native
pinewoods remaining in Ireland. The nearest area to the sub-iossil
sites where trees of a reasonable age are growing on peat, is a
location near Randalstown. It is a small area of scots pine woodland
remaining by the edge oi a new road. Only about 20 trees are growing
here, they are all suffering from the effects of disturbance due to
wind blow, competition and soil disturbance.
~our

other modern British chronologies have been produced from trees

growing on peaty soils (refer to Chapter 3). Chippenham Fen is on
fenland in the east of England, these trees might be expected to show
similarities to trees growing on raised bogs in Northern Ireland since
tree growth here may be affected by fluctuations in the water table.
Both are low altitude sites.
The Scottish sites on peaty podsols are altitudinal tree-lines.
Sub-fossil pine remains are found at these sites although the tree-line
was at a higher altitude during the Boreal era. Temperate is the
priaary factor limiting the tree-line in these area. It might be
expected that the properties oi sub-fossil pines would be similar to
these trees

~i

temperature was the primary factor affecting the growth

of the sub-fossil trees.
The ring-width and density series for Sluggan and Derrycrow were
standardised and chronology statistics obtained using the FSTAND
program described in chapter 3. The properties of the sub-iossil series
using the five parameters "XD, "IN, EW, LW and RW are compared with
those of the modern tree ring series. Table 3.4 summarises the
correlation statistics between the individual trees from FSTAND. The
chronology statistics are given in tables 3.6 and 3.7, showing the
correlation between variables.
Table 3.4 gives the mean correlation coefficient between trees (r) and
the Expected Percentage Signal (EPS) for the five parameters. Both mean
rand EPS are greater for the RW series than the "XD series on the
sub-fossil sites. This is only true of the modern trees at the two low
level sites, Chippenham and Randalstown. However whereas Chippenham and
Randalstown give mean r's of .291 and .216, Sluggan and Derrycrow give
values of .395 and .470 ior RW crossdating. EW also crossdates
substantially better than LW at Derrycrow, which is similar to the two
Swedish sites. The sub-fossil trees crossdate better than Chippenham
and Randalstown using "XD, but not as well as any of the higher
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altitude sites. With respect to crossdating between trees using the
five ring-width and density parameters, the sub-fossil trees behave
differently from trees on any of the other sites.
Table 3.5 gives the mean sensitivities and serial correlations for the
five tree-ring parameters. Mean sensitivity for the sub-fossil trees is
generally lower for all parameters than for the modern sites. This
suggests that there is less short term variation in the sub-fossil
chronologies. The serial correlation is much higher than on any of the
modern sites. Growth is strongly related to that of the previous years.
Visual comparisons of the ring-width plots indicates that the long term
trends are synchronous between trees. This suggests that growth was
being affected by water table fluctuations which impose long term
fluctuations on growth.
Figure 3.3 gives EPS for different filter lengths. Whereas EPS
decreases with filter length on the modern sites, there is an increase
in EPS for the sub-fossil series. Both MXD and RW behave similarly
suggesting that the same periodic fluctuations are affecting these two
parameters. EPS generally increases with increasing filter length
suggesting that there may be long-term periodic fluctuations in growth.
These sites may in fact be constantly changing throughout the time
period of the

chronology~

Conditions for growth were becoming less and

less favQurable as time went on, until eventually the trees stopped
growing altogether and peat accumulation again took over. The rings are
extre.ely narrow towards the outside of many of the trees indicating
very slow growth.
Table 3.6 shows the correlations between the density and ring-width
variables. There is a high correlation between MXD and RW on the
sub-fossil sites. This suggests that maximum latewood density and
ring-width are governed by similar factors. At the higher altitude
modern sites (Muddus, Glen Derry and Glen Affric), RW and MXD are also
highly correlated. Response functions indicate that this is due to the
effect of temperature on both these variables. Temperature is not
necces.arily the factor influencing sub-fossil pine growth.
On these raised bogs of the Irish sub-fossil sites the primary
influence on growth is probably the water supply. If the water table
rises too high the roots may become waterlogged and some of the roots
.ay be killed, as is the case with living Pinus contorta on waterlogged
sites in Scotland (Miller 1984). Tree growth is retarded not only
during the wet period but also for a period following this when roots
are recovering. If the water table in the peat drops, the peat dries
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out, aeration of the roots is increased resulting in improved tree
growth. Eventually if the peat dries further, growth will be affected
by current climate conditions. It is likely that such relatively dry
conditions were never attained at the two Northern Irish sub-fossil
sites. The sites at Chippenham and Randalstown are relatively dry peat
sites. The trees at Chippenham may have been affected by water table
fluctuations as a result of the opening and closing of the lock gates.
There are unfortunately no data available on these changes.
D. CONCLUSIONS.
Sub-fossil pine is abundant throughout much of Britain where there are
deposits of peat. In Scotland and Ireland it dates largely from about
8000-4000 years B.P. The material is well preserved where peat growth
has been rapid, as in many parts of Ireland. Evidence suggests that in
Ireland trees grew on many sites for only a few hundred years when the
peat dri9d out sufficiently. Thus trees from a site are likely to be
contemporan90us. The well preserved specimens where rings are not too
narrow are suitab19 for densitometry. Such material has been found in
lowland peat bogs in Northern Ireland.
In Scotland peat growth was too slow at higher altitudes to preserve
much other than th9 roots and basal part of the stump. Several
generati9ns of sparsely distributed trees may have grown on many sites,
henc9' a lack of crossdating between trees on a site may be because they
were not growing contemporaneously even if the timbers are found in
close proximity. No Scottish sub-fossil trees suitable for densitometry
have so far bgen located. Ward et ale (1987) suggest that the most
promising sites for finding crossdatable pine in Scotland would be in
isolated locations where trees grew for only a short period. Physical
and chemical analysis of the sub-fossil wood and comparison with modern
analogues may also yield valuable information on the conditions
prevailing during the Boreal era.
Th9 problems of crossdating sub-fossil pine have been discussed. Many
of the problems ar9 due to the fact that the mat9rial is from the root
buttress area. Sections of fallen logs ar9 found to crossdate better
than stUllpS.
The statistical properties of sub-fossil pine indicate that the trees
from Sluggan and D9rrycrow in North9rn Ireland are quite different from
any growing on the modern sites that have been investigated. The
sub-fossil chronologies are largely constructed from root buttress
mat9rial wh9reas the modern trees are produced from cores at breast
h9ight. This may account for some of the variation in statistical
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properties. The sub-fossil chronologies shaw long term continuous
trends in growth as well as some shorter period growth fluctuations.
All variables are highly autocorrelated from one year to the next. RW
gives better crossdating than "XD although they are strongly positively
correlated. Local site conditions such as water table fluctuations are
likely to have been the main factors influencing tree growth.
Deductions about past climate from sub-fossil pine are thus at present
limited to inferences associated with our knowledge of the growing
conditions necessary for P. sylvestris to survive and the nature of the
material. Further attempts to relate the growth of scots pine to that
of oak may be profitable. Crossdating between modern oak and pine is
occasionally possible (Pilcher, personal communication). It may be
possible to crossdate the floating P. sylvestris chronologies with the
oak chronologies now that the oak chronology has been extended back
before 7000 yr. B.P. (Pilcher, personnal communication). The
dendroclimatic information obtainable from both oak and pine
chronologies considered together may be of additional value.

1) ,
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Chapter 6.

EXAMINATION OF DENSITY VARIATION.

A. INTRODUCTION.
The strong link between maximum density (MXD) and July/August
temperatures in Pinus sylvestris L. forests in Scotland and Scandinavia
has been used very successfully to produce reconstructions of past
temperatures from spatial patterns of tree-ring width and maximum
density (Hughes et ale 1984, Hughes (1987), Briffa et ale 1987). The
physiological causes of this response are not fully understood.
Response function analysis suggests that the climate-growth
relationships are moderately complex (Chapter 4, Hughes et ale 1982).
The results in chapter 4 also demonstrate that the climate-growth
response varies between sites.
The procedure of density measurement and recording using x-ray
densitometry is described first. It is shown to be feasible in terms of
data storage capacity to record the whole density curve for moderately
narrow rings (1.2mm) from high altitude Scottish' Pinus sylvest!is.
Systematic densitometric measurements in the past have generally been
confined to recording only the maximum and minimum densities, earlywood
width and latewood width for each ring. Several studies have been made
using other density parameters. Huber (1976) uses not only maximum and
minimum density but also mean density and percentages of the ring above
three fixed density levels in a dendroclimatological comparison of
p.sylvestris sites in eastern France. Indices such as the number of
'significance years' (in which a given percentage of the trees all
exhibit an increase or decrease in density in the same direction) are
used to compare the density parameters. KXD still proved to be the most
useful parameter for crossdating between sites.
Kienast (1985) examines the characteristics of the density variation
across the ring for several conifer species including P. sylvestris.
Scots pine tends to show an abrupt change in denSity between earlywood
and latewood. The density of the latewood is uniformly high in pines
and the peak in denSity can be at any point in the latewood, not
necessarily at the end of the ring as in many conifer species.
The microanatomy of cell structure is considered. The variations in
cell wall thickness and lumen size across the annual ring are
described. The calculated percentage wall area is compared with the
x-ray density and a linear relationship between the two is found.
Using trees from high altitude sites in Scotland, systematic
measurement of cells of P.sylvestris has been undertaken. The technique

was developed in Germany by Diaz-Vaz et ale (1975). It has been used in
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a subsequent study of P.sylvestris growing at low altitude near
Hartheim by Merkel (1984). A set of 10 trees were chosen from this
site. Measurements of lumen diameter and vall thickness were taken
progressively along ten files of cells within each ring for a period of
seven years from 1973 to 1979. Density was calculated from these
measurements using a formula which assumed the cells to be rectangles
in discrete cell files. The calculated density was strongly correlated
vith density measured by x-ray densitometry. It was possible to
determine hov vall thickness, lumen diameter and density were changing
across the rings. The density, vall thickness and lumen diameter curves
for each year vere plotted against the mean curves for each of these
parameters. The annual deviations from the mean density pattern were
significantly different. These differences could be attributed almost

entirely to changes in cell vall thickness, vith lumen diameter having
a small effect. Deviations in cell size were found to be related to the
amount of precipitation in the graving season for these trees and not
to temperature or the amount of solar radiation. It vas concluded that
the vater regime caused changes in density by its effect on cell
diameter.
The trees from Scotland graving near the altitudinal limit of P.
sylvestris are known to be influenced primarily by growing season
temperatures rather than the amount of precipitation. Ring-width and
hence the number of cells per ring is about a third that of the German
trees (rings on average are 1.2mm compared vith 3.5mm in the German
trees). The initial microanatomical investigation shoved that it was
possible to construct 'Merkel type' vall thickness, lumen diameter and
density profiles for the Scottish trees.
Image Analysis equipment has been used to enable a large number of
sections to be scanned and to enable properties of the cell shapes to
be measured and recorded. The potential and limitations of the image
analysis technique are described. It vas not feasible to obtain
sufficient replication and a long enough run of years for the
systematic patterns of vall thickness and lumen size measurements to be
analysed quantitatively. Hovever this vork has enabled the relationship
betveen cell dimensions and denSity to be explored for a limited number
of rings.
The systematic variation in density across the annual ring has been
studied using x-ray density measurements. In order to standardise the
'density profiles' for each year, cubic splines have been fitted to the
data. Density prof!les for an 80-year period from Glen Affric have been
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constructed. The statistical and graphical properties of the density
profiles are described. The density profiles are considered in relation
to the findings using response functions (chapter 4) and current
physiological knowledge (chapter 2).
The aims of this part of the work are as follows.
1) To investigate the relationship between density and cell
dimensions along the ring.
2) To study the density pattern along the ring in order;
a) to examine the relationship between maximum density
and the density pattern of the rest of the ring.
b) to identify density patterns associated with a
response to climate.
3) Relate the findings to the response function results.
4) Attempt to explain the climate-density response in a
physiological context.
S. DENSITOMETRY MEASUREMENT AND RECORDING.
An account of x-ray densitometry, equipment testing and density
verification, using the apparatus at Liverpool is given in "ilsom
(1979), although this work predates the installation of an Apple
computer •. The procedure of density determination is outlined here under
the following headings: extraction and sample preparation, cutting,
x-raying, densitometry and data handling.
a) Extraction and sample preparation.
Sefore x-raying, any resin and impurities in the wood must be
extracted. Increment cores are small enough to be cleaned without
cutting. Where sections are being used, radial pieces must be cut from
the section. This is done using a small electric bandsaw. These pieces
should not exceed lcm x 1cm in cross section and they are cut radially,
as near perpendicular to the grain as possible. Specimens are labelled
with indian ink, the samples are boiled in water for three to six hours
(depending on their size) to soften them, help remove trapped air and
remove any water soluble extractives. The wood is then refluxed using a

Soxhlet apparatus in 95X ethanol for about 48 hours.
Samples are mounted on wooden blocks using a strong balsa cement prior
to cutting. The cores or sections are mounted with the grain angle
horizontal. It is then usually neccessary to sand down the surface of
mounted sections to obtain a level surface above the mounting block. A
special jig has been made for cutting sections or cores (plate 6.1). A

sm.ll twin blade circular saw mounted on a Bridgeport milling machine
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is used for cutting. It incorporates two hollow ground, metal slitting
blades, 40mm in diameter with 200 teeth, set at 1.0, 1.2 or 1.6mm apart
according to the material. The block is held firmly in the jig and the
revolving saw moves along the sample at a rate of 10mm/s. The angle of
the block can be changed relative to the direction of movement of the
saw blades. It is important to ensure that the wood is cut at right
angles to the fibre direction. The revolving saw blades are passed
along the sample two or three times, cutting deeper at each stage.
Great care is needed to prevent the blades sticking and breaking the
wood. If the blades become too hot or if a small piece of wood becomes
caught between them, the distance between the blades will increase, and
the thickness of the section will not remain constant. This is one of
the major problems associated with this method of cutting.
After cutting, the samples are prised out from the blocks using a
knife, labelled and layed out in trays. The thickness of the samples is
measured using a screw guage micrometer, three measurements are taken
along the length of the sample. If the variation in width is greater
than
80

+/-

10X, due to problems mentioned above, samples must be broken

that variation on any individual piece is not more than +/- 5X.

b) X-ray densitoaetry.
The aoisture content of the wood must first be standardised. As long
as the moisture content does not rise above 12X there is no significant

effect on x-ray density (Parker and Kennedy 1973). The process of
extraction in alcohol dehydrates the wood to about 10X moisture
content, absorption of moisture from the air during the subsequent
cutting may raise the level to 12X, but it is unlikely to rise higher
than this in a centrally heated winter atmosphere. For at least 12
hours prior to x-raying the samples are kept in desiccator trays. These
consist of covered

perspex trays approximately 40cm x 25cm by 3cm deep

containing a vial of a concentrated solution of calcium chloride. This
solution is hygroscopic and has the effect of maintaining the wood
moisture content around 10X prior to radiography.
The x-ray method used employs a moving carriage and a short x-ray
beam. The focal point of the x-ray beam is 94mm from the sample. The
beam is pass.d through an 8.4mm collimator slit 29mm above the film,
which reduces parallax in the beam to an effective source-film distance
of 21m. The x-ray tube contains a beryllium window to filter out
unwanted short wavelength x-rays. The nature of the x-rays can be
changed by altering the voltage and the tube current. For the 1.2mm to
1.6m. thick scots pine sa.ples, a current of 7mA and a voltage of 10kV
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gave the best levels of exposure and maximum subject contrast.
The samples were laid out in trays with a base of th1n c11ngf11m
polythene (which does not impair the passage of x-rays) along with a
stepped glacetal calibration wedge. This material is composed of the
elements carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen in the same proportions as occur
in wood and is more robust than a wooden wedge. The tray is laid on the
unexposed x-ray film (in darkness) on the top of the carriage. The
whole carriage assembly is located in a lead lined drawer, which must
be closed before x-raying can proceed. The layout of the x-ray unit is
shown in figure 6.1. The carriage is moved by means of a horizontal
screw driven by a synchronous electric motor. This ensures smooth
movement and a constant speed. Once the drawer is closed the x-rays are
turned on and the carriage is passed under the x-ray source at a speed
of 2.75 mm/s.
The film used is Kodak type M, double emulsion, fine-grained x-ray
film. The film is developed immediately after exposure using the
recommended Kodak developers and developing procedure.
c) Densitometry.
Density measurements are made directly from the x-ray negative, using
a Joyce Loebl microdensitometer 3.C.S •• A source beam of light is split
so that half passes through the x-ray negative and half through a
standard optical wedge of known opacity.

~he

negative is tracked

beneath the light beam and a servo-motor system matches the nominal
x-ray density to density in the wedge. This is connected via a chain
drive to a potentiometer; the electrical signal from this is sent to an
Appl. computer where it is converted to a number between 0 and 255 by a
single channel analog to digital interface.
The portion of the negative viewed at anyone time is governed by the
size of the slit that the light passes through. The usual effective
slit size is

20~

wide and

850~

high. This gives a small enough area to

detect minor changes in density and yet is large enough to include a
sufficient number of cells to give a true density estimate. The optical
stage is moved by a stepper-motor driven lead screw under software
control from the Apple computer, capable of moving in

2.5~m

increments.

Us.ing the standard density programme the stepper motor meves in

10~

steps in the latewood and 30p steps in the earlywood. The
earlywood-Iatewood boundary is defined in terms of a constant density
value which is input at the start of the density measuring programme. A
value of .6 g/cc is used in most cases since this cuts the steepest
part of the density curve, and is consistent with the boundary defined
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by anatomical methods (see later in this chapter).
d) Data recording.
The digital signal from 0 to 255 is converted to an absolute density
value by the computer by reference to a calibration equation. Before a
scan is made the radiographic image of the stepped glacetal calibration
wedge is scanned. The glacetal wedge consists of seven steps ranging in
thickness from 0.2mm to 1.4mm of known constant density. This
calibration procedure allows the differences in the exposure between

the x-ray negative to be compensated for.
The relationship between radiographic optical density and wood
physical density follows an approximation to the reciprocal squares
relationship when soft x-rays are used (Kilsom 1979).
Thus
y=1/x

2

6 •..• 1

Where y is the radiographic optical density and x is the density of the
wood.
On scanning the x-ray negative half the split beam passes through the
negative and half through a compensation wedge in the back of the
densitometer. The compensation wedge changes in opacity non-linearly so
that it gives a straight line relationship between wood density and
radiographic density. An absolute calibration between x-ray density and
wood density in P.sylvestris has been performed relating x-ray density
to actual wood density measured on small wood blocks (Kilsom 1979). The
i.poratance of this type of calibration are outlined by Fletcher and
Hughes (1970). The stepped glacetal wedge is scanned and knowing the
thickness of the wood sample, the coefficients of the straight line
regression relating the digital output to radiographic density are
determined. Different compensation wedges are needed for different
species since the relationship between radiographic density and actual
wood density varies. The resolution of the measurements is determined
by the properties of the light passing through the slit. The geometric
resolution of this apparatus is

+/-

.0025mm (Kilsom 1979).

Several programs have been used which record different parameters from
the densitometer scan ( the methods are illustrated in figure 6.2). It
is possible to record every density value measured, at 30pm and

10~m

steps (in earlywood and latewood respectively) for the whole length of
the scan (program COUNT3.1). This records the density profile of each
ring. This generates a lot of data and it is not possible for more than
a few rings to be measured because of the limitations of the computer
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memory (the maximum length of sample that can be scanned at 30fm steps
is 3.6mm). The use of

30~m

steps in the latewood as well as in the

earlywood is usual on this type of scan (COUNT3.3l. A comparison of
data from scans using

10~m

and

30~m

steps in the latevood showed no

significant loss of densitometric detail using 30pm steps except when
measuring extremely narrow rings.
In general four values only are recorded for each ring, these are
maximum density, minimum density, width of earlywood and width of
latevood. This program (COUNT) uses 10pm steps in the latewood and 30pm
steps in the earlyvood. Programs are available for editing, printing
and crossdating these data.

1~

Figure 6.1
Layout of x-ray unit.
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C. WOOD MICROANATOMY IN RELATION TO DENSITY.
a) Introduction.
The aim of this study is to investigate the changes in wall thickness
and lumen diameter across the width of the growth ring in order to
explain the changes in density. Physiological research suggests that
wall thickness and lumen diameter are controlled by independent
internal mechanisms and could therefore vary independently. Changes in
the external environment are known to affect wall thickness and lumen
diameter in different ways, hence there are two different sets of
factors controlling density (section 2).
The first part is concerned with measurements made using an eyepiece
graticule on a simple light microscope. The relationships between wall
thickness, cell lumen diameter and density are investigated. The
relationships between two anatomical definitions of the
earlywood-latewood boundary and the densitometrically determined
boundary are considered. The second part describes work carried out at
the Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research at the University of Arizona using
image analysis equipment. The aim here was to examine the possibility
of using quantitative microanatomical analysis on tree-rings to study
the variation in cell dimensions over an extended time period. Using a
computer-based image analysis and data storage system it is possible to
examine a sufficient number of rings for the ring structure to be
analysed for a period of several decades. It would then be possible to
investigate the effects of environmental factors on various properties
of the ring structure.
Vaganov (1986) describes the production and use of 'tracheidograms'
(plots of cell wall thickness and cell diameters across rings) for
P.aylvestris in U.S.S.R •• An automated measurement system is used to
measure cell sizes across the rings. The effects of seasonal
temperature and precipitation on ring structure are examined and
interpreted in terms of durations and rates of wall thickening and cell
expansion. The technique is still being perfected, but it illustrates
the use of an automated sytem of measurement of cell dimensions. The
importance of recording cell dimensions (as opposed to density alone)
as indicators of a climate-growth response is emphasisd.

b) Cell structure and density.
Previous work has shown that the variation in lumen diameters and wall
thickness across rings of pines can be determined by measuring cell
dimensions in the radial direction along successive files of cells
(Oiaz-Vaz et ale 1975, Merkel 1984). Since the cells of pines are
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aligned in distinct radial files, it is possible to pick out continuous
lines of cells along the length of a ring (plate 6.2). Diaz-Vaz et al.
use a specially constructed optical linear micrometer for measuring
wall thickness and lumen diameters from thin sections. Measurement of

ten radial files is found to be sufficient to give a statistically
sound mean measure of how the two parameters behave along the ring.
Relative area of cell wall can be calculated using a formula which
assumes that the cells are rectangles and tangential cell wall
thickness is constant, for

th~

Inte.woocl c.d Is

l{\

a.l\j o,,~ ~~....,..

The work in Germany (Merkel 1984) used P.sylvestris trees growing at
low altitudes with relatively wide rings, primarily influenced by the
amount of precipitation. It was necessary to determine whether this
method could be applied to scots pines growing at high altitudes in
Scotland. It was necessary first to determine how density was related
to cell dimensions in both narrow and wide rings.
Thin sections of wood were cut

30~m

thick on a freezing sledge

.icrotome, stained with Phloroglucinol (a temporary red stain for
lignin prepared with 5g of stain in 100cc 70,. ethanol) and permanently
mounted in DPX resin. The measurements were made from slides using an
optical microscope at 400x magnification. A simple eyepiece graticule
was used for measuring cell dimensions. This method had obvious
limitations and vas very time consuming, although repeatable results
were produced on good sections.
Two rings were measured, the first was 1.9mm wide containing 61 cells,
year 1900 fro. the Glen Derry site. The second ring was year 1951 from
the same tree, in this case .6mm wide and containing 20 cells.
The means for the cell wall thicknesses and the lumen diameters were
calculated from measurements from ten files of cells. Cell dimensions
were calculated in terms of the percentage of the distance along the
cell, beginning at the start of the earlywood. Figures 6.3, 6.4 and 6.5
show the actual measurements for cell wall thickness, and the mean
values for cell wall thickness and lumen diameters with 95X confidence
intervals. Wall thickness is more or less constant in the earlywood, it
increases to a peak towards the end of the latewood, then decreases at
the very end of the ring. Lumen diameter fluctuates little in the EW
and decreases gradually towards the end of the ring. Using the formula
described by Oiaz-Vaz et al. 1975, the relative area of cell wall was
calculated at successive points along the ring.
Thus the relative vall area is given by;
WA

= T(L+O)-L(T-O)

6 •••• 2

/ T(L+O)
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Where T=Tangential width of cells, (constant), L=Lumen diameter,
D=cell wall thickness (of double wall).

The calculated values of relative wall area were compared to density
determined by x-ray densitometry. The work in Germany involving 7 trees
for a period of 7 years (1974-1980) has shown that x-ray density is
linearly related to relative wall area (Merkel 1984). With P.
sylvestris Merkel obtained a correlation coefficient of 0.9846.
Diaz-Vaz et ale (1975) obtained correlation coefficients between
Ps~u~E~suga

relative wall area and x-ray density of 0.9725 for

menziesii and 0.9578 for Pinus contorta. Figure 6.6 shows relationship
between density and relative wall area for the two rings of
P.sylvestris from Glen Derry. The correlation coefficients for the
relationship between density and relative area of cell wall, as well as
the coefficients for the straight line relationships between the two
were highly significant (p <.001) for both rings. The slopes of the two
straight lines are significantly different (p <.1).
Figure 6.6 shows the two straight line relationships. The equations of
these are;
Ring 1.

G = .9526p

+

.1123

r

Ring 2.

G = .8838p

+

.2115

r

Where G = density

and

= .9014
= .9769

6 •••• 3
6 .... 4

p = percentage wall.

These results suggests that the scottish material does not behave
differently from the german material. The results of previous work are
confirmed; x-ray density is found to be linearly related to relative
area of cell wall in both wide and narrow rings although the actual
density of the cell wall material may vary from ring to ring. Cell wall
material is more dense in the narrower ring. Current research on
deciduous species of trees suggests that there is not always a straight
line relationship between density and proportion of wall area within a
ring and that the actual density of the cell wall material may vary
(Televski, personal communication).
c) Earlywood-latewood boundary.
The microscopic measurement of wall thickness and lumen diameter have
been used to investigate the pOSitions of the earlywood-latewood
boundary as defined by Kork, and Creber and Challoner (1984), (see
chapter 2). Mark's definition locates the boundary between earlywood
and latevood at the position at which the radial diameter of the
tracheids is less than twice the value of the wall thickness between
cells. By Creber and Challoners' definition the boundary is located at
the point of maximum rate of change of cell diameter (decrease) across
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the ring. These positions have been compared with the position of the
boundary defined by specific density values from the x-ray density
curve, using figure 6.6. A density value of 0.59g/ml is equivalent to
the earlywoodllatewood boundary defined by Creber and Challoner (1984)
and 0.62g/ml for Mork's definition. Thus a density level of 0.6g/ml to
define the earlywood/latewood boundary is consistent with anatomical
definitions.
d) Image analysis.
Image Analysis was carried out using a computer based system already
in operation at the Tree-Ring Laboratory at the University of Arizona.
The reliability of this method and the feasibility of image analysis to
measure and record the microanatomical features on a large number of
rings were tested.
i) Sectioning and preparation of slides.
A detailed account of the techniques used in botanical sectioning is
given by Serlyn and Miksche (1976). The method employs a technique
where the wood is embedded in paraffin wax before sectioning on a
sledge microtome. This was followed by staining and then mounting of

the sections in a permanent medium.
The wood samples were already cut to approximately 1.2mm thick
transverse sections with a twin blade saw. The width is Smm (as
determined by the core size), the pieces were cut to. a length of
approximately 3cm to fit on the microtome blocks. The first stage
involved boiling the wood samples in dilute potassium hydroxide (.001M)
for three hours to soften the cell walls and help to remove any trapped
air bubbles. (Removal of resin and water scluble extractives had been
carried out prior to x-ray analysis.) The wood was then taken through a
sequence of increasing concentrations of ethanol to dehydrate it. The
samples were subjected to a vacuum during the first few stages to
increase the penetration of the alcohol and remove any air bubbles in
the wood. The ethanol was then replaced in stages by xylene and finally

by heated paraffin wax at 57°C. The following table outlines the
process.
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Section dehydration and wax embedding.

-------------------------------------

1. Boil in dilute KOH
2. 30X Ethanol
3. 50X Ethanol
4. 70X Ethanol
5. 95X Ethanol
6. 95X Ethanol
7. 100X Ethanol
8. 100X Ethanol
9. Xylene
10. Xylene
11. 50:50 wax/Xylene,
12. wax 57°C
13. wax 57°C

3hrs.
3hrs.
3hrs.
3hrs.
3hrs.
3hrs.
3hrs.
3hrs.
3-5hrs.
2hrs.
8-10hrs.
3-5hrs.
3-5hrs.

The wax impregnated pieces of wood were then taken out of the oven,
laid flat in small aluminium trays and covered with more warm wax. When
the wax had solidified the moulds could be removed from the trays, cut
to size and mounted on blocks of wood ready for sectioning.
A sledge microtome was used for cutting the sections (plate 6.3). It
was necessary to moisten the surface of the wax block to prevent
shattering of the section and better results were obtained when the
block was cooled with a lump of ice. The cut sections were transferred
to a water bath at 40°C for a few minutes to soften the wax and allow
the section to flatten out before being lifted onto slides coated in
gelatine. The waxed sections could then be left to dry out on a hot
plate at 35°C for several hours. Sections as thin as

10~m

were obtained

on the better pieces, however in general they could not be cut thinner
than 20pm without shattering the cell walls.
The sections were then dewaxed and stained. The warm slides were
transferred to Coplin jars where they went through the following
sequence of washes.
Dewaxing and staining schedule.

------------------------------

15mins.
Xylene
15mins.
100X Ethanol
10mins.
50X Ethanol
Stain-Acradine Orange in
aqueous Phosphate buffer. 15mins.
5. Rinse in distilled water.
5mins.
6. 50X Ethanol
10mins.
7. 100X Ethanol
10l1ins.
8. Xylene
The water soluble Acradine-Orange stain was chosen because of its
1.
2.
3.
4.

property of fluorescing under ultra-violet light. Use of this stain
meant employing rather an extended staining schedule but it produced
much better results for image analysis than a conventional stain such
as saphranin. The sections were then mounted on slides in a permanent
resinous mounting medium and left to harden on a hot plate (35°C).
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Problems in the preparation of sections.

---------------------------------------

The production of good sections was time consuming and on many samples
a good section was not obtained. Problems arose at all stages of the
procedure despite experimentation using different methods. Good
sections were obtained from a limited number of samples.
If the wood had not been adequately softened, it was too brittle to be
sectioned. The process of dehydration of the wood in xylene often
resulted in the cell walls becoming brittle and the inner part of the
wall breaking avay from the outer cell wall. If cells were not
adequately dehydrated, the wax could not be impregnated and the samples

fragmented on sectioning. The earlywood suffered from most distortion
due to the dehydration process because the cell walls were thinner.

The material vas in the form of 1.2mm thick sections from 5mm cores,
thus the pieces vere sufficiently small for good vax impregnation to be
obtained. The 'number of attempts at cutting a good section however was
limited since the vood tended to come away from the wax when it became

less than .5.m thick. This also meant that a section at right angles to
the ring boundaries had to be obtained on the first few sectioning
trials.
Sections sometimes could not be removed cleanly from the microtome
blade without breaking

OF

curling. If too thin, sections broke up in

the vater bath. A major problem was making the sections adhere to the
slides during the devaxing and staining schedules. If too much gelatine
was used this took up the stain and could be seen on the final slide,
if too little gelatine vas used, the section would fall from the slide
in the coplin jars. The devaxing procedure again caused breakage of the
cell valls, but it is essential to remove all the vax. The thicker the
section the less likely fracturing of the cell walls vould occur but
the longer the devaxing period, and the greater the risk of the section
slipping from the slide.
ii) Image Analysis Procedure.
The Image Analysis system is located in the Laboratory of Tree-Ring
Research at the University of Arizona. It uses the DARWIN system
(Digital Analysis of Resolvable Whole-pictures by Image Numeration). A
full description of this method is given by Televski et al. (1983). The
layout of the equipment used is shown in plate 6.4.
The slide is placed on the microscope stage and is illuminated from
above by ultra-violet light. The fluorescing specimen can be viewed
through the microscope objective or else the image can be transferred
by means of the video camera and digitizer to the television screen.
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The u.v. light source to the microscope only provides a single
intensity of illumination. The intensity of the image on the screen can
be controlled by the external camera control box.
The digitizer converts the analog video signal from the camera to a
digital signal. This is a value on a "grey scale" from 0=black to
255=white for a matrix of 512 x 480 points on the screen. The image
analysis program can select any part of the total area on the
television monitor for scanning. On scanning the grey scale values for
the pOints within that area are returned to the computer via the
interface card. Analysis of this image then takes place according to
the program that has been loaded.
The program used in this study is Topographer III. Once the
coordinates of the area to be scanned have been set, upper and lower
grey level limits are chosen to distinguish the object from the
background. Scanning is performed from top to bottom and left to right
within the image area, the grey level values for each point are
compared with the upper and lower grey levels and adjacent pixels are
determined to be either object or background. The seperate objects are
constructed and can be individually identified.
The program can draw the objects on the microcomputer monitor and a
print-out of this can be requested. The total area occupied by the
objects can be calculated, as well as the area of individual objects
and their coordinates. An editing facility for deleting, joining and
aeparating objects is also available. By means of a set of paddle
controls the objects seen on the television monitor can be located for
editing.
Problems associated with the image analysis proceedure.

------------------------------------------------------

There were several problems associated with image analysis. The main
drawback is that the choice of the grey levels to seperate object from
background is subjective. This affects the size of the objects and to a
greater extent, the thickness of the cell walls. On very thin sections
cut exactly at right angles to the grain, changes in the grey level
boundaries would have little effect, but most of the sections used here
were thick enough for differences to be apparent.
The process is time consuming because only a small area can be scanned
at a time and it may take several scans before the grey level
boundaries are considered to be correct. Adjustment of the light levels
and image intensity also requires a certain amount of skill. The
intensity of the u.v. light source cannot be altered and if the section
i. illuminated for too long it will burn. Thus a limited number of
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scans can be performed on each section (usually not more than three).
The size of the area that can be scanned is also limited because of
distortion at the edges of the screen.
iii) Results of image analysis.
Firstly it was necessary to test the validity of the image analysis
results and determine whether percentage object area in an individual
scan is correlated with x-ray density.
After experimenting with different sizes of image area, a convenient
size of 40 x 185 units on the screen was chosen for analysing latewood.
(The longest side being tangential, that is along the line of the ring
boundaries.) This converts to 57 x

264~m,

which is about twice as wide

and a quarter as long as the normal slit size on the densitometer. It
is about 3-4 cells wide by 7 high in the latewood.
The latewood of each ring was scanned, starting with a block at the
end of the ring and proceding with adjacent blocks backwards to the
earlywood. The latewood only was measured because initial trials with
scans along the whole ring indicated that cell dimensions were more or
less constant in the earlywood. It was also more difficult to obtain
good sections of the earlywood since the thinner cell walls tended to
break up during sample preparation.
The scanning was repeated on a different set of cells three times for
each ring.

Proble~s

in the sectioning and the image analysis when the

quality of sections was not adequate meant that the number of rings
scanned was limited. Image scans of 40 x 185 units for the latewood
have successfully been obtained for the following trees and years.
Glen Derry.
N57
N60
S51

1924-1940
1929-1940
1930-1932, 1938-1940

Glen Affric.
N38
1930-1939
S45
1930-1935
For each scan the percentage object area was determined, the objects
in this case are the cell lumens. A hard copy print-out of the image
itself was also obtained. Appendix II shows the pictorial images for
the trees, S57 and N60 (reduced in size four times from the original
plot size).
The x-ray density had been measured on all the above rings. It was
possible to correlate denSity with the percentage wall area (100 minus
percentage object area). The denSity had been measured with the
densitometer using a slit size of 30x1000 pm and a step size of 30pm,
so for each area scanned the percentage vall area (a mean of the three
values at each position in the ring) was associated with approximately
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two values of density measured using the densitometer.
Of the five trees which were scanned across the latewood, all gave
straight line relationships between x-ray density and percentage wall
area. Mean correlation coefficient between the two straight lines of
.98 was obtained. Figure 6.7 shows the regression for trees N38 and
N60. These two lines were sufficiently alike to be pooled.
The equations of the lines are as follows;
Tree N38
Tree N60
Pooled equation.

Where G

= density,

G=.9809p+.0915
G=.9299p+.0524
G=.9537p+.0841
p

= proportion

6 •••• 5

wall area.

The possibiltiy of obtaining measurements of wall thickness and lumen
diameters from the image analysis pictures was then investigated. From
the image pictures (Appendix II) it was possible to count the number of
vertical and horizontal cell walls in the image area since the cells
are generally arranged in a regular pattern with the cell walls aligned
horizontally and vertically. Assuming the cells to be rectangles with
valls of equal thickness, it was possible to calculate indices for mean
vall thickness and mean lumen area for each image using the formula in
equation 6 ••• 2. The calculated values of wall thickness and lumen area
(along with the values for percentage wall area) for N60 are plotted in
figure 6.8. This diagram indicates that there is an increase followed
'by a decline in cell vall thickness across the LW. At the same time
there is a gradual decrease in lumen area towards the end of the ring.
Both wall thickness and lumen size are controlling percentage wall area
in the LW. The greatest percentage wall area occurs at the end of the
latevood in the narrow rings but before the end in wider rings. It
usually occurs shortly after the peak in wall thickness.
This study indicates the potential for this kind of approach to
anatomical study. It could be used in determining the relative effects
of lumen diameter and wall thickness in controlling density on
different sites and in different years. Unfortunately there is
inadequate replication here to allow any such comparisons to be made.
e) Conclusions.
There are many problems associated with the sectioning methods in the
production of slides for image analysis. Pinus sylyestris from high
altitudes is very difficult to section to the standard required for
image analysis. The preparation of slides is time consuming. The
standard of quality of slides necessary for image analysis is very high
and this means that only the very best material can be used. It is
difficult therefore to produce sections of long continuous periods.
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Woody material is inherently difficult to section (Berlyn and Miksche

1976). An image analysis technique being developed at the Commonwealth
Forestry Institute at Oxford uses reflected light from the wood surface
to produce the images (Hughes J.F. personal communication). This
requires a sophisticated method of wood surfacing but it avoids
problems associate with sectioning.
The image analysis procedure itself has limitations. Despite the fact
that data manipulation and storage is carried out in a sophisticated
program, setting up and adjusting of the image is time consuming and is
done manually and is subjective. Image scans are not exactly
repeatable. The size of the image that can be scanned at anyone time
is small and at each new scan the system must be recalibrated. The
degree of subjectivity in the image adjustment allows only a

qualitative approach to the study of anatomical features of cells.
The percentage object area calculated from the image analysis scans
correlates significantly with x-ray density. There is a straight line
relationship between density and percentage wall area for individual
rings from one tree. This suggests that the absolute density of the
cell walls is not changing throughout a growing season and that the
changes in density across a growth ring are due entirely to changes in
the cell wall thickness and lumen size. Other workers suggest that in
some species, density of the cell walls themselves may change along the
rings (Televski, personal communication). This is currently being
investigated on birch trees using the image analysis system in Tucson.
Image analysis ia an effective technique for obtaining quantitative
information on tree-rings. The potential of image analysis lies in the
fact that detailed examination of the annual variation in cell size
parameters can be made and the results stored easily on computer disc.
It can give information on the cell sizes which could be used to
provide valuable information about the relationship between vall
thickness, lumen diameter and percentage wall area. Given adequate
replication it would be possible to examine the effects of climate on
cell anatomy through the course of the growing season.

Figure 6.3
Measurements of cell wall thickness for 10 files of cells
plotted against the percentage of the distance along the ring.
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Figure 6.4
Variation in wall thickness across an annual ring.
Calculated from the mean of measurements of 10 files of cells.
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Variation in lumen diameter across an annual ring.
Calculated from the mean of measurements of 10 files of cells.
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Relationship between x-ray density and wall area.

Wall area percent is calculated from measurements of wall thickness and
lumen diameter. Seperate straight line relatioships apply to each ring.
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Relationship between x-ray density and wall area.
Wall area is calculated from the percentage object area derived from
image analysis.
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Image analysis results.
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Plate 6.2
Radial section of scots pine wood.
Thin wall earlywood cells are seen on the left, thic~er walled latewood
on the right. The section is stained with phloroglucinol is fluorescing
under illumination with u.v. light.

lJO

Plate 6.3
Sledge microtome used for cutting thin sections for image

analysis.
In this study the mounted sections were only 30mm in length.
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Plate 6.4
DARWIN Image Analysis system.
A = Control box.
B

= Video

camera.

C = Microscope.
D = Digitizer.
E = Video monitor.

F

= Apple

IIe computer.

G = Printer.
H = u. v.

I

light source.

= Paddle controls.

D. ANALYSIS OF THE DENSITY PROFILE.
a) Introduction.
The density profile for a single year records the variation in

dens~ty

across the ring from the beginning of the earlywood to the end of the
latewood. Density profiles may be constructed by recording the density
at equal intervals across the ring, using the method of x-ray
densitometry.
The density profiles of individual trees from certain sites are found
to exhibit similar patterns, characteristic for each year. Merkel
(1984) found a strong association between the shapes of the density
profiles and the amount of precipitation for Pinus sylvestris from law
altitudes in Germany. Merkel (1984) described profiles of density,
lumen diameters and cell wall thickness for a period of seven years.
This study attempts to examine the effects of environmental factors an
density for a longer time period.
Density profiles for 80 years from 1900 to 1979 have been constructed
from x-ray density curves of a sample of trees from two Scottish sites.
Cubic spines have been fitted to the density profiles to assist in the
comparison of density profiles. The deviations in the density profiles
of individual years from the mean density profile for that tree have
.been investigated. The potential of a mathematically defined density
profile as a tool in dendroclimatology is investigated.
The main aims are;
a) Investigate relationship between MXD and density of the rest
of the ring.
b) Examine similarities and differences in density profiles
between trees.
c) Examine relationship between climate and density.
d) Attempt to relate findings to physiological evidence.
b) Methods.
i) Density measurement.
The analysis is conducted for a period of 80 years from 1900 to 1979.
The density data are produced from a densitometer scan of x-ray
negatives with a step size of

30~m

for both the earlywood and latewood,

using program COUNT3.3 (see section 6B for a full description of
densitometry). Trees from two sites in Scotland, at Glen Affric and
Glen Derry are considered. Computer plots of the x-ray density data
were produced for all trees so that rings could be identified and
examined individually. Figure 6.9 shows examples of x-ray density plots
for the trees used, for the periods 1900-1910 and 1911-1920.
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Inspection of the x-ray density plots indicates that many of rings
were not suffic1ently well def1ned for denslty profiles to be
constructed. This is a result of a poor quality x-ray negat1ve or
factors associated with the growth rlngs themselves. The select10n of
appropriate periods for density profile construction is based on
several criteria deduced from inspection of the x-ray density plot.
These are:
1. Oefinition of the rings.
2. Width of rings.
3. A period of at least 20 consecutive years.
4. Mean ring density fairly constant.
The x-ray negative must not be blurred, as the ring boundaries must be
clearly defined. Rings of width greater than 3.0mm and less than .6mm
were not used. In many trees there are alternating periods of wide and
narrow rings and sections of compression wood. There should be a
reasonably even density pattern for a period of at least 20 years.
The density values have been recorded at equal (30pm) intervals along
the ring. Since there is considerable variation in the width of the
rings, the number of values recorded per ring varies. The number of
density values recorded for each ring ranges from 20 in the narrow
rings to over 100 points for the yidest rings. In 'order to compare
density profiles and construct mean density curves, a standard number
of points from each ring. This is achieved by fitting a cubic spline
function to the original density profile and obtaining density values
at 1X intervals along this curve. Each density profile is then
described by 101 density values. The advantage of using a cubic spline
rather than a polynomial curve is that it is constrained to pass
through all the points. Since changes in density across a ring may be
somewhat abrupt and these fluctuations may be important in
climate-growth interpretation, it is necessary to fit a curve which
follows the density profile as closely as possible. Figure 6.10 shows a
fitted cubic spline along with the original data values for a single
ring.
ii) Spline fitting.
Fitting of cubic splines was carried out on each ring seperately using
a modification of a BASIC programme (Heilborn 1981). All computing was
carried out using the Apple lIe micro-computer. The densitometry
programme stores up to 1000 density values as they are measured, they
are not distinguished as seperate rings. The spline fitting programme
(SPLINE) first asks for the number of the first
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density value and then for a value for the earlywood-latewood boundary.
The data are read from the file starting at the given value proceeding
until the boundary from LW back to EW is crossed. The sequence number
of this point is then recorded so that the start position for reading
the next ring is known. SPLINE fits a cubic spline curve to each ring
in turn, stores 101 points for each ring then proceeds to the next
ring. The programme will continue to a specified end point or until the
1000th data point is reached.
The first stage of cubic spline fitting is to fit a parabola to each
set of three adjacent points in turn. It is then possible to calculate
the slope of the parabola at the position of the central point. Thus
the slopes D(j) at each of j points are computed as functions of the x
and y coordinates of the density values. Thus;
Dej) = F{x(j-l>, x(j), x(j+ll, yej-ll, y(j), yej+ll}

6 .... 6

Seperate cubiC polynomial curves are then fitted between each point to
give the closest fit to the points and the intersecting slopes. A set
of j polynomials are obtained, of the form
z

= yej}

+ fej)w + gej)w

2

+ h(j)w

3

6 .... 7

Where f(j), g(j) and h(j) are the cubic spline coefficients and w is a
function of the increment along each spline. Thus the value of y at any'
point can be calculated by reference to the appropriate polynomial
equation. 101 points at equal intervals were taken from each curve and
stored on disc.
iii) Calculation of means.
A total of 12 trees from Glen Affric have been examined, five of which
include data from two cores. Computer plots of the splines were made.
These were inspected against the densitometer plots for incorrect
reading of the ring or anomalous rings. The density plots indicate that
density of the rings varies considerably between trees and according to
the age of the tree when the ring was formed. For each tree, periods of
even growth 20 to 35 years long, have been selected from the density
chronologies. Kean density profiles for these periods have been
calculated. It was possible to calculate the mean of any number of
density profiles by calculating the mean value at each point using a
BASIC programme KEANSPLINE. There is considerable variation in the mean
profiles from tree to tree.
The density profiles have been plotted along with the means for each

year and each tree, Apppendix III. The deviations from the profiles
illustrate where density has been higher (black) or lower (striped)
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than normal. The numbers on theleft indicate the number of density
values used to construct the spline, this is directly related to the
width of the ring. In some years deviations in the profiles for the
individual trees all show a similar pattern, in other years the pattern
is less well defined. Since the samples were only taken from the
dominant trees in the stand similar density curves might be expected.
Had trees from other parts of the canopy been used, it may have been
necessary to compare density profiles from each canopy class
seperately, since the dates of onset and termination of growth are
known to vary according to the position of the tree in the canopy.
The total area above or below the mean curve for each year (and tree)
can be computed. This is the deviation (DEV). An analysis of variance
to examine the effects of years and on the DEV. It has been carried out
for 8 trees for 21 years, 1900-1920. Deviations (DEVS) have been
computed as the differences between the individual profiles and the
overall mean profile for the 21 years and 8 trees. The results are
shown in the table below.
Source

df

55

"5

VR

Trees
Years
Resid.

7
20
140

2.912
4.680
20.30

.416
• 234
.145

2.869
1.614

Total

167

27.89

*•

*

The tree effect on DEV highly significant (p =.01), years are also
significant (p =.1).
The significant tree effect would indicate that the profiles for
individual years must be compared with the mean tree profile (rather
than an overall mean profile) in order for the year effect to be
distinguished. A further analysis of variance has been carried to
investigate the effect of trees within years. In this case DEVS are
computed as differences between the profile for each year and the
21-year mean profile (1900-1920) for that tree. The results are shown
below.
Source

df

SS

"5

VR

Between trees
within years

140

10.41

.0744

.44

Residual

27

4.778

.1769

Total

167

15.19

ns

These results show that there is no significant effect of trees within
years, this indicates that if the tree effect is removed a common
pattern in DEVS is found.
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Figure 6.9
X-ray density plots. Glen Affric trees.
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Method of fltting the CUblC spllne.
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E. PROPERTIES OF THE DENSITY PROFILE.
a) Similariti&s b&tw&&n d&nsity profil&s.
C&rtain y&ars show a gr&at&r d&gr&& of similarity b&tw&&n profiles
than others, as indicated for Glen Affric in appendix III. 1920 for
example has rings with both high and low DEVS. Other years such as
1926, 1916, 1933, 1938, 1945 and 1951 cl&arly show a common response
between tre&s. MEAN PROFILES (calculated as the mean of the

ind~v~dual

trees for each year) are only meaningful in the years when all

prof~les

are of similar shape. MEAN PROFILES have be&n calculated for each year
in order to examine the statistical relationships between DEVS for each
year and the data relating to climate and other tree-ring
characteristics.
In order to examine the similarity of the density profiles in a
spatial context, profiles from a second site at Glen Derry have been
constructed. This site is approximately 60 km from Glen Affric at a
higher elevation (450m compared to 300m a.s.l.). In general th& trees
have narrower rings but they respond more closely to climate. The
average ring-width at Glen Affric is 1.25mm compared to 1.05mm for Glen
Derry. The strength of the a common signal between trees is indicated
by Expected Percentage Signal (EPS) values (table 3.4). Using MXD at
Glen Derry, EPS10 (for 10 trees)

i~

.888 compared to .849 for Glen

Affric, thus the signal is stronger at Glen Derry. For RW, ESP10 is
.585 for Glen Derry and .751 for Glen Affric. Response function
statistics using monthly precipitation and temperature data indicate
that the climate signal is greater at Glen Derry. The following are
statistics for the percentage of the growth response in three
parameters that can be explained by principal components of climate
(see table 4.4).
MXD

RW

LW

Glen Derry.
55X
33X
50X

Glen Affric.
57X
30X
21X

The narrower rings for the Glen Derry trees makes them less suitable
for density profile construction, on average 25 rather that 42 points
are available for spline fitting.

Mean profiles have been made for Glen

Derry in the same manner as for Glen Affric. Three trees have been
used. Since so few trees have been available for use at Glen Derry, the
Glen Derry profiles serve only as a comparison with Glen Affric.
Appendix III shows the density profiles from Glen Derry. The smoother
outlines and more obvious DEVS of these profiles is a result of the
narrowness of the rings. Deviations in density are more closely related
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to MXD in the Glen Derry trees than in the Glen Affric trees. The Glen
Derry profiles show similar patterns of deviation to Glen Affric. In
the years when all Glen Affric profiles behave in the same way, the
Glen Derry profiles also exhibit that pattern. This suggests that a
regional climate signal is responsible for these density deviations.
Table 6.1.
Correlation between indexed MXD, spline MXD, spline deviation and
summer temperature.
GLEN AFFRIC.
MXD
Spline

DEY

.846
MXD S
.558
DEY
J/ACAch).527

.621
.443

.388

.792
MXD I
.508
MXD S
.261
DEY
J/ACBra).694

.809
.436
.227
.611

.732
.564
.571
.514

MXD
Index

GLEN DERRY.

J/A
(Ach)

MXD
Index

.491
.335
.201
.737

.427
.640

MXD
Spline

DEY

.713
.406

.285

.~8

Significance >.21 = .1, >.32 = .01, >.44 = .001.
Period of 80 years 1900-1979, (79 d.f.).
At both sites the indexed MXD correlates better with climate than with
spline MXD, probably because more trees were used to produce the
indexed chronology, also the indexing process filters out some of the
noise in the data. A correlation of .846 between the two MXD series for
Glen Affric suggests that MXD is reasonably well constructed from the
splines. Visual inspection of the plots of MXD Cindex) and MXD
(splines) shows up no anomalies. MXD for Glen Derry is less well
constructed since fewer trees are used. DEV correlates less well with
the July and August temperature mean than MXD. DEV correlates better
between the two sites than MXD (from the splines), giving a correlation
coefficient of .571 for DEY compared with .436 for MXD. The statistics
confirm the visual impression that DEV is more strongly correlated with
MXD at Glen Derry than at Glen Affric with a value of .713 at Glen
Derry and .621 at Glen Affric.
It is notable that DEV and MXD at Glen Affric correlate better with
the July-August temperature at Braemar (60 km away) than the data from
the station at Achnashellach (25 km away), suggesting that the trees at
Glen Affric are responding closely to widespread temperature effects
associated with altitude. The climate data from Braemar may be
reflecting this widespread temperature effect more than the
Achnashellach station which is at a lower altitude and a more maritime
location closer to thewest coast.
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b) Relationship between density profiles and climate deviations.
To facilitate visual comparison between the

dens~ty

profiles and

temperature data, the monthly temperature data are represented as
deviations from the average for the period 1900-1979. Appendix III
shows the annual temperature deviations alongside the density profiles.
March and April temperatures are represented as broken lines, May to
August temperatures as solid lines, other months are shown as dots.
Rainfall data is much more variable and this kind of representation is
not very useful. The amount of rainfall is known to have less effect on
the rings than temperature. Only the periods of unusually high and low
precipitation are considered here.
First it was necessary to test whether decadal trends in the
temperature data are represented in the density profiles. The DECADAL
MEAN density profiles are calculated as the mean of all profiles for
all trees in each ten year period. Figure 6.11 shows the decadal mean
density profiles plotted against the OVERALL MEAN density profile (all
years and all trees). The deviations in the decadal means in climate
data from the 1900-1979 mean are also represented. Visual inspection
indicates that decadal deviations in density profiles are related to
decadal deviations in climate data. The following table gives the
correlation coefficients between the profile DEVS and decadal
temperature deviations l'for Braemar.

"trom.

~"t. fY>o~l~

"",4[a".

Table 6.2
J
-26

F

-07

"44

A

38

"52

•

J
-23

J

16

A
58

•

S

41

o
56
•

N

-33

D
18

Values are for r x 100, • indicates significance at 10X. 8 Decades
1900-1909 to 1970-1979 are used, (7 d.f.).
With only 7 degrees of freedom the significances are low. It appears
that decadal variation in spring temperatures (March to May) are
positively correlated with decadal DEVS. Late summer and autumn
temperatures show positive correlations also. September to October
temperatures are likely to be affecting the ring of the following year
as is August temperature to a certain extent. There is no distinction
between current year effect and prior growth effect here.
A comparison between monthly climate deviations for each year and
three parameters taken from the splines has been carried out. Maximum
density has been calculated from the splines as well as ring-width
(which is obtained from the number of points used to calculate the
original spline curves). The results are shown below, the correlation
coefficients x 1000 are shown.
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Table 6.3.
preS
RW
MXD
DEV
RWxDEV

-035
-166
-201
-080

AUT - RW

preO
-004
-054
-189
-044

= 246,

HXD

A

t1

201
-015
272
084

=

056
306
421
154

t1

-066
176
111
-035

J

006
126
-015
006

J

009
484
301
159

A

S

-112
343
147
-072

-029
240
228
-082

-046, DEV = -015, RWxDEV = 223

Temperatures are Braemar means, tree-ring data is for Glen Affric, AUT=
First order autocorrelation in the parameter. Significance 210 = 10%,
353 = 5r., 412 = lX. A period of 80 years 1900-1979 is used, (79 d.f. l.
It is clear that DEV is responding to spring temperatures to a greater
extent than MXD or RW. The affect of March temperature on DEV is
apparent. May and June temperatures have little influence on density
whereas July and August temperatures affect MXD more than DEV. Current
September temperature correlates positively with DEV and MXD but not
RW. Previous September temperature is negatively correlated with MXD

and DEV (although not Significantly). A negative autocorrelation in
September temperature (r = -.155) may partly account for this. RWxDEV
is not a valid indicator of climate influence on the ring although it
might be assumed to represent the amount of wall material laid down
better than DEV alone. Physiological interpretation of these findings
and further discussion is considered later in this chapter.
c) Comparing yearly density profiles.
Examination of the density profiles and deviations in temperature data
(appendix III> can aid in the interpretation of the results from the
response function analysis. Effects of temperature in three periods are
considered:
i) late winter and early spring (February and March)
ii) spring (April and Hay)
iii) late summer (July and August)
The response functions and physiological mechanisms responsible for
the climate-growth response have been discussed (Chapter 4, part C). In
order to examine the effects of each period on the ring, the 80 years
(1900-1979) have been partitioned into 27 blocks according to whether

the temperatures have been high, moderate or low in each of the three
periods. The classification is based on the temperature deviations
illustrated in appendix III, the years are partitioned into quartiles,
the highest and lowest 20 values are used in the classification.
Table 6.4 gives the results and describes the type of density profile
formed. Figure 6.12 illustrates diagramatically the typical forms of
density profiles associated with different weather patterns in the
growing season. PhYSiological explainations are considered.
High late summer temperatures are consistently associated with high
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MXD. A season with low temperatures from February to May and high July
and August temperatures does not occur in this period so the effect of
such a year cannot be evaluated. A moderately high MXD can also be
associated with high April and May temperatures even

~hen

summer

temperatures are not above average.
Higher than average February and March temperatures are associated
with wide latewood and a more gradual transition from earlywood to
latewood. The response functions indicate that EW is inversely related
to February temperature at Glen Affric (and in Sweden) and inversely to
March temperature at Glen Derry. LW is responding positively to
February temperature at Glen Derry and March and April temperatures at
Glen Affric. This effect is clearly seen in the density profiles from
1933, 1938, 1945, 1961 and 1944. The converse (low February and March
temperatures associated with narrow latewood) only applies where low
temperatures are maintained in the later part of the spring, as in
1951, 1916 and 1941. It is difficult to classify the effects of
temperature in the early part of the growing season since monthly
temperature data are crude indicators of the start of the growing
season.
The image analysis data from 1933 would suggest that the gradual
increase in density from EW to LW is associated with a gradual
reduction in lumen area at the same time as a gradual increase in wall
thickness. PhYSiological evidence (chapter 2) would suggest that these
high early spring temperatures were affecting the date of spring
initiation of growth. Warm March temperatures may lead to early
flushing. Earlywood cells will be formed initially until the new
needles are mature and begin to transport carbohydrates. Since the

period of time necessary for the new needles to begin translocating
carbohydrates (which triggers the thicker walled latewood cells to
form) is generally constant, latewood cells will begin to be formed
earlier in the season. Temperatures are still quite low so the amount

of photosynthate available for wall thickening is limited. The rates of
cell enlargement and wall thickening may remain quite slow until higher

temperatures are reached later in the season hence a gradual transition
to LW is seen.
Long growing seasons with high September temperatures, where growth
may have continued into the autumn months are noticed where latewood
density is high and a sharp drop in density at the end of the ring as
in 1921, 1936, 1949, 1953 and 1959. High September temperatures allow
the latewood cells to continue wall thickening well into the autumn,
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hence latewood density is high. The rate of cell production in the
autumn is however slow. The sharp drop

~n

dens~ty

~s

a

re~ult

of a

small lumen size and very thin walls of the last few cells produced.
Growth may have ceased before the final cells are fully enlarged.
Certain features can also be interpreted as the effects of

ra~nfall

although patterns here are hard to identify and are not always
consistent. Low rainfall would be expected to result in a smaller lumen
size and hence higher density. This may be the case in 1913 where there
is a low July rainfall yet moderate growing season temperatures.
However since low rainfall is generally associated with higher than
average temperatures, it is difficult to separate the two effects.

Figure 6. 11
Deviations of density profiles and monthly temperature data from the
decadal means. of- ""'<>nthlj jt'''''pHa.hrt!S.
Temperature data is from Braemar.
Density profiles are means for all trees from Glen Affric, numbers of
left indicate relative amount of deviation (arbitary units).
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Figure 6. 12

Effects of climate on the density profile.

CLIMATE

MECHANISM

High temps.
in all seasons

Early LW production, good
current shoot growth, h~gh
summer photosynthesis. Inc.
rate of wall thickening.

ig
emps.
late winter to
end of spring.

y initiation of
, early
transition to LW production,
large cells in early part of
LW.

High spring &.
summer temps.

Well developed current year
shoot. Hi~h photosynthesis in
summer. H~gher rate of cell
development and thickening.

High summer
temps.

Inc. photosynthesis in
summer. Inc. rates of wall
thickening and cell prod.

RING

in LW

e

spring,
high summer
temps.

Late transition to LW.
High photosynthesis in
summer.

Low late wint
to end of
spring temps.

Late EW initiation,
LW
initiation. Reduced growth of
current shoot, reduced spring
and summer photosynthesis.

Low spring
summer temps.

Reduced current shoot
development. Reduced
photosynthesis and wall
thickening in summer.

Table 6.4 Classification of temperature variation and effects on the
density profiles.
1.2.3

RING TYPE

YEAR

H.H.H

Wide LW, high MXD

45, 33, 11, 59*

H. H••

Wide LW, mod. high tfXD

38, 18

H••• H

Wide LW, high tfXD

44, 26

H••••

No com.on type

71,67,53,48,46,29,21,10

H••• L

Variable, narrow LW

61, 20., 12

H.L.H

High tfXD, narrow LW

35, 34

H. L ••

Low tfXD, narrow LW

50, 32, 27, 23

H.L.L

Low ItXD, narrow LW

24, 22, 07., 03

• • H••

tfoderately high tfXD

64, 60, 57, 40, 49

• • H. L

Average ring

52

• ••• H

High ItXD

25, 76., 75, 73

High "XD in 1913

54, 39, 13.

• ••• L

No co••on type

65, 36, 28

• • L •.

Narrow LW

78, 77, 15

• • L. L

Narrow LW, low "XD

72, 66, 62, 02

L.H.H

High "XD

55., 01

L. H••
L. H. L

52, 37, 08, 09
Low ItIN, narrow LW,
.od high "XD.
High "XD, low "IN, wide LW 47

L••• H

Average ring

69

L ••.•

No COll110n type

63,58,31,30,19,04.,00

L ••• L

Low "XD, wide LW 1917

42, 19, 17

L. L ••

Narrow LW, low tfXD

51, 41., 16

1 • Late winter, early spring teatperatures (February, "arch).
2 • Spring te.peraturea (April, May>.
3 = Late au ••er te.peratures (July, August, September).
it indicates the possible effect of low precipitation in the summer
Dlonths.
L - Lower, • - Dtoderate, H - higher than average temperatures.
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F. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS.
The preceding section has indicated that density profiles constructed
from x-ray densitometry scans can provide a useful tool for
interpreting the climate-growth effects in high altitude P. sylvestris.
It provides a method of evaluating the climate-growth relationships
derived from response functions. A more detailed picture of the
climate-growth response can be developed with year by year anomalies
identified. This may be important if climate reconstruction is to be
attempted. The differentiation between effects which exhibit a more or

less linear relationship with density and those which only take effect
in certain years (or in one direction) is made possible using density
profiles. The study of density profiles from a network of sites may be
useful in distinguishing between local and regional climatic effects.
This would also allow for the effects of weather patterns on different
parts of the ring to be studied since the growing season is likely to
be slightly different at different sites.
The density profile patterns allow a greater degree of physiolog1cal
interpretation of the response functions. By relating the climate data
directly to the density profile the effects of changing conditions
during the growing season can often be seen. The degree of deviation
from the average density profile (DEV) gives more information about the
climate 1n the early and late parts of the season than maximum density
(table 6.3). It would be possible to determine separate components of
early season and late season density DEVS. The DEV could be a useful
parameter in reconstruction of climate during the early and late parts
of the growing season.
More adequate data on the relationship between climate and wall
thickness, lumen diameter and density are still essential. Preliminary
image analysis work has shown that useful information about the above
relationship can be obtained from image analysis data. The production
of good sections and the image analysis procedure are both time
consuming which limits the numbers of trees and years that can be
examined.
One of the limitations of the study of ongoing seasonal trends is in
the climate data. Monthly indices from distant weather stations are
rather crude estimators of changing weather conditions. A measure of
daily (or weekly) temperature or solar radiation is required. This has
been used in a short term study (for a period of 15 days) of the effect
of temperature on cell structure (Ford et ale 1978, see section 2).

Other growth models based on cumulative indices have been used in
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connection with the effect of rainfall on drought sensitive trees.
Zahner uses such an index to predict the growth of Loblolly pine
(Zahner, to be published). Density profiles may also prove useful in
the identification of climate growth responses which might be useful in
growth modelling (Fritts personal communication, Ford to be published).
The advantage of the density profile approach is that it allows a
reasonably large number of accurate, easily replicated plots of rings
to be produced relatively quickly. A possible application of density
profile studies may be in relating the growth of one tree species to
another. If features of P. sylvestris density profiles could be
identified that related to the growth of oak it may be possible to use
this information to provide a method of identifying 'signature years'
that would crossdate between the two species. Oak ring-width is known
to respond to temperature in April and Hay (Hilson 1979). So far
crossdating between oak and pine has been unsuccessful (Pilcher
personal communication). This would then be useful in the study of
sub-fossil pine, and it may provide a method of dating and hence
building up a long pine chronology.
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Chapter 7.

CONCLUSIONS.

Several of the topics examined in this work are currently being
investigated by other researchers. Further work is still needed on some
of the fundamental principles relating to dendroclimatology, especially
aspects concerning the physiological mechanisms behind the
climate-growth response. Sub-fossil pine in Scotland is currently being
studied at the City of London Polytechnic (Lowe personal
communication). A great deal of untapped information is also still
available from the sub-fossil pine in Northern Ireland. This study has
shown that densitometry can sucessfully be perfqrmed on the Irish
sub-fossil trees. It has not yet been possible to date any of the
Northern Irish chonologies. Current work being undertaken to
investigate the direct effects of climate on cell dimensions is
reported (and in most cases it still being carried out) for example in
U.S.A. (Telewski personal communication, Ford to be published), Germany
(Diaz-Vaz et ale 1975, Merkel 1984), U.S.S.R. (Vaganov 1987) and in
Britain (Denne and Dodd 1980).
Density analysis of sub-fossil pine using x-ray densitometry is
possible on well preserved specimens. Such material has been found in
Ireland but so far there has been no success with material from
Scotland. The statistical properties of the ring-width and density
chronologies from the Irish subfossil trees have been compared with
those of modern tree chronologies from several sites in Britain and
Sweden. The sub-fossil chronologies behave differently from the modern
chronologies. Maximum density is found to be inferior to ring-width for
crossdating between sub-fossil trees, although a reasonably strong
common signal (between trees from a site) is still present in the MXD
chronologies. The problem of comparing sub-fossil and modern trees is
compounded by the fact that many of the sub-fossil tree-ring series are
taken from just above the root stump, thus the rings are strongly
influenced by root growth rather than the crown. Thus more information
is needed on the relationship between growth at the root buttress and
tree-ring growth at breast height. It is also desirable to locate
specimens of sub-fossil material where the whole stem has been
preserved.
Further investigation of sub-fossil pine in Scotland (involving
dendroclimatological work) is being undertaken at present by Dr. J.
Lowe and colleagues from the City of London Polytechnic. The work
involves a comprehensive study 0~76he peat stratigraphy, pollen

analysis and dendrochronological study of the sub-fossil pine from
several sites in the Rannach moor region. Radiocarbon dates of the key
horizons in the peat are currently being obtained. The way forward in
investigating the climate conditions since the last glaciation and
especially during the 'altithermal' would seem to be an approach based
on a more comprehensive study of the peat bog horizons.
Dendrochronological work is of special importance since it can allow
dating to an exact year. This may only be achieved if a set of good
specimens can be found. They must have been growing contemporaneously,
be well preserved, at least 100 years old, with reasonably wide rings
and preferably be trunks. If it is possible to find an 'enclave' of
sub-fossil pine where the trees grew densely for a relatively short
period, a short chronology could perhaps be constucted. The use of
densitometric analysis on such specimens may be of great value. Rannoch
moor is at a higher altitude than the Northern Irish sites (200-350m
a.s.l. as opposed to 50m in Ireland) which might be expected to give
improved crossdating using MXD. Densitometry is likely to increase the
chances of crossdating with a chronology from another site, or possibly
with an oak chrono~gy. The growth characteristics of the sub-fosSil
trees may also yield information about the climatic and ecological
conditions at the time.
Response functions have been calculated on modern trees from 7 sites
in Britain and Sweden. Further investigation of density at two of these
sites (in Scotland) has been possible by fitting cubiC splines to the
density curves and examining the pattern of deviation of yearly density
curves from mean density curves. The work on modern trees using
response functions and cubic spline functions has indicated the
importance not only of July and August temperatures but also of early
an late season temperatures in determining maximum density. This is
similar to the situation with Picea rubens in Eastern North America
(Conkey 1986) where spring temperatures (April and May) are found to
correlate better with MXD than summer temperatures. Her conclusions
relating to the biological basis for the climate-density response are
similar to those deduced by the author in relation to Pinus sylvestris
at high altitudes in Scotland.
The physiological evidence has been examined as it relates to the
effects of climate on maximum and minimum denSities, earlywood width
and latewood width. Figures 2.2 - 2.5 summarise the relationships that
are known to apply to P. sylvestris. These diagrams have been used in
the interpretation of the response functions and denSity profiles. The
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importance of early season temperatures in influencing the growth and
development of the current year needles which affects density in the
latewood is noted. The mechanism by which summer temperature affects
cell dimensions through rates and durations of cell production,
expansion and wall thickening has been explored. The influence of
growing season length on the ring is also seen. The density profile
analysis has proved a useful technique in examining the year to year
climate-growth response. The value for the deviation from the mean
density curve (OEV) may be a useful parameter for reconstructing of
climate in the early part of the growing season.
The effects of water stress on cell diameter in the growing season
ultimately affecting ftXO is stressed by Conkey (1986) and has also been
noted by other yorkers (Little and Wareing 1981, Jacoby and Ulan 1981,
Zahner 1978). The importance of water stress at high altitudes in
Scotland where the climate is oceanic has not been adequately assessed.
The interaction of low precipitation and high temperatures (hence a
greater amount of solar radiation) is apparent. The additional effect
on density of water stress in low rainfall years, causing a reduction
in cell diameter has not been determined. Evidence from the density
profiles would suggest that low rainfall does result in increased
density in addition to the effect due to increased solar radiation.
Preliminary work using image analysis techniques has shown the
potential for gaining information about the climate-growth response
from detailed analysis of wall thicknesses and lumen diameters across
the rings. The method use here is dependent on the production of very
good quality sections. The way forward in image analysis would seem to
be with the use

of~

surface image analysis technique. This avoids the

problems involved in obtaining good sections and distortion of the
cells in sectioning. Image analysis is likely to be very useful in
determining the impact of water stress on cell dimensions (and hence
its contribution to density).
The use of monthly means of temperature and precipitation data is not
necessarily the most appropriate method for investigating the
climate-growth response. Other workers have demonstrated that a
stronger climate-growth signal can been obtained using degree days
rather than monthly temperature means (Jacoby and Cook 1981, Jacoby et
al. 1985, Zahner personal communication). The use of a cumulative index
of temperature or solar radiation such as this is likely to be a good
indicator of the growth response in P.sylvestris in Britain. Such an
index would be especially useful for examining the climate-density
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response using density profiles.
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Appendix 1.

Site descriptions.

CHIPPENHAM FEN.
'
I
Lat. 52 o 24N,
Long. 0 0 10W.

Map ref. TL 648 697
Location - East Anglia, 5 miles north of Newmarket in the
Cambridgeshire fens. The site is at an elevation of 15m, scots pines
are growing on an area of flat peat soil. 10 trees were sampled, 2
cores taken from each tree, collected by D. Cartwright July 1978.
DERRYCROW.
o

'

0

I

Lat. 45 31N, Long. 06 29W.
Map ref. H 987 641
Elevation 18m a.s.l.
The site is in Armagh, Northern Ireland on the Southern

s~de

of Lough

Neagh 10.2 km north of Portadown. It is a peat bog site and no trees
are growing there at present. Extraction of a large number of subfossil
stumps was carried out by J.Pilcher et al. from Queens University,
Belfast in the early 1970's. A radiocarbon date gives the pine layer as
4639

+/-

60 yrs. BP.

GLEN AFFRIC.
Lat. 57°15N, Long. 04°55'W
GR NH 145 225
Altitude 180-450m.
The area of native scots pine forest that was sampled extends from
Badger falls to half way along Loch Affric on the North side. It is
partly on shallow slopes (10 degrees) in the lower section and partly
on steeper SE slopes of 30 degrees. The soil is sands and gravels in
the lower part with some peat between the knolls giving way to shallow
well drained peat on the higher slopes.
Sampling was carried out in May 1984 by C. Swain. 14 trees were cored,
with 2 cores per tree. Previous sampling had also been carried out by
D. Cartwright in July 1977.
GLEN DERRY
Lat. 57·00N, Long. 03°35W.
GR NO 035 932
Alititude 390-555m
The site is partly on the west facing slope (30 degrees) in the upper
region of Glen Derry, lkm above Derry Lodge. The north east. facing
slopes (45 degrees) of Glen Luibeg 1km West of Derry Lodge form the
remainder of the site. The trees are growing on peaty soils, the native

pines are growing in an open stand with very few young trees.
Sample collection was carried out by C. Swain May 1984. 13 trees were
cored, 2 cores/tree. Previous sampling in the same area had been
carried out by D. Cartwright in October 1979. The area was further down
the Glen and called Mar in

th~s

case. An area at the foot of the Glen

at Inverey (2.5 km south of the Glen Derry site) had also been sampled
in July 1977.
KIELDER CASTLE.
Lat. 54°55N, Long. 02Q30W.
GR NY 632 935
Elevation 200m a.s.l.
The area is at Ravenshill wood Northumberland, sampling was done by K.
Briffa in 1981., 19 trees were cored, one core from each tree was
available for use in Liverpool.
I'IUDDUS.
Lat. 66°47N, Long. 20°08E.
Elevation 450m a.s.l. The site is in Northern Sweden. Tree ring data
for this site is available in the European data bank.

o F'ROSTSJOASEN.
Lat. 62°19N, 12°48E.
Elevation 800m a.s.l. The site is in central Sweden. Data for this

s~te

has been obtained from K. Briffa from Climate Research Unit at
University of East Anglia.
RANDALSTOWN.
Lat. 54· 46N, Long. 06 0 18W.
GR JO 099 025
Elevation 50m.
Antrim, Northern Ireland. The area is on flat peat by the Ballylugan
road 2.4km north east of Randalstown. This is a small area of pine
trees remaining by the roadside after construction of a new bypass.
Sampling was carried out by C. Swain November 1983. 15 trees were
cored, tva cores were taken from each tree.
SLUGGAH.
Lat. 54°46H, Long. 06°18W.
GR J 009 921
Elevation 50m a.s.l.
The site is in co. Antrim, Northern Ireland, on the north east Side of
Lough Heagh, 2.4 km north east of Randalstown. No trees are growing on
the site at present. It is an area of raised peat bog with three layers
of subfossil pine stumps. The peat is cut yearly, exposing the stumps.
ii

A large number of stumps have been excavated by J.Pilcher.

Radiocarbon

dates on the Upper, Middle and Lower layers of stumps are 6615 +/- 95,
7005 +/- 65 and 7095 +/- 115 years SP respectively.

iii

Appendix II.

IMAGE ANALYSIS PICTURES.
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Appendix II I.
DENSITY PROFILES AND TEMPERATURE DATA.
AFF

= Glen

Affric, DER

= Glen

Derry.
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